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GULF WAR: GUNS FALL SILENT
THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
MOSCOW — A group of
reform-minded military officers
has charged that eight Communist leaders tried to overthrow the
secesSionist government of
Lithuania during the Baltic
crackdown last month.

STATE
FORT CAMPBELL — Sgt.
Christopher 1.1i. Ctspntan left a
trail of quickly scribbled cartoons wherever he went. Capt.
Charles W. Cooper couldn't
pass a microphow without grabbing it to belt out a song. Chapman, Cooper and two other
members of their Army helicopter crew were remembered in a
small chapel at Fort Campbell
Army post.

SPORTS

46
'

OLEAN', N.Y. — Olean has
St. Bonaventure University's
basketball team for better —
like the Bob Lanier-led National
Invitation Tournament champions of 20 seasons ago — or
worse -- like now.

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
Pentagon said today that the Persian Gulf cease-fire appeared to be
holding despite small skirmishes
between atljed and Iraqi forces.
The White Rouse said U.S. troops
are likely to begin heading home in
"a few days."
Hostilities came to an end at
midnight after President Bush's
Wednesday night declaration:

U.S. troops coming home in 'a few days'
ol Kuwait
Bush looked to.:aytJ
war scenarios tor the Per
He held n eari‘
A
with Sc.h.:tary 01 S;aki
Baker It. A ho lea es or the

"This war is now behind us."
Iraq responded to Bush's statement by notifying the United
Nations that it would accept all
Security Council resolutions
adopted in response to its invasion

Associated Press Writer

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— Minutes after the president was
off the air, 15 soldiers' wives were
crqwded into one living room.
They screamed, they hugged, they
drank a champagne toast to George
Bush.
"They've all been so worried
and so tense you could cut it with a
knife, and now the shooting is over
and the husbands are coming
home," said Amy Jo NicholsRamon. a den mother of sorts for
Fort Campbell support groups.
"We popped the cork on a bottle
of champagne that I think cost
5150," Ms. Nichols-Redmon said.
"I saved it three years for something special, and this is it."
Many women brought their
children, who laughed and ran
about the room as the wives settled
onto the couch, chairs and floor of
the Clarksville, Tenn., home. The
phone rang constantly.
Members of the 30 support

(Cont'd on page 2)

Road Improvements

Soldiers' wives celebrate
news of Gulf War cease-fire
By CONNIE CASS

I

groups Ms. Nichols-Redmon
helped start were checking in. One
woman screamed and cried into the
receiver for five minutes before she
became coherent.
News of the midnight cease-fire
quickly swept through towns with
close ties to Fort Campbell. about
60 miles northwest of Nashville.
Tenn. The Army .post on the
Tennessee-Kentucky border sent
19,000 members of the 101st Airborne Divison to Saudi Arabia.
, For many, joy was tempered by
fears that Saddam Hussein would
do something to put d10.
forces back on the offensive.
Cheers filled the noncommissioned officer's club at Fort
Campbell as the president spoke.
But the skeptical Aldiers quickly
settled down, according to night
manager A.J. Perrone.
"A majority over here think
Saddam Hussein is going to violate
the cease-fire," he said. "He still
might fire some more Scud

-Bulldozers were busily working Thursday morning on a section of Highway 94 East which is turre,iil
undergoing construction. The road improvements consist of straightening a curve as well a, the replaiement of two bridges. The project should be completed h? December

(Cont'd on page 2)

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — With
prospective buyers distracted by
war, sales of existing homes
dropped 7 percent last month, a
real estate trade group says.

FORECAST
Thursday mostly sunny,
breezy and warmer. Highs 60 to
65. South wind 10 to 20 mph.
Thursday night increasing
cloudiness with a 40 percent
chance of rain after midnight.
Lows in the mid 40s. Friday
mostly cloudy and breezy with
showers likely. Mild with a high
near 65. Chance of rain 70
percent.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
356.9, -0.5 below 335.2, -0.2
Barkley Lake
356.8, -0.4 below 340.1, -in

Nearly half of state shuns Lottery
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Nearly half of the adults in Kentucky have never played the state
lottery, while 17 percent say they
buy lottery tickets at least weekly,
according to a poll conducted for
state Auditor Bob Babbage.
The statewide poll commissioned
by Babbage indicated that about 44
percent of adults Kentuckians have
never played the lottery.
Babbage said he ordered the
survey as part of an audit he is
doing on the management and
operation of the Kentucky Lottery
Corp.
He said the audit was prompted
by lottery-related inquiries from
state legislators and the public, by

recent top staff changes at the corporation and because projected lottery revenues have lagged behind
initial estimates for the 1990-91
fiscal year. Babbage did not cite
any specific problems that led to
the audit, which should be completed by mid-March.
The auditor's poll also found:
— Nine percent of the "regular
lottery players" — defined as playing at least once a week — have
annual incomes of less than
510,000. Another 5 percent of the
regular players have yearly earnings of $50,000 or more.
— Seventy-seven percent of the
regular lottery players are highschool graduates.

NKU dorm bid-review committee
members admit being approached

The average age ot the regular player is 45, while 17 percent
are 65 or older.
-- Of the regular players. 8 percent are unemployed and 15 percent retired. Thirty-seven percent
spend an average of $5 each time
they play, while 26 percent spend
52 or less at a time.
— People who live in eastern
Kentucky and in Louisville are
more apt to be regular players than
residents in other parts of the state.
The lowest percentage was in
northern Kentucky.
The University of Kentucky

F-RANKFOR I. Ky. (Al'
I .so members of a dormitory hid
i-,..yiessr committee say they.
...:ren't officially asked to serve
the panel until after being
a•oacheii hy other people, in
orc I.C, a man whose company
hidding on the project.
s1
ri,ton Johnson, a northern Kentucky utility executive,
said Wednesday through his
lawycr that he first learned he
might r- ie .asked to serve on the
panel when he was approached
last fail hy Craig Turner, a principal in a Lexington development
group that had bid on the project
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Randy Tidwell
"No. Because the Middle East by
nature is a very violent area. A
U.N. force over there (as a peacekeeper) will be more of a trigger
for violence than anything else."
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Logan Hillyard
"No. There's no such thing as
perfect world — there's no such
thing as world peace. Peace
depends upon a balance of power
and that's not going to happen."

Charles Peeler
"Not as long as Saddam Hussein
is in control. If he's not put out of
control (of Iraq) then we'll have
the same thing to do all over again.
He's a war monger."

Sarah Carter
"There won't be peace but there
will be a change made. They're
going to have a lot more respect for
us and for each other because of
the war."
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-Butch"
le took offic.c
(Cont'd on page 2)

(Cont'd on page 2)

Do you feel there will now be peace in the Middle East?

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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Two mental health
centers in Bowling
Green, Elizabethtown
cut services, lay off
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Because of financial difficulties,
the regional mental health centers
in Bowling Green and Elizabethtown have laid off employees and
cut back services.
But neither is in danger of closing, said Dennis Boyd, state commissioner of mental health and
mental retardation services.
"They are correctable problems," he said.
The two centers are among 14 in
the state that provide mental-health
and mental-retardation services.
Most of their funding comes from
state and federal government.
The centers received more government money this year, but most
of the increases were earmarked for
specific programs — meaning the
centers couldn't spend them on
(Cont'd

on page 2)
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War guns...
(C?at'd from page 1)
becomes a permanent cease-fire,"
Bush said in a broadcast speech
Wednesday night in which he declared that Kuwait had been freed of
Its Iraqi invaders.
He said Saddam Hussein would
have to accept the 12 U.N. resolutions and immediately return all
prisoners and Kuwaiti detainees.
Even as the shooting stopped, a
senior Pentagon military official
warned that "while enjoying a
little bit of a sigh of relief, we still
have to keep our guard up."
He said U.S. troops were holding
defensive positions "so that if they
counterattack we wouldn't be out
there with our rear end up in the
31r..
In

his

dramatic speech. Bush

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1991

announced he had ordered a cessa
tion of combat by U.S. and allied
forces as of midnight Wednesday
EST.
He invited Iraqi military commanders to rravt within 48 hours
with U.S. and allied commanders
"to arrange for military aspects of
the cease-Fire.•"
"This suspension of offensive
combat operations is contingent
upon Iraq's not firing upon any
coalition forces and not launching
Scud missiles against any other
country," Bush said. "If Iraq violates these terms, coalition forces
will be free to resume military
operations."
The administration ordered its
ambassador to Kuwait, Edward
Gnchm, to take up his post in the
newly liberated Kuwait City. where
Bush said the American flag was
already flying He was expected to
arrive today

OPENING MARCH 4

VETERINARY
N EDICAL CENTER
Jeannine Buchanan, DVNI
Patty Howard, Marcia Kev,
I horn
Friendly Service and Quality Care tor 1our Pet

753-7011
715 S. 12th St. (Formerly Headquarters)

$500 Donation

Mental health...
(Cont'd from page 1)
programs that were losing money.
Executive Director Larry Sensing of LifeSkills, based in Bowling
Green, said 17 employees hase
been laid off, but there has been no
change in services. Several other
positions have not been filled.
LifeSkills currently has a
$44,000 deficit and had projected a
loss of S112.000 at the end of the
fiscal year.
"%Vete just going to have to
tighten our belts," said Sensing.
who added that he hopes the center
can avoid a deficit with the budge:
cuts.
LifeSkills has about 300 employ
co and covers Allen. Barren, But
ler, Edmon.son, Hart, Logan. Metcalfe, Monroe, Simpson and Warren counties.
In Elizabethtown, Communicare
has a deficit of about S400,000 and
has laid off about 25 people in the
past few months. controller Jim
Curry said.
Services at a r.lental-hea:th
in Brandenburg and an Elizabeth
town drug- and alcohol-treatment
center run by Communicate fuse
been curtailed, and salaries for
Communicate's 240 workers were
reduced 2.5 percent last month.
Curry. said.
He said the center is considenng
closing a group home in Brandenburg and a workshop for hand capped people in Radcliff
Communicate covets Breckinridge. Grayson, Hardin, LaRue.
Marion. Meade, Nelson and
Washington counties.

The Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 123, sponsored a fundraiser last year and raised $500 to contribute
to the renovation fund of the George Weaks Community Center. Ken Claud, president of the lodge of the
Murray City Police Department presents the check to Mike Outland, director of the community center in
the presence of (from left) Rob Killington, Mayor Bill Cherry and Judge George Weaks.
wept.
"I'm just glad the fighting and
the bloodshed are going to quit,
(Cont'd from page 1)
and there will be peace," said Mrs.
missiies."
Storey, whose husband, Sgt Terry
Donna Storey almost skipped
Storey, is in the Gulf with the
church to stay home and watch
101st.
Noreen Dempsey had tried to
Bush on TV. But she was at the
First Assembly of God when the control her optimism since her husband, Maj Thomas Dempsey, left
good news was announced.
After seven months of praying ` for Saudi Arabia.
"I think I've reached euphoria,"
for peace. the. Clarksville church
erupted in applause and cries of she said after watching Bush's
"Praise the Lord." Many peop:c speech with her two children at
their Hopkinsville home.

Wives...

YOU HAVE
Dodge ANOTHER NEW
Dodge Trucks
y NEIGHBOR!
There s a nevi Dodge
dealer in town and tney're one big
family Go over and soy hello. You'll find them
informative, courteous and ready- to deal!
While you re there, check out their
cepartment too. They have the latest
eau!pment and a full team of professionals
c. satsfy your every service need. So gg,t

Kentucky State
Police investigating
death of Murray
man found Wednesday
1 he Kentucky State Police is
investigating a .death of a Murray
man at a C'alloway County home
Wednesday. according to reports.
. The body of Lynn Ray Hill, 39.
of Rt. 3. Murray, was found partially in his vehicle at his residence
about five miles east of Murray on
the Kentucky 94 detour, according
to police.
Hill was found on property owned by Timothy Lee Ross and was
apparently living at the Ross residence, police said.
An autopsy is set for today to
determine the cause of death.
police said. No foul play is suspected at this time, police said.
The KSP was assisted in the
investigation by the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
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Johnson and Kramer said they
were not officially asked to serve
on the committee by Deputy
Finance Secretary Sally Hamilton
until a few days later.
The seven-member committee
was formed by the Finance Cabinet
last October to review six proposals for the 600-bed project at
Northern Kentucky University.
The state had asked developers
to submit designs for the complex
along with prices they would
charge to lease it to NKU for 20
years. at which time the university
would assume ownership.

Lottery...
(Cont'd from page 1) ,
Survey Research Center conducted
the lottery survey for Babbage. The
center called at random 412 Kentuckians over 18 between Jan. 31
and Feb. 6.
The survey's margin of error is
plus or minus 4.5 percent.
Jim Wolf, director of the
research center, said the auditor's
office will pay S8,000 for the
survey.
Many of the results are not
markedly different from those of a
Bluegrass State Poll taken by The
Courier-Journal in November 1989,
seven months after the lottery
started.
New lottery President Jim
Hosker said he believes new
games, increased payoffs and other
innovations will increase lottery
sales. He also has said a major
challenge is to increase the number
of Kentuckians playing the lottery
— a figure that polls indicate has
held fairly steady.
Earlier this month, Babbagc
released an annual financial audit
.pf the lottery corporation that
found it to he on sound financial
footing.

CORRECTIONS,
CLARIFICATIONS
In a story printed Wednesday,
concerning the Singles Organizational Society, it was incorrectly
stated that the group over its three
years has consisted of 50 members.
The group averages 50 members
per meeting, but during the three
years it has existed, the group has
had hundreds of active members.
The Murray Ledger & Times.
regrets this error and is happy to
set the record straight
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The Kentucky State Police needs
information about the owner of a
woman's diamond cluster ring
found sometime late in summer at
Wal-Mart at the Kentucky Oaks
Mall in Paducah.
For more information, contact
U. Haney at the Kentucky State
Police, (502i 444-8228.

3,391*

25,391

AdVatitage:

But they also were disappointed.
All four had re-enlisted in the
Army in hopes of fighting in the
Middle East.
'Now I'm stuck for four years,''
Pere/ said.

Olk

o" to a great start. Stop in and see your
eu neighbor

'17,291*

"The first thing the 4-year-old
said was 'Daddy's coming home,"
Mrs. Dempsey said. "Now I have
to explain to her that he might not
Come home right away. But at least
no one's shooting at Daddy' any
more.''
After hearing the news, Richard
Pere/ and three other members of
the 101st headed to a Clarks Vegas. a Clarksville bar. They were
glad the fighting had stopped without a larger number of U.S.
casaullieS.
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Bush called for peace 'as soon as possible'
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush listened to his top general describe the utter destruction of
Saddam Hussein's army, checked
with his field commander and then
gave a simple order: "I want to
stop it as soon as possible."
',A few hours later, he did just
that.
Barring some last desperate gesture of defiance by Baghdad, the
Persian Gulf War was over.
Just four days — 100 hours —
had elapsed since Bush unleashed
the allied ground army on Iraqi forces already battered from 5V2
weeks of unremitting punishment
from the air.
Wednesday morning, Bush made
his first call to the White House
Situation Room at 5:08 a.m. for the
latest word.
Kuwait City was already free.
By 10 a.m., when Bush
addressed a conference on spurring
the political and economic reforms
in Eastern Europe, he confessed to
is
offering
after
System
Murray
City
School
the
semester
Again this
the visitors that they had caught
school classes for the enrichment of its students. Some classes are
him "on an upbeat day."
already in session, but three classes still have a few openings: MoveAn hour later, Bush drove to the
ment FUNdamentals, grades K-2, Thursdays, March 2I-May 2; SpanJ.W. Marriott Hotel to make a pitch
ish for young children, K-2, Mondays, April 8 - April 30; Ecology for his domestic initiatives before
What Students Can Do, grades 3-4, Tuesdays, April 23 - May 7. For
700 civic group leaders, lobbyists
more information or to register, call Jean Bennett, 753-2590, after 5
and others. The crowd gave him a
p.m., any day through March 8. Pictured above are Kristin Kopperthunderous
ovation and clearly
steps
in
paper
Brentley
Bennett
learning
ud, Jeremiah Davis and
moved, he told them, "The war is
making in an after-school art and ecology class at Carter Elementary.
almost over, and I think we owe
(America's forces) a vote of
thanks, and 1 think I heard it right
BOBBY NOLFF
now."
Even as the president spoke, his
aides were rebuffing an Iraqi offer
2 211 A
NORTH
If my film makes one more person
to comply with three of the 12
•Q 10 8 3
feel miserable, I'll feel I've done my
11,K .1 10 8 7
U.N. resolutions condemning its
•A K J 5
annexation of Kuwait. That "falls
14itod.t Hew
4far short of what's necessary," said
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater.
Bush hurried back to the White
After the play of today s rousing
EAST
WEST
game. the misery suffered by North
House for a private lunch with His4A J 962
and South was made worse by the •K 7 7, 4
panic media executives and a 1:30
✓32
VQ4
reprieve enjoyed by the opponents
p.m.
meeting in the Oval Office
•Q 108 2
ITOrovides another example of en- •97
with
British Foreign Secretary
4 A Q .1 3 2
terprise in the bidding Scuttled h
Douglas Hurd.
routine play
While he was occupied with visiNorth's use of the Flannerr.
tors, commanding Gen. H. Norman
S01111
vention promised an opening hid
Schwarzkopf was on television
•- - (12-15 11C1') with four spades arid
from Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,
V A 9 fi 5
five hearts South asked for further
describing in chilling detail the
•6 4 3
description with the intention ot
wreaked upon Sad devastation
4 II 9 8 7 6 5
bidding game if partner showed 'a
dam's army.
two no
three-card club suit it
Vulnerable Roth
"The gates are closed. There is
trump. opener bids his three-card
Dealer North
no way out," said Schwarzkopf.
The bidding
fragment if he has one North
Bush caught "snippets" of that
jumped to four diamonds to show
South
West
briefing on replays before gatherNorth East
his 4-5-4-0 distribution. and South
l'ass
Pass
2 ••
2 NT
ing at 2:30 p.m. with his daily war
subsided in four hearts
l'ass
4 V
1•
All pass council with Gen. Colin Powell,
The hand looks easy* to play ,if ter
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney,
the diamond lead, hut South got
'Flannery convention
of State James A. Baker
Secretary
careless. He cashed both high dia•
opening lead Diamond nine
Vice President Dan Quayle,
III,
monds and proceeded to crossruff
national security adviser Brent
Two spade ruffs were followed by
BID WITH THE ACES
and chief of staff John
Scowcroft
two club ruffs and then another
2 2/i 0
Sununu, as well as Scowcroft's
spade ruff On the third round of
Soul h
deputy, Robert Gates.
clubs, South made the mistake of
Powell, the chairman of the Joint
.1
9
6
2
•
A
overriffling with dummy's 10 East
Chiefs
of Staff, painted the same
Q4
V
ruffed and returned a trump. and
•
Q
picture
that Schwarzkopf had
10
8
2
bleak
the crossruffing party was over In4K 4
of what until six weeks ago had
stead of 10 tricks, South had only
been the world's fourth largest
down one instead of plus
nine
North South
army.
620.
1 V
i•
"As Colin briefed ... it became
How does South ensure the game'
2
more
and more clear that really the
Instead of ruf ling the third club
fighting was over and our military
with dummy's 10. he should ruff
ANS% ER: Four spades. No reason
with the king This conservative ap- for further probes The less a de- objectives had been met," Fitzwaproach eliminates the robability of- fender knows about your hand. the ter said later. "The military -backbone of Iraq was broken."
an overtrick, but it(Inches 10 win- less accurate his defense.
When it was evident that Sadners. South then ruff dummy's last
spade with his trump ace, and one of 'send hr cg'- questions to The Aces PO Box dam no longer was capable of wagiaiis Texa, 75225 with self addressed
ing war, the press secretary added,
dummy's remaining trumps wins a ,21111
taniped ,m,elope for reply
"the president said, 'I want to stop
I nl!•••1
10th trick

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

it as soon as possible."'
But Bush, who has taken pains
to avoid second-guessing his military chiefs, first wanted to make
sure it was OK with Schwarzkopf.
"General Powell called General
Schwarzkopf on a direct line from
the Oval Office to tell him of the
president's plans and to make sure

ing with Schwarzkopf, the president said, "How soon can I do it?"
Fitzwater said Bush "wanted to
be able to tell the American people
at the earliest possible moment that
their children or their husbands or
wives were out of harm's way and
they were coming home as som as
possible."

that it was militarily sound in terms
of the timing," said Fitzwater.
'And General Schwarzkopf
responded' that it was fine with
him."
Right after Powell finished talk -

Service
Notes

Boating safety
course planned
at Murray State
A boating safety course entitled
Boating Skills and Seamanship will
be held in room 228 of Roy Stewart
Stadium at Murray State University'
This is a 6 lesson course that will meet
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7-9
p.m. beginning March 5. There will he
no class on March 14.
There is a $15 fee which covers the
cost of hooks and materials. Registration and first class will meet at 6.30
p.m. For more information call Fred
Thurston at 753-6174.

DUI arrest report
for county listed

Senior Airman Anthony W.
Matthews has been decorated with
the Air Force Achievement Medal.
This is awarded to an airman for
meritorious acts of courage or other
outstanding accomplishments.
Matthews is a communication
cable systems installation maintenance specialist at Kelly Air Force
Base, Texas.
A 1986 graduate of Caruthersvil
le High School in Missouri, he is
the son of Linda J. Sadler of Itt .1.
Wappapello, Mo. His wife, Claudi
a, is the daughter of Claude H.
Russell, Rt. 3, Sikeston, Mo., and
Deborah Pritchett of Rt. 1, Alm()

The number of DUI arrests for
the year in Calloway County has
climbed to 45, according to a pub
lishcd report.
DUI arrests for the week of Fe)
18-24 totaled 5 for the county
including none by the Kentucky
State Police and 5 by city and
county authorities, the report said
A total of 31 DUI arrests hay,
:
been made by. city/county officer.
since the year began while 14 ba%i2
been arrested by the KSP,
report said.
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PERSPECTIVE
Report
to Kentucky
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I he 1990 buries op has been sold, and the returns are the best
in sears for thousands of hentuck. tarm taniiiies
%Ians keritu,ioans hase remained bullish on buries through some
extreme's using tunes ()ur faith in the abilit 0? keritu.k farmers
o keef, produ,ing arid selling the hest lea! in the world has been fulls
iustitied bs the market lust ended
kentu,ks ,rop was sold tor an as erage ot SI -5 a pound, the
highest ,isei age sine 19$4. The .rop's total salue to Ixentuck farmers
pla,edji s-00 million to S-50 million, also representing the best
in Not %ean,

Ilk. strength of the market was demonstrated bs the fa$.1 that none
ot his ;top wen! to a pr i.e-support pool of unsold burles the pool,
h list a less Cars ago t hreatened to os ci vs helm the entire market.
w
is now at it, lowest lock 'sake I9S2
‘, a ie•ult of this srrotig Market. growers he re.eised a 21 per,eni
rase II marketing quotas for the 1991 erop under our federal lOtia50
provrain
I his takes our poundage quotas to the highest lock on
11 all. buries markets has.. expericn.ed a re‘osers few ,Ould
imagined when we took paint ul hut nes.essars steps to halan,..e
sutTis and demand through the I oba:o Reform Act tit 19riti
I his is a most timels intros ement with buries now helping to
shore up the entire kentu,ks e.onoms against the threat of continuing
has

[iarronal tecessofl

()Lir Joh now is to make the most of a tresh start and to do
es c's thing possible to keep our burle markets on a strong and steads
,our se ar 'he .ears ahead
C must .:c‘r.rlilL1C to build export markets for high qualit 1 's
ie. Vies.; tas,-,,,,,is markets also has.. „limbed to re,ord heights
sii
the passage ot our Tobacco Reform
e are still making
Plogfess in sian markets, and we see promising new opportunities in
.t,
!Ch Fig:11e and other regions Of a tast-.hanging world.
\Ne still has e a or of battles to tight and lessons t o learn !morn
he sit uggles of pas! sears
1 am ..otr.in,..ed that we hair ;earned he hard les,on. that -one
V.it
he ,,sefrrot.IU:tion of a few sear,
. ago But I am equal!. ,or.s.n,ed
:ha! •V:rn e has orne to make cue's effort to Meet a ii‘ing
Jernali
Tor t
buries
I his ts Aft% I base supported most!,to en,ourage
produ,t
the new program rules that permit in ...sun!. sales of burie.
quotas with ,ertain qualifications beginning with the 1991 ,ror
I he current buries program is a result ot grower sa.rif ices and
..- oopetat on among all segments of the toba....) industr. F
•uppotted as it is hs growers and tobao Lompanies
and not h. 'he
ederal go%errimerir -- this program could serse as a model for farm
rroi,!arris ot the future
( har program 11
/4 helping farmers to use our leading ,ash „ror as
.a base on which to build a stronger and more enduring farm esononix.
keeping our program and our buries market on the right track will
ontinue to be one or ms highest priorities in he 102nd(ongress

Letter to the Editor

Reader suggests support
for enhanced 911 service
Dear Editor.
I would like to express rny
wholehearted support for the
enhanced 911 service. We live in
the county and have two young
;:h:iiren and it would mean a greal
deal to know that whateser
emergency service we need was
quickly available
In the recent articie discussing
the enhanced 911 service for the
county. concern was expressed
about customers having to pay a
dollar fee for approximately 19

montns nefore the system ;s operational. I find it hard to believe that
anyone would feel that this lifesaving service was not worth a
minimal start-up investment of
S19'
I encourage everyone who shares
my views to contact Judge W'eaks
or your city/county representatives.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Donna C. Hams
Route I, Box 170
Murray. Ky. 42071
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55 volunteer for pain, death and organ transplant
This past Monday and Tuesday
nights there were plenty of activities to occupy local residents. Cal
Thomas, nationally syndicated columnist and author, spoke at Murray
State University. The New Singles
Organizational Society met at
Southwood Apartments. Stop
smoking Climes began in the board
room of the hospital, and Girl
Scout leaders conducted a core
meeting at the Girl Scout Cabin.
Weight Watchers got together, and
the Knights of Columbus ran a
bingo.
Despite all that competition,
fifty-five area residents showed up
at Murray's Playhouse in, the Park
to audition for parts in the upcoming West Kentucky Playwrights'
Festival. The third annual festival
is scheduled for April 19-21 and
April 26-28-in Murray. Three of
the plays will also be performed in
Louisville, at the Kentucky Center
for the Arts, on May 31 and June 1.
In this week's auditions, wouldbe performers were asked to imagine themselves in a variety of
strange settings. There was the
waiting room of a doctor's office.
where a hypochondriac, a rock
music fan, a newcomer to town and
a yuppie and his aging mother
swapped opinions on health care,
aging. and the various merits of
magazines in medical waiting

ooms.
Another play featured a conversation between a husband in the
midst of mid-life crisis and his disapproving wife. He, on impulse,
decides to donate his organs to science when he dies. After several
twists and turns of the plot, his
wife ends up selling his kidney to
finance . the remodeling of the
kitchen.
In "The Pain of Roast Pork," the
scene is the hottest day of the year,
in 1954. Four siblings bicker while
they eat breakfast. They argue
about baseball scores and borrowed
clothes, totally unaware of the
painful surprises the day will bring,
including a dinner of roast pork,
mashed potatoes and steaming hot
gravy.
No one "dies like a dog in the
middle of the road" in the play of
that name, but there are a few
potential murders. One involves a
long-standing conflict between two
men over one of their wives.

Today is Thursday. Feb. 28. the 59th day of 1991. There arc 306 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 28. 1854. some 50 opponents to slavery met at a schoolhouse
in Ripon. Wis., to call for a new political group The organization would•
later become known as the Republican Party.
On this date:
In 1827, the first U.S. railroad chartered to carry passengers and
freight. the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. was incorporated.
In 1844, Secretary of State Abel P. Upshur, Navy Secretary Thmas W.
Gilmer and several other people were killed" when a 12-inch gu aboard
the USS Princeton exploded.
In 1849, the ship California arrived at San Francisco, carrying the first
of the gold -seekers.

;1

In 1975, more than 40 people were killed in London's Underground
when a subway train sped past its final stop and smashed into the end of a
tunnel.
In 1983. the television series "MASH- came to an end after II seasons on CBS with the broadcast of a special 21
/
2 -hour finale_
In 1989. in Chicago. Richard M. Daley, son of Mayor Richard J. Daley.
defeated acting Mayor Eugene Sawyer in a Democratic primary election.
Ten years ago: In Hamburg. West Germany, anti-nuclear demonstrators
pelted police with rocks and fire bombs in scattered clashea dunng a massive protest march on a nuclear power plant site.
Five years ago: Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme was shot to death
white walking frorn a movie theater in central Stockholm with his wife.
Lisbeth.
One year ago. The space shuttle Atlantis blasted off from Cape Canaveral. Florida. on a secret mission to place a spy satellite in orbit.
Today's Birthdays. Actress Molly Picon is 93. Nobel Prize-winning
chemist Linus Pauling is 90. Actor Charles Durning is 68. Svetlana Alliluyeva, daughter of Josef Stalin. is 65. Actor Gavin MacLeod is 60.
Actor-director-dancer Tommy Tune is 52. Auto racer Mario Andrea' is
5). Actor Frank Bonner is 49. Former football player Bubba Smith is 46.
Aaress Bernadette Peters is 43. Basketball player Adrian Dantley is 35.
Thought for Today: "Qui me rendra ces jours ou la vie a des ailes et
vole, vole ainsi que l'alouette aux cieux." (Who will give me back those
days when life had wings and flew just like a skylark in the sky.) Marceline Desbordes-Valmore. French actress and poet (1786-1859).
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of directors. After two nights of
organized chaos, Becky Reynolds
finally turns to the group at about
9:30 and asks, "Now is there anyone who didn't get to read for what
he or she wanted?"
With the silence, auditions are
over and casting can be finalized.
"Even though it seems like a
3-ring circus," says Reynolds, "the
directors know what they arc looking for."
Kathryn Ballard, interim executive director of the theater, looks
up from a pile of thumb-worn
scripts. "I'm just glad it's over,"
she admits wearily.
Of the seven plays selected (or
performance in the third annual
West Ky. Playwrights' Festival,
five feature ominous titles, though
artistic director, Rebecca Reynolds,
swears that audiences will love
them. Honest.
"The Statue," and "Out of
Tune," are "normal" titles. Other
featured works arc: "Die Like a
Dog in the Middle of the Road,"
"Kidney Punch," "The Pain of
Roast Pork," "Patients," and "The,
Death and Resurrection of James
Robert Figgers."
Information about the playwrights' festival is available
through Murray-Calloway County
Playhouse in the Park. The phone
number is 502-759-1752.
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Mr. Bush raises the stakes in the Gulf
Well, now we know what the
President's ultimate war aim is:
George Bush *am the head of
Saddam Hussein.
In seven years of Vietnam, neither
Richard Nixon or Lyndon Johnson
ever called for the assassination of Ho
Chi Minh. Yet. just hours after the
Iraq, leader offered to withdraw from
Kuwait. Mr. Bush dismissed his offer
as a -cruel hoax" and called on the
Iraqi people, twice in written statements, to overthrow the tyrant.
George Bush does not want a
negotiated settlement. George Bush
wants an unconditional surrender.
That's the message Saddarn Hussein got Friday:. Either walk out of
Kuwait with your tail between your
legs and your armor left behind or U.S. troops throw you out. Either
way. Saddam faces defeat and disgrae and after that an Iraqi nation he
has led to ruin. Denied a fig leaf to
hide the nakedness of defeat, Saddam
may prefer to go down fighting.
Whence come Mr. Bush's expanded war alms?
First, from the heart. Since Aug. 2,
the President has come- to bear an
intense personal animus toward Saddam Hussein. In that some of us saw
as another Mideast tyrant, not unlike
Syria's Hafez al-Assad. Mr. Bush
i.arne to sec the incarnation of evil.
Where we saw a desert despot making
a conventional land grab, Mr. Bush
saw Hitler seizing the Sudetenland.
As with Captain Ahab in his pursuit of
Moby Dick,conviction has given Mr.
Bush an iron resolve that is remarkable in a man his enemies used to call

FROM PAT'S
VIEWPOINT
By Patrick J.
Buchanan

ri

Yet, the truth is: Saddam Hussein
was never Adolf Hitler; his army was
never the all-conquering Wchrmacht.
After five weeks of war, and 80,000
sorties, we have lust perhaps two
dozen pilots and soldiers to enemy
fire. Were this a boxing match, the
referee would have stopped it in the
first round. And, if he should survive,
the last thing Saddam will want is a
rematch with General Schwarzkopf.
But added to his personal contempt
for the man. Mr. Bush sees the
survival of Saddam as irreconcilable
with the New World Order he intends
to build in the Middle East. Here. he
has a valid point.
Imagine the first Arab summit,
where Saddam makes a postwar appearance. For whom would the Arab
masses roar in Rabat - King Fahd, the
re-installed Emir of Kuwait, or Saddam Hussein?
If Saddam survives. can Egypt's
Hosni Mubarak or King Fahd ever
sleep peacefully again? Holding our
coat as we smashed Saddam's country. they have earned the undying
enmity of a man who does not seem to
be the sort to forgive or forget.
Mr. Bush's postwar agenda does

a 'wimp."

Today In History

Another concerns a character who
would probably kill to get to a
long-awaited Julio Iglesias concert
in Paducah.
Throughout the auditions, Becky
Reynolds, festival artistic director
and director of at least one of the
plays. races around the theater like
Phil Donohue. She runs to the back
of the house to make sure she can
hear the auditioncrs. Then she flops
in one of the scats to flick through
the pages of a scnpt that she hands
to a latecomer. Suddenly, she darts
up to the stage to whisper directions to an auditioner who's about
the say a line.
With each successive reading of
different scenes from the new plays, the actors get better, braver.
They begin adding the special
embellishments that bring life to a
character - a withering glance. a
well-timed flick of a wrist, a weary
shrug of shoulders.
With so many people trying out
for so many different parts in so
many plays, it's a little like some
wild game of cards. There seem to
be endless combinations of winning hands, though some work a
n little better than others.
"Stay up there, Ralph. Come
down here, Carol. Get over there,
John. No, there." Auditioners move
from scats in the audiences to
places on stage at the beck and call
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Kuwait.
Saddam's failure to use terrorism or
poison gas, which would mean total
war,suggests he wants the war limited
and hopes to survive it. Indeed, the
transfer of the cream of his air force to
Iran is hardly an action in the mold of
Adolf Hitler, who intended to die in
his hunker and take down all ol
Germany with him.
Such actions seem less Lonsistent
with a demonic figure than with a
calculating ruler trying to salvage
"honor" and regime, while retreating
before the superior military power of
the United States.
But if Saddam is not winning
converts among the Arab masses, why
do we have to kill him'? Why not force
him out of Kuwait with air power,
spare our ground troops. and let it go
at that? If it is not vital to our national
interest to destroy his regime or kill
him, what price should we pay, in
U.S. casualties, to accomplish that?
The President who took us into war
obviously believes it is worth a high
price indeed.
For Saddam's survival is a threat.
now, to the emir, the king, President
Mubarak, and the Israelis who do not
want to see Survive the man who, by
launching Scuds into Tel Aviv, has
become the great Arab litipe ot the
Palestinian people.
They all want him dead. and they
want us to do it.
Demonizing Saddam as the new
Hitler, we elevated a regional tyrant to
mythic status; we created Frankenstein, now we have to kill him - that's
the Bush message from -last Friday.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Here are Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
5-0-9. Lotto 4-6-11-18-21-34.
Estimated jackpot: $2
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not include having the Beast of Baghdad growling in his cave. Having
wounded the animal, he feels he must
finish him off. And the intensified
preparations for ground war suggest
Mr. Bush does not want the Soviets,
Iraqis and Iranians working out some
deal to enable the beast to survive.
Throughout the Gulf crisis, President Bush has been the more implacable of the adversaries. For all the talk
of Saddam Hussein being a madman
"worse than Hitler," the Iraqi dictator's actions since Aug. 2 appear less
those of some world-shaking conquerer, than a cornered and perplexed
leader casting about bra way to avoid
a war he knew he could not win.
Consider, Saddam's actions before
and since Aug. 2.
First, he did not even intervene in
Kuwait, until told by the U.S. Ambassador, April Glaspie, that we did not
consider the emirate to be worth a
conflict between the United States
and Iraq.
After invading, Saddam stopped at
the Saudi border. He did not attack us,
even when his forces outnumbered
ours 5-to-1. He did not challenge our
planes or ships. Using hostages to
prevent a U.S. air attack, he turned
them all loose before Christmas. He
did not start the war after Jan. IS; we
attacked him first. He has employed
neither terrorist tactics nor chemical
weapons. When Americans were enraged by televised "confessions" of
U.S. pilots,. he halted the odious
practice, putting out instead graphic
footage of Iraqi civilian casualties. He
has now said he will get
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Thirty 'ears ago
Ten years ago
Murray City Council voted to
Murray State College has been
increase the salary of the mayor allotted S20.295 by National Scifrom $5,000 to $9,000 annually at ence Foundation to conduct a basic
its regular meeting.
science and mathematics program
Dr. Kenneth W. Winters, dean of for high ability high school stuCollege of Industry and Technolo- dents this summer, according to Dr.
gy at Murray State University, has Ralph H. Woods, MSC president.
been elected president of National
Prof. Lawrence Rickert, Mrs.
Associationof Industrial Howard Olila, Miss Lillian Watters
Technology.
and Mrs. C.C. Lowry presented a
Births reported include a boy to program on "The Need of Loving"
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lampkins, at a luncheon meeting of Murray
Dec. 13; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Magazine Club held at Murray
Craig Yates, Feb. 2.
Woman's Club House.
Mel Purcell is pictured accepting
Dr. Charles L. Tuttle talked
a plaque from Ed Chrisman of about "Cancer Characteristics" at a
Murray at Mel Purcell Day at U.S. meeting of Zeta Department of
National Indoor Tennis Champion- Murray Woman's Club.
ship at Racquet Club at Memphis,
Forty years ago
Tenn.
Joe Rex Davenport, Carlos StanTwenty years ago
ton Crouch, James Edward Dixon,
Jo Anne Roberts, Sherry Smith, Jewel Hafford Brown. Hubert MelVicki Lowery, Rebecca Wagar, ton Lawrence, Kenneth Ray
David Coker, Gary Johnson, Mary Gamble, Wesley Calvin Wyatt, BilLee Brownfield and Susan Nanny ly Joe Hale, Otis Lindy Johnson,
of Murray High School DECA won Bobby Joe Garland and Bob Gene
in contests and will represent West- Trcvathan left today focPwensborern Kentucky at State Leadership o for induction in 'the Armed
Conference, Louisville, April 1-3. Forces,
W.D. McCuiston of Murray has
Miss Rezina Senter of Murray
been elected president of Purchase State College Library talked about
District Holstein Club at a meeting "Today's Magazines and Newspapat Holiday' Inn, Mayfield.
ers" at a luncheon meeting of MurBirths reported include a girl to ray Magazine Club held at National
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Treas, a Hotel.
girl to Sgt. and Mrs. Jerry Caldwell
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Kerlick of
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy White Mills are the guests of her
Parks Jr., Feb. 21. a girl to Mr. and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Galen
Mrs Donald Lawrence, Feb. 22.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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Mezzo-soprano Kay Gardner
Bates will be featured in a guest
artist recital March 6,8 p.m., in the
concert theatre of the Music/ Mass
communication building at Austin
Peay State University.
Sponsored by the APSU Department of Music and Center for the
Creative Arts, the event is open to
the public and there is no charge
for admission.
An associate professor of voice
at Murray State University, Bates
is active as a soloist. Her extensive
performing experiences include
solo appearances at the Spoleto
Festival, the Kentucky Opera Association, The Louisville, Nashville
and Jackson Symphonies and The
Philadelphia, South Jersey, Pennsylvania and Atlanta Opera
Companies.
Bates holds degrees from Union
University and the University of
Georgia and has done additional
study at the Philadelphia College of
Performing Arts, the Barga Opera
Festival in Barga, Italy and the
American Institute of Musical Studies in Graz, Austria. She also was
director of the vocal/choral program for the Governor's School for
the Arts in Louisville during the
summers of 1987 and 1988.
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MSU faculty to display works

Artists on the faculty of the Murray State University Art Department will present new examples of
their outstanding work in the biennial faculty exhibition at the Eagle
Gallery.
The exhibition entitled "Some of
Us Were Up All Night," will open
with a reception at 7 p.m_ March
1.
17 faculty artists have chosen a
variety of media to explore their
independent ideas of what art is
and what is important to the indiviThe Flashback! cast and crew are preparing for their tour to area
dual artist. Among the media.repreelementary schools through March. Directed by Pat Clement, the
young troop consists of: (from left) Sarah McNeary, Joey Royalty, sented are painting sculpture, drawing, photography and videography.
Jessica Jones, Rachel Cella, Tracy L. Penine, Wade Denton, David
Painter Nadya Brown uses
Graves and Adam Meloan.
intensely bright colors to highlight
classical architectural elements
mixed with altered landscapes. Her
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State High School Art Exhibition
Feb. 28 and March 1
Children's Play — "The Musi- to be held at the Old State Capital
cians of Bremen," admission, 9:30 in Frankfort, from April 28 through
a.m. and 12:30 p.m., Lovett May 12.
The Eagle Gallery is located on
Auditorium.
the fourth floor of the Price Doyle
Feb. 23
Concert — Jazz bands, free, 8 Fine Arts Center at the corner of
15th and Olive Streets on the camp.m., Johnson Theatre.
pus of Murray State University.
March 1 through 31
Exhibition —Works by MSU
faculty, free, Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Opening
reception, March 1, 7 p.m.
Through March 2
Exhibit — "Lady of the Lake,"
Playhouse in the „Park presents
20 woven wall hangings by Philis
Taming of the ShreW, March 22,
Alvic, based on the romantic poem
of Sir Walter Scott, part of the 23, 29 and 30 at 8 p.m. and March
"Scott Festival," free, Wrathcr 24 and 31 at 2 p.m., at the
Playhouse.
West Kentucky Museum.
The production is directed by
March 4
Meeting — Camera Club, 7 Bob Valentine, set in the American
p.m., Diuguid House, 603 Main St. Old West. Tickets are $6 for adults,
$5 for senior citizens and $4 for
March 9
a Kind Table
students and children. The box
Jazz
City
Crescent
Concert —
Lamps
Band, Murray Civic Music Associ- office opens March 8. To make
(502)
phone
ation membership, 8 p.m., Tilgh- reservations,
759-1752.
man High School, Paducah.

High school exhibition scheduled

automobile lacquers in an abstract small Japanese garden setting in
the gallery. Karen White Boyd's
style.
Steve Bishop makes a splash knitted "Lace Craze" work is in
with the largest piece in the show, the fiber medium as is Melody
a 14 foot tall aluminum gar fish Weiler's handmade paper work.
leaping for a lure, designed to float Fred Shepard is showing a large
in a pond and move slowly at the pot that utilizes a residual salt
urging of the wind. Paul Sasso pro- glaze firing method
We will see Harry f- arches'
duces four whimsical functional
works, among which is an almost excellent metalsmithing in a pair of
14 kt gold rings and and a raised
flower-like umberella stand with a
and braised coppr vessel lurches
stellar motif.
The complex and detailed draw- also brings a series of earthquake
ings of Dale Daniel Leys, David R. inspired works in slimped and
Brown and Sandy Miller Sasso pro- fused glassy:hilt: Albert Sperath
vide an exceptional tour of styles uses airplane technoiogy to create
and talent. Photography is repre- his dangerous lighted sculpture.
The Eagle Gallery ,s ocatad On
sented by the work of D.H. Jackson, whose large scale images the fourth floor of the Prise Doyle
Fine Arts Center . a: the torner of
appear to create impossible physicamcal situations and Camille Scut:, 15th and Olive Str..ies or
who contributes montaged color pus of MSC *Inc gaiery is open 9
images of cityscapes from Beijing a.m. to 9 p m Mor.day through
and Shanghai. The /moving image Friday. 10 a m. to 4 p.m , Saturday
is explored by. Michael Johnson in and 1 to 4 p.m.. Sunday. with free
admission each day. The gallery is
a videotape format.
David Slawson will crtlilC d

Southeastern Theatre Conference

Two locals will serve as panel members at workshop

Flashback!,on tour
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new
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'he seci of West Kentucky
Playv.rights came in l9x7 when the
Kentucky Arts Council called Playhouse in !the Park Executive Director Liz Hussey to see if the theatre
was interested in hosting one of the
three playwriting workshops to he
given statewide by the Actor's
Theatre of Louisville as part of a
program funded by the Kentucky
Arts Council. The Vv'est Kentucky
area was the only region in the
state that formed a formal group
out of the "Writing the 1(1 m:nute
play" workshops.
The W. Kentucky Playwrights

"The organi/ation has not
pushed the growth a: all. it's jus:
been a natural process. a selt
generating group,- Reynolds said.
And by the third Wes: Kentucky
Playwrights' Festival, we wL have
had 20 regional plays performed.Besides Playhouse in the Park.
which hosts the festival and the
foremcntioneci Bellarmine College
Theatre Department, other area participation and support has come
from the Market house Theatre,
Murray High School. Murray State
Theatre Department.
1:1-11uN.Crsi
Purchase Payers and the :outhern
Kentucky independent Theatre.
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Spring wedding planned by couple Stephenson-Shields wedding March 15
Mr and Mrs William Joseph
Holt Sr announce the enagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Amanda Ruth. to Edward
Franklin Statom, son of Edward
Gladden. Statom Jr and Mr and
Mrs. Elwood F. McLaughlin of
Moiiltrie, Ga.
Miss Holt is the granddaughter
of Mr and Mrs. Noble Adams of
Mayfield and of Mrs. Velma Simpson Holt and the late William Hen-y Holt of Sturgis.
Mr. Statom is the grandson of
Mrs. Ella Ruth Mayne and the late
Franklin Mayne. and of Mr. and
'irs. Edward Gladden Statom of
Ann,ston. Ala
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Murray High School and Murray
ue University She is presently
....-nploed as the Southeastern Rego• al Marketing Manager for
Nrs.,s's Inc.. Atlanta, Ga
the groom-elect is a graduate of
mo..trie High School and Valdosta
Slate Col;ege where she was a
memrvr of Kappa Alpha fraterni4.
.srie president and owner of
Services of the South
three A..at!ons
Ga He resides
an
7' NA
trie.
Isc,IC4.1ng !s planned for late
•ktianta. Ga.

The approaching marriage of
Miss Laura Stephenson and Jamie
Shields has been announced.
Miss Stephenson is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs William Stephenson of Hickory
Mr Shields is the son of Willard
Shields of Mayfield and of Mrs.
Pam Nance of Murray.
The bndc-clect is a student at
Paducah Community College. She
is also employed by Wal-Mart.
The groom-elect attended Mayfield Vocational School. He is
employed by Mayfield Machine
and Tool.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Friday. March 15, at 7 p.m. at
Spring Creek Church of Christ,
Mayfield.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding.

Laura Stephenson and
Jamie Shields to marry
Amanda Ruth Holt,fiancee
of Edward Franklin Statom

Westwood 4-H Club is winner

West Fork has new pastor
The R ev. Lawson WiHarr.str:
has been called as pastor by the
— —.hers of West Fork Baptist

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
Sleeping With
The Enemy (R) 705

we are pleased

9 00

King Ralph
(PG)

I 10 '
90

Dances with
Wolves (PG13)
Awaken.ngs
PG'5
.5

730

Nothing But
Trouble (PG/3)
930

L.A. Story
(PG13)
-.arring Steve Martin

720
9 15

to
announce that Era
Cobb, bride-elect of
Greg Darnell, has
'wide her domestic
and
household
selections through
our bridal registry.
Et a and Greg
will be married
March 3, 1991.

WAL-MART

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Bent }our mutses•at the moles
9008 Chestnut • 753-3311
Open II:am to lo.pm

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Church. located on Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road.
The new minister has served as
pastor of First Baptist Chtirch,
Dawson Springs. for the past 12
'cars. He is a former minister of
Cherry Corner and Sinking Spring
Baptist Churches in Calloway
County.
Rev. Williamson attended Bethel
College, McKenzie, Tenn., and
Union University. Jackson. Tenn.
He was married to the former
GrIlys Jones on Sept. 1, 1957, and
shc has worked as a secretary in
Dawson Springs City School's
office for nearly 11 years. When
living in Murray before, she was
empioyed at Murray Woman's
Clinic PSC.
They have two daughters — Pam
Bowles. a 1977 graduate of Calloway Count High School, married
to David Bowles of Dawson
Springs, now living at Whiteman's
Air Force Base, Missouri, with
their son, Dcsen, 7, and Beth Pendley. a 1985 graduate of Dawson
Springs High School. now living in
Leavenworth, Kan.. with her
daughter. Alison. 3.
Rev. and Mrs. Williamson will
move into the pastorium about
March 1: His first service at West
Fork will be en Sunday, March 3.

a.

Custom Sewing
12th & Poplar St.
Open 6 Days A Week 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

753-2728

Rev. Lawson Vkilliamson
1'1 10 I(

51k 5 I( 11'

The power to overcome.

Texture Set Carpet
Fifth Generation
Nylon
$1

sq. yd.
099
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DEAR DR GOTT Our 2-year-old
grandson has been diagnosed with
probable celiac sprue He has violent
reactions to any wheat, oat or gluten
products, and his growth development
is below normal Is there any advantage to putting him in a children's hospital for further tests or biopsies' Is
there any known cure for this
disease'
DEAR READER Celiac disease
celiac sprue or gluten enteropathy) is
a congenital disorder marked by a
sensitivity to gluten, a cereal protein
found in wheat, rye, barley and oats
Although in its mildest forms celiac'
disease causes no symptoms, in most
cases it is associated with chronic diarrhea, abdominal bloating, growth
retardation in children), anemia,
weight loss and nutritional deficiency
The diagnosis. which is suspected
on the basis of these findings, is confirmed by either a biopsy of the small

Wedding
Photography

DuPont
Stainmaster

by Yoe( Fisher
"Wedding and special event
photography i..c our specialty
•16 years experience
•In-home consultation
•Very competitive pricing

Now thru

micARPET
Hwy. 94 West

753-2392

Members of Westwood 4-H Club, top photo, show the plaque they
won for third place at the state level in the "Community Pride Project." They are, from left, Kristina Todd, Angie Fortener, Rebecca
Todd, Laurie Jo Parker, Melody Parker, and in back, Nathan Fortener. In the bottom photo, Westwood members are shown ‘isiting and
taking Valentine gifts to West View Nursing Home.

Proper diet regulates celiac disease

Will he closed Friday & Saturday.
They will re-open Monday, March 4
at their new location

FIRST QUALITY
CARPET SALE

The Westwood 4-H Club recently won third place in the staqte
competition with the members'
"Community Pride Project."
This is an Achievement Record
Book highlighting their community
involvement and service projects.
Prior to being selected for this
honor on the state level, the Westwood Club won first place in Calloway County and in the Purchase
Area.
The 4-H club's leader is Mrs.
Alice Like, and together with other
adult leaders, the members work
together throughout the year to
make a positive contribution to the
community and its citizens.
Some of their activities include
the following:
Donations to the Heart Fund,
Red Cross and Jaycee Christmas
Program for Underprivileged
Children;
Adoption of two servicemen to
send gifts and letters;
Writing letters to several other
soldiers in the Middle East
Conflict;
Adoption of a grandmother to do
special things for;
Caroling for senior citizens and
taking them baked goods at
Christmas;
Hosting a .christmas dinner with
some communityh leaders as
guests:
Collecting money for United
Way;
Participating in 4th of July Freedom Fest Parade and Street Fair;
Recycling project and bake sale
at Airport Open House.

intestine or the patient's response to a
gluten-free diet. Elimination of dietary gluten leads to rapid and permanent relief of symptoms
Thus, the treatment is avoidance of
gluten This often requires the services of a dietician because in addition to being present in cereal grains.
gluten is widely used in commercial
foods. such as soups, sauces and proces.sed meats
If your grandson has been diagnosed with celiac disease and his doctor is confident that a gluten-free diet
is appropriate treatment, the child
needs no more medical testing If,
however, his diarrhea and slowgrowth pattern continue despite the
diet, he should be examined by pediatric specialists in a teaching hospital
DEAR DR. GOTT I've been diagnosed as hyperparathyroid I'm concerned about the bad things I might do
to aggravate the condition and would
like some guidelines
DEAR READER The parathyroid
glands, which are buried within the
thyroid gland in the neck, secrete a
hormone that regulates calcium metabolism Hyperparathyroidism is a
disorder resulting from excessive secretion of the hormone, leading to ele-

753-5063
1.=

I can offer you no guidelines for
therapy because nothing you can do
short of getting help from a doctor
- will affect the hyperparathyroidism You should follow your physician's or surgeon's advice

PETER
GOTT, M D
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Still In Progress!

Mr. & Mrs Darrrn Clark

vated blood-calcium levels and accelerated bone loss This often causes
kidney stones and renal damage, increased thirst, frequent urination,
constipation and nausea that can progress to confusion, stupor, coma and
death Early or mild hyperparathyroidism,
however,
causes
no
symptoms.
This affliction is diagnosed by blood
tests The positions of the abnormally
functioning parathyroid glands must
be determined by CT scanning or ultrasound because the disorder can
only be corrected by surgery
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Area students
named to lists
at Western

DATEBOOK
Singles plans event today

imes

!15

Singles Organizational Society will meet today (Thursday) at 5:15 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. The group will then
carpool to Big Apple Cafe for Mexican food with Joette as hostess. For
more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224

Area students at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green,
have been named to the Dean's
List and President's List for the
Fall 1990 sernster.
Students making the Dean's List
have a grade-point average of 3.4
to 3.79 on a 4.0 scale; and making
the Prgsident's List have GPAs of
3.8 to 4.0.
Names have been released by
Western as follows:
Kimberly Dawn Goeti, a junior,
to Dean's List, from Rt. 2, Box
161, Murray;
Mistianna Lee Holcomb, a
sophomore, to Dean's List, from
1716 Holiday Dr., Murray;
Benjamin Yoo, a senior, to
Dean's List, from P.O. Box 101,
Hazel;
Jeffrey Kent Filbeck Jr., a
senior, to Dean's List, from Rt. 2,
Box 33I-A, Benton;
Deborah Kay Baker, a junior, to
President's List, from Rt. 6, Box
407, Benton:
Kristy Lynn Belt, a senior, to
President's List. from Rt. 9, Box
219, Benton;
Mary Chnstine Taylor, a senior,
to President's List, from P.I0. Box
473, Benton.

Gun and Knife Show planned
Murray Kiwanis Club will have its Gun and Knife Show on Saturday
and Sunday, March 2 and 3, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Calloway County
Middle School. The school is located behind Calloway County High
School on College Farm Road.

Four Rivers group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday, March 3, at 2 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is for all persons interested in music, according to Vel Burkeen, group spokesperson. For information call 753-6979.

Special King program today
"Portraits of Martin Luther King" will be theme of the panel discussion
today (Thursday) from 4 to 6 p.m. in Barkley Room, Curris Center, Murray State University, sponsored by Phi Alpha Theta, history honorary society. Three recent books about King will be discussed as follows: Bearing
the Cross by David Garrow, discussed by Ken Mason; Parting the Waters
by Taylor Branch, discussed by Joe Cartwright; and The Walls Came
Tumbling Down by Ralph David Abernathy, discussed by Wayne Beasley. The public is invited to attend this special program.

Grace Hannah Wellinghurst born
Mr. and Mrs. George Wellinghurst of Lexington are the parents of a
daughter, Grace Hannah, weighing eight pounds 11 ounces, measuring
201/2 inches, born on Saturday, Feb. 9, at Good Samaritan Hospital, Lexington. The mother is the former Gay Alexander of Murray. They have a
son, Alexander, 2. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Tom Alexander of
Murray and Mrs. Sally W. Wellinghurst of Silver Springs, Md. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Ward of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Ward of Chocorua, N.H.

Read the
want ads daily
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Leigh Allyn Baker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mike Baker of Murray,
has been named to the Dean's List for the fall semester at University of
Southern California at Los Angeles, Calif. A BFA major in the School of
Theatre, she had a 3.5 standing out of a possible 4. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Jane Baker and the late Charles Mason Baker of Murray
and of Mr. and Mrs. Roger Fields of Mayfield.

Paint & Decorating Center
VW"
,

Seth Curtis Brandon born
Eddie Brandon and Jennifer Massey of Rt. 1, Box 319C, Almo, are the
parents of a son, Seth Curtis, weighing eight pounds one ounce, measuring 201/2 inches, born on Thursday, Feb. 14, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Grandparents are Frankie and Jackie Brandon, 400 North Eighth
St., Murray, Gerald Massey, Alabama, and Robert and Louise Isbell, Rt.
I, Almo. Great-grandparents are T.J. Massey, Falkville, Ala., Millard and
Evelyn Roberson, Edwardsville, Ill., Nela Kimbrell, Athens, Ala., and
J.C. and Margie Brandon, Murray.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Martha Hudspeth of Kirksey from Western Baptist; Henrietta
Montgomery of Murray from Lourdes.

Board meetings announced

The Rev. and Mrs. Jesse Lee
James of Barlow announce the
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Kim Elizabeth, to Joseph
Melton Latham of Mayfield.
Miss James is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur James of
Ballard County. Her father is
minister of Baptist Church, Dresden, Tenn.
Mr. Latham is the son of Mrs.
Janet McKinney of Eddyville and
the late Joseph Latham of
Mayfield.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Blair of Farmington
and the great-grandson of Mrs_
Eileen Blair of Vincennes, Ind.
The bnde-elect is a 1982 graduate of Ballard Memorial High
School.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Mayfield High School and is self
employed.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Tuesday, March 12, at
New Liberty General Baptist
Church. The Rev. Larry Reno will
officiate.

MURRAY TODAY
BRIDAL
\.REGISTRY,

"A New Beginning"
WESTSIDE B-IPTIST CHURCH

We are pleased to announce that Brenda
Woodyward,
brideelect of Nick Swift, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Brenda and Nick
will be married May 4,
1991.
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Kenlake plans tennis tournament
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Spring warms the racks
at Bright's, and you can
be one of the first to own
a beautiful spring dress. The
latest in style plus all
the classics, come see.
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Our spring selection will stun.
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Kim Elizabeth James anti
Joseph Melton Latham to warn/

The Board of the Purchase Area Spouse Abuse Center has two meetings planned for the remainder of fiscal year 1990-91. They will be on
Monday, March 11, and Monday, May 13, at 6:30 p.m. at Broadway
Church of Christ, 2855 Broadway, Paducah. For more information call
1-443-6001.

Kenlake Tennis Center will sponsor a USTA Sanctioned Tennis Tournament on Saturday and Sunday, March 9 and 10, starting at 9 a.m. each
day. There will be both male and female age divisions (ages 12-18) with
prizes awarded. For more information call Kenlake Tennis Center at
474-2211, Ext. 2106. by Saturday, March 2.
(Cont'd on page 8)
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James-Latham wedding to be March 12

Mitzi Mctallon & Thir,ann (rattie

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve it'
Call For An In-Horrf.
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321
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Rivera buys newspaper
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) -- ,Television talk-show host Geraldo Rivera
says he bought a controlling interest in a New Jersey weekly newspaper to regain his journalistic
perspective.

BRIDAL
,REGISTRY,
We are pleased to an
that Traci Rae
Parker. bride-elect of
-Jerry W. Green, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
ruglstn.
Traci and Jerry will
.morried April 12.
:'491.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

"This gets me back Just where I
started," he said Wednesday. "I
miss, it. I'm nostalgic for it. When
you get in the national TV business. you miss the forest for the

trees..'
Rivera put up $400,000 for a 75
percent interest The Two River
Times, based in Red Bank, about
40 miles from New York. He will
be managing editor and a
columnist.
Rivera said he would continue to
host his nationally syndicated TV
show. "Geraldo," based in New
York. as well as a new show,
"Now It Can Be Told," scheduled
to begin in September.
He said the newspaper has a circulation of 10,000.
It will be a'voice for a clean
ensironment and for sensitive local
gosernment.- he said.
Rivera, who became a television
reporter in the 1960s. has written
four hooks and many magazine

DATEBOOK

front'd from page 7,,

Mr and Mrs. Charles E. Cattle,' of Hilldale Apt., Group 4, Box 3.
Hardin. are the parents of a son, Zachary Allan, weighing eight pounds
six ounces. measuring 201/2 inches, born on Thursday. Feb. 21. at 7:56
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Lisa
M. Hill. Grandparents are Mr and Mrs. Tommy Vance of Hazel, Henry
Hill of Zephyrtulls, Fla., Mr. arid Mrs. Walter Newton of New Concord.
and Mr and Mrs Blanc Cathey, Puryear. Tenn.

Justin Ryan Meredith born
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Meredith of Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of
a son. Justin Ryan. weighing eight pounds seven ounces, born on Monday, Feb. 4, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn. The mother is
the former Tammy L. Snyder. Grandparents are Joe and Jeanette Flan of
Paris, Tenn., and Woodrow and Bertha Johnson of Purycar.

JCpe(Threy
NEW STORE HOURS
Monday-Saturday
10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 12:30-5:30
Effective Monday. March 4th

Plans arc underway for the second Tharpc School reunion for all class
members who attended Tharpc School. The event will be Saturday, March
21, from 3 to 9 p.m. at Brandon Spring Group Camp in the Land Between
the Lakes. This will be an informal affair so dress casual and bring your
family. The cost will be $8 per adult, $4.50 per child, 10 and under, and
free to children, 2 and under. Reservations with amount due must be
received no later than Friday. March S. to assure your dinner reservation
featuring buffalo. Please mail your check or money order along with the
number of adults or children attending to Lillian Gatlin Stanley, Rt. 3,
Box 98A. Guthrie Rd., Paris. Tenn., 38242, or Ronetta Dill Crutcher, Rt.
2, Dover, Tenn. 37058. "We are sorry but no admittance will be made
without dinner as we arc renting the building and the SS meal cost
includes the rent for the facility," said Stanley. For information call
1-901442-9356.

Arts & Crafts Club will meet

Volunteers will meet Tuesday
Community Improvement Volunteers will meet Tuesday. March 5. at
4:30 p m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building.
Topics for discussion will be Desert Storm Tree Planting Ceremony:
Walking/Jogging Paths in Murray-Calloway County' Park: and Springtime
in the Park Festival planned Saturday. Apnl 13. Any clubs or organizations that want to participate, please call the Chamber of Commerce office
at 753-5171 for more information. All members and interested persons are
urged to attend.

Extravagant beauty pageant
in China by company stopped
- An American
BEIJING
.4ntan lotion company thought it
a deal to launch the biggest.
mos: extravagant beauty pageant in
(Th,:na But that was before the
C'hinese government put the plans
.:c Tuesday

7 harpe reunion on March 23

Zachary Allan Cathey born

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will have the first meeting of
the "Arts & Crafts Club" on Monday. March 4, at 10 a.m. in the Senior
Citizens Center, located in George Wcaks Community Center, South
Seventh and Poplar Streets. Persons should use the cast entrance. The
craft to be made will be a miniature Easter basket of plastic canvas. Each
one should bring scissors, one sheet plastic canvas, felt pen, green yarn,
red yarn and a color of your choice for the basket. The club will meet
again on Monday. March 11, at 10 a.m. to continue with this same craft.

Calloway Homemakers plan events

Hawaiian Tropic, which markets
suntan lotions, envisioned a threeweek, three-city, internationally
televised extravaganza to select
four Chinese contestants to compete in its annual Miss Hawaiian
Tropic Beauty Pageant
An invitation sent to the Associated Press in Beijing set the preliminanes of the pageant for Tuesday. The final selection of bathing
suit-dad Chinese beauties would
take place in the Forbidden City,
China's formal imperial residence.
The pageant's public relations
manager. Christopher Harris, told a
news conference Tuesday that he
had thought the pageant had
recti-ed appropriate government
approval.
"I thought we had clearance and
everything was in order," he said.
But Chen Liuqing, the pageant's
Chinese representative, said organizers didn't have formal permission from the government.
"We welcome all sorts of cultural exchanges between China and
the United States (but) how to
engage in these exchanges is
another matter," Chen said. "A
beauty pageant is just the one-sided
idea of the Americans. This hasn't
been approved by the Chinese
governmat_•'

Calloway County Homemakers
Council meeting was held Thursday. Feb. 7, at 10 a.m. at Majestic
Royale, Holiday Inn, with Vanda
Gibson, president. presiding.
It was announced that Tricia
Morris of Almo received the Calloway County Homemakers Scholarship
State University for
at
9_9
The group voted to continue having the annual luncheon and Country Store in April.
A "Family Life Seminar" will be
Friday, March 22. at Murray State
University. This will bc sponsorted
by Purchase Area Extension Homemakers Association and Murray
State University. Home Economics
Department.
Everyone interested in families
and the future of families is
invited. Gibson said. Persons
should register by Wednesday.
rich.6, at a cost of S6 including
Mfafce
O
lunch at the County Extension

Representing various clubs of Calloway County Homemakers organization at a recent council meeting were, top photo, from left, Maxine
Scott, Norma Paschall, Kathryn Ray and Vinita Winters; bottom
photo, from left, seated, Pawnee Bedwell, Nanda Gibson, Dorothy
Jennings, standing, Lou %lcGary, Bobbie Cook, Ruth Parker and luta
Hutson.

Best Food in Murray
Best Prices!
Every Friday
& Saturday
{Starts at 4 p.m.)

Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar
Included!

OUR FAMOUS: SEAFOOD BUFFET
*Catfish fiddlers & steaks
*Baked Cod *Shrimp *Sea Strips $g85
*Deviled Stuffed Crab *Crab Salad
*Shrimp Creole *Cole Slaw
*Hush Puppies *Steak Fries *Onion Rings

OUR FAMOUS:
10 OZ. PRIME RIB

$845

Saturday
Morning
Brunch Buffet

*Scrambled Eggs *Egg Casserole $
*Bacon *Sausage *Biscuits & Gravy
*French Toast *Hash Brown Potatoe
*Crepes *Danish Pastries *Cinnamon
Rolls *Blueberry Muffins *Orange Juice

Suhday Noon
Buffet

OUR FAMOUS'I

Beef *Turkey & Dressing $
*Baked Ham *Six (6) Assorted
Vegetables *Cobblers *Cake *Banana
Pudding *French Bread

Choose:
14 oz. T-Bone or
10 oz. New York Strip

95

95

$

Ilion Thotogr'aphy
753 8809

t Mr Tuxedoe

95

Our Steaks Are Huge. They Are
USDA Choice and Cut Fresh Daily.

The Flower Basket

Free Salad Bar
With All Specials!

753-9514

Bring you
a thought for the week.

We are offering you Qualay Food, First Class Sertice
& a Pleasant Environment to Dine Only Al

The journey of a thousand miles
starts with a single- step.

-kkotAct,

-1Thine.ce 'Proverb

EXCELLENT DINING

Also Owners 8 Operators of Majestic of Mayfield
We Accept Reservations for Small or Large Parties, Reception.Creep Mestieris.
Hwy. 641 S., Manly, KY

11141411011

Plans were discussed for the
Area Annual Day which will be
held Oct. 17, 1991, at Curris Center, Murray State University. Calloway County will be the hostess
group.
Calloway County Homemakers
Association will have a tea to honor Mrs. Jean Cloar who recently
retired as Calloway County Extension Agent in Home Economics. tt
will be on Saturday, April 6, from
2 to 4 p.m. in the Community
id. of North Branch of Peoples
Bank. The public is invited. Gibson
said.
The homemakers will celebrate
National Extension Homemakers
Week by having an International
luncheon on Friday, May 2, in the
social hall of First United Methodist Church.
Other county officers are Martha
Clark Butterworth, vice president;
Melva Cooper, secretary: and Vinita Winters, treasurer.
Calloway County Homemakers
Clubs have 236 members which
includes 14 active clubs and 30
mailbox members.
County clubs are Cheerful, Dexter, Friendship, Harris Grove, New
Concord, Pacers, Paris Road, Penny, Pottertown, Progressive, South
Murray, South Pleasant Grove,
Suburban, Town & Country, and
Wadesboro.
Guests at the meeting included
Ted Howard, county extension
agent, and Jane Steely, county
agent in 4-H.

Your Wedding Specialist
.;,

Serving you today
Serving your children 'Tomorrow

BRIDAL
,REGISTRY
We are pleased to announce that Katrinal
Harris, bride-elect of
Kelley Prescott, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Katrinal and Kelley
will he married March
8, 1991.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
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Parents' Night Out will be from
5:30 to 11:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.

Murray State University Jazz
Bands I and II will present a concert at 8 p.m. in Johnson Theatre,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Admission is free.

Hazel Community Center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

Resetwations for Adults Belong
in Collegc,workshop on March 4
should be made by today by calling
762-4150.

George Weaks Community Center will be open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. for activities by senior
citizens.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m
Homeplace- 1850

Murray-Calloway County Westside Senior Citizens will meet at
1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community
Center.

National Scouting Museum yvi
be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.rr
For information call 762-13X1

Models pictured at close of St. Jude fund-raiser, saonsored by Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International, were, from left, Patsy Higgins, Jeannie Billington, Bradley Burkeen, Ginger Terhune, Jill
Terhune, Brandie Burkeen, Kristen Kemp, Helen Steffen, Dortha Bailey and Angie Higgins.

St. Jude's fund-raiser Saturday

Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at Legion Hall

The St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital fund-raiser, sponsored by
Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International, on Saturday.
Feb. 23, netted S1,100.
As guests arrived at the Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank, they were given
time to bid on the Silent Auction
items which had been donated by
47 local businesses and personal
contributions.
Alpha Mu's president, Margaret
Terhune, gave the welcome. She
gave a brief background of ESA,
namely that it is a philanthropic,
social and educational socority and
anyone interested in these purposes
is welcome to membership.
Terhune welcomed Past Kentucky State Council of ESA President Diane Sample and her daughter, Rhonda Sample, senior St. Jude
coordinator of the Kentucky State
Council of ESA from Hopkinsville
who came to help and to donate a
hand painted picture by Diane.
Anne Adams, director of tourism
for Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, was the
narrator for the style show featuring fashions by JCPenney with Jan
Pooley as manager, and fashion
descriptions written by Kcnnita
Oldham, student at Murray State
University.
Music was by Oneida White,
pianist, and Helen Steffen,
violinist.
Models included Dortha Bailey,
Leah Baust, Jeannie Billington,
Bradley Burkeen, Brandie Burkecn,
Emily Helton, Patsy Higgins,
Angie Higgins, Kristen Kemp, Carol Lewis, Helen Steffen, Marty
Terhune, Jill Terhune, and Ginger
Terhune.
Samantha Bragg of JCPenney
coordinated the fashions.
Alpha Mu members assisting
included Terhune, Helen Campbell,
Kathie Gentry, Nancy Meloan.
Helen Steffen, Karen Goetz Falwell, Kathie Fleming, Mary Vidmer, Joan Vidmcr and rushces
Jeannie Billington and Carol Lewis. Ann Erickson also assisted and
donated many items.
Silent auction winners were
Dortha Bailey, Gail Baust, Wilma
Billington, Brandie and Bradley

AA and Al-Anon will meet at
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield

Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to 11 p.m For information call
753-TEEN.

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Linda Rogers.

Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
the Eastern Star will meet at TM)
p.m at lodge hall at Aurora.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Cathoilc
Church.
Pictured at St. Jude Spring Fashion Show are, top photo, from left,
Jill Terhune, Marty Terhune, Anne Adams, narrator, Brandie Burkeen, Bradley Burkeen, and Oneida White, pianist. In another grouping of fashions are, bottom photo, from left, Patsy Higgins, Dorotha
Bailey, Carol Lewis, Kristen Kemp and Helen Steffen.
Staff photos by Jo &whets

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 5:15 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building to go to Bib
Apple Cafe for Mexican food and
conversation with Joette as hostess.
For information call Pamela.
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224
District 13 of Kentucky Nurses'
Association will meet at S:30 p.m.
at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Panel discussion on "Portraits of
Martin Luther King," sponsored by
Phi Alpha Theta, history honorary
society at Murray State University,
will he from 4 to 6 p.m. in Barkley
Room of Curris Center, MSU.

Burkeen, Jo Burkecn, Ann Erickson, Kathie Fleming, Marie Forrester, Carolyn Craig, Jamie Helton,
Leslie Kemp, Bethany O'Rourke,
Laura Pitman, Sharon Russell, Lillian Steele, Helen Steffen and Marty Terhune.
The winner of tjic E bond,
donated by Bank of Murray, was

Patsy Fain; and winner of two
silver mint dollars, donated by Peoples Bank, were James Jennings
and Mrs. Herndon. Fisher Price
donated several items through Jerry
Kelley, plant manager.
Refreshments were served during
the three breaks of the special
fund-raiser.

nemakers
rs which
; and 30

Four newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Wednesday, Feb. 27, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Morehead baby girl, parents,
Deanne and Jeff, 404 West Eighth
St., Benton;
Bush twin baby girls, mother,
Brenda, P.O. Box 222, Cadiz;
James baby boy, parents, Sondra
and Marty, Rt. 1, Box 296, Benton.
Dismissals
Cecil Orten, Rt. 2, Box 247,
Murray; Loman Bailey, New Con-

cord; Carson Alley, Rt. 5, Box 243,
Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Edna Bonds, Box 15,
Hazel; Mrs. Zula Walker, RL 1,
Box 472, Dexter; Charles Jones,
Rt. 1, Box 82, Sedalia;
Mrs. Ruth Rogers, Rt. 7, Box
298, Murray; Mrs. April Michelle
Barnard, 1628 West Main St., Apt.
7, Murray;
William Holt, E-3 Embassy
Apts.lAurray; Larry Perkins, Rt.

1, Box 754, Dexter;
Miss Tabitha ,,Rence Jahn, 500
South Seventh St., Murray; Mrs.
Paula Caldwell and baby boy,
4141/2 North Eighth St., Murray;
Mrs. Melinda Driver and baby
boy. Rt. 5, Box 86AA, Benton;
Mrs. Deborah Rich and baby boy,
P.O. Box 366, Camden, Tenn.
Expiration
Mrs, Gladys MacPettit,
Box 24, Murray.

Friday, March 1

"Refresher Emergency
Response" Course will he from
a.m. to 4 p.m. in Room 205, Roy
Stewart Stadium. M,Irray Shdic
University. For irformation
762-3385.

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.

Humane Society- of Calloway
County will meet at 7 p.m. in meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library.

.Singles Friendship of Paris
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
'Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call Kennith Broach
753-3580.

Babies, dismissals, death listed

included
extension
county

Friday, March 1
Murray Magazine Club will have
a luncheon at 11 a.m. in Commonwealth Room, Curris Center, Murray State University.

Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m., WORD Program at 10 a.m.; MSU Student
Liturgy meeting at 6 p.m.; Choir
Practice at 7 p.m.

c Martha
resident.
and Vin-

•ful, Dexove, New
oad, Penve, South
t Grove,
ntry, and

Thursday, Feb. 20
"Dcrsu Uzala," a Japanese film,
will he shown free at 7:30 p.m. in
('urns Center Theatre. Murray
State University.

Works by 16 members of M.,rr,;..„
State University Art Faity
on exhibit today through March
in upper level of Clara M. Eagle
Gallery. MSU. An op,:ning recer
non is at 7 p.m. Adm.;sion s fro2
Events at St

Leo Cathol

(Conrd on page 13,

Wedding vows said
Miss Huffy Ann Thompson and Billy Gene Nato, were.rmirrieci-on
day, Jan. I I, at First Church of the - Nazarene, Mayfield -The Rev,David Gargus officiated.
Music was provided by Tereasa Cantrell of Mayfield.
The bride was escorted to the altar by her uncle, Joe Lynn Hargan of
Win go.
Mrs. Cheryl Renee Camp of Murray was matron of honor
Wayne Morris of Hickman was best man.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Thompson of Fulton.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Geneva Hargan of Wingo and the late
Nolan Hagan. and of Mrs. Sybil Thompson Jones of Fulton and the late
John Thompson.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Patey and the iate Brenda
Kay Patey of Clinton.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Patey of Hickman
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
wiAnfgtoer a short honeymoon, the new Mr. and Mrs. Paley are residing a

)
t)tir

'
. 141''Service.
elwrrnacy
'ind

15°/o Cash Discount
on all prescriptions
?REF
*Computerized Records Pgr-scRirrio,
•Medical Claims Service\... DrLivr"
•PC:S • Medintet
•ISC-BS • Paid • State Aid
•1V;ilth 8z Beauty Heim -

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn
R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

Reservations for "Celebrate
Women 1991" for March 5 at Curris Center, Murray State University, should be made by today. For
information call 762-3809.
Murray State University Chapter
of The Public Relations Student
Society of American will hold an
open meeting at 7 p.m. in Cumberland Room, Curris Center, MSU.

Get a Built-in Look
Without Remodeling!

Linda 's
'lddzrTq. & •Purtg.s
E

CUSTOM MADE DRESSES FOR
•Weddings •Proms •Pageants
Ntodol
\ \1192

Complete Line Of
Specialty Fabric

TUXEDO REVEAL
Wedding Invitations,
Vieils, Headpieces, etc.

= _

r--- - -

witt

a.m -5 pm.

247-5665
Hwy. 641 Puryear
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18" - 5 Toppings
We are pleased to announce that I. Cathryn
Christopher, bride-elect
of William M. Brown,
has selected her'beddinx
and bath accessories
from our bridal registry.
Cathryn and William
will be married April 2-1991,
JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping C,er
Murray Kentucky

Pepperoni - Sausage - Mushrooms
Dine In $999
Carry Out
Delivery

Onic

Replace your old 30"Range and hood with a new GE
Mite on white Slide-in Range and Spacemaker Combination Oven!
Now you can

CLASSIC DINERS
FREE Delivery ANY Time!
I•
sS
atri-Tiho
urrs .-111 ao.m
m.-Midnight
Central Center (Next to Big B Cleaners) Fir

have a custom built-in look and two ovens
same
space
as your old range and range hood.
in the
range
with self-cleaning oven fits neativ
slide-in
The
between existing cabinets. And above, the Spacewaker
Microwave/Convection Combination oven offers 4-way
cooking,and replaces the range hood and provides a
2-s seed vent fan and cookto3 li•ht.

Your General Electric, Jenn Air and RCA
Appliance Dealer In Murray

212 East Main Street

i2

-
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Defense, Cheaney rally Tigers into district finals
By DAVID RAMEY
Umbrae

(A.

Mein M.Sped.

Edam

You know what Yogi says.
Despite all indications to the contrary, the Murray. High Tigers showed
Wednesday that their season wasn't quite over yet, and they rallied from a
nine-point halftime deficit to down Marshall County 72-59 in Fourth District tournament play at Calloway County.
After coming back from the All-A Classic, the Tigers stumbled home
with just two wins in six tries. The talk was the Tiger season was fulfilled
by the trip to the All-A.
The talk became the prevailing thought at halftime Wednesday, after a
shaky first half had the Tigers trailing the Marshals by nine.
"A lot of people thought we were finished for the season," Murray
coach Cary Miller said. "Our kids had heard that, because we had had a
letdown coming back form the All-A. But they were mentally. and emouonally, ready to play tonight."
They ambushed the Marshals at the start of the second half. Murray's
press clamped down on the hot Marshall shooting. and the Tigers found
their own shooting stroke.
After trailing 30-21 at halftime. Murray scored the first 12 points of the
second half and held the Marshall scoreless until the 3.17 mark. By then.
Murray's marquee point guard. Willis Cheancy had awaken from a first
half slump, and the Tiger offense was off and running.
Cheney tossed in 24 points in the second half as the Tigers moved into
Friday's Fourth District championship game, where they will face crosstown rival Calloway County.
Both teams were firing up a wheelbarrel full of .bricks in the first quarter. arid were deadlock at 12 at the end of the period. With the two teams
tied at 16. Marshall's Mau Colson begin firing in 1-pointers with
accuracy
He banked in a trey from the left wing. and buried another from the
right wing to give Marshall a 22-16 lead with 254 left and force a Murray umeout_ Jason Joseph stopped Murray's bleeding with a slam on the
inside, but Colson hit two more "3s- and a two to put Marshall up 30- 18
and - Miller called another timeout .with 1:13 left.
After Joseph scored on a suck-back, the Tiger defense picked up the
pressure and forced three straight turnovers, but a lone Chcaney free
throw was Murray's only dividend and the Tigers trailed 30-21 at
halftime.
The Tigers were a woeful 9-of-30 from the floor in the first half. and
Cheaney. the top scorer in the First Region, was a terrible 1 -for-10.
We felt like we were getting good shots. they just didn't go in. Miller
said. "We missed a bunch of shots we normally hit. We told them that if
we went out in the second half. did a much better job defensively, and
picked up the pressure, we Were going to be okay."
(Cont'd on page II)

Daniel T.
PARKER
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

ewes*

Starr photo by Damara T. Parker

Murray's Willis Cheaney soared in front of a trio of Marshall County Marshals (Jimmy Fraley, Trent
Nelson and Nlatt Colsoni on this first half lay up attempt. Cheaney was held to three points in the first two
quarters but filled the nets in the second half to fuel the Tigers' successful comeback.

LSU clinches tie for SEC
title with win at Florida
By The Associated Press

Murray High's Missy Bogard came up with the ball after-a mid -court scramble instals ing Lady Tiger
teammate Mary Catherine Wooldridge (bottom, and Marshall County's Lautinda Drown. Watching the
action is Lady Marshall guard Missy Lee.
Staff photo by Ottalel T Parker

Lady Marshals roar past Murray
got on the board when Christy Bei;
hit a fret throw. but after she
missed the second. Stephanie Van
over scored a stick back to cut the
Marshall County's reign as the
top girls team in the First Region is lead to 6-3
Missy Lee hit a jumper. and six
no longer a certainty, but their
dominance of ,the Fourth District straight Murray Turnovers led to
two' scores from Mary Nell
continued Wednesday.
Roberts. a jumper from Drown and
The Lady Marshals cruised to an
83-30 victory over the Murray a bucket from Cadwell. Marshall
High Lady Tigers. as the Marshall
moved out to a 22-3 lead. before
defense forced 19 turnovers in the
Bell knd Vanover scored for the
first half, taking command early
Lady Tigers Robin Lutz scored at
and were never threatened.
the buzzer for the Lady Marshals to
For Murray High Lady Tiger
give them a 24-7 lead.
coach Jimmy Harrell. the onslaught
Murray's turnover bug continue
of the Lady Marshal army of weato bite in the second quarter, and
pons wasn't to be unexpected.
behind the shooting and passing of
Cadwell. Marshall scored the first
Our girls tried hard." Harrell
12 points of the quarter. After Marsaid. And they played hard Marshall County just had that intensity. shall had taken a 36-7 lead. Collete
You're hoping they have a horrible
Jones ended Murray's drought with
a score. Marshall took a 43-12 lead
game They didn't tonight."
at halftime, and opened the second
It was anything but a horrible
half by scoring the first nine
game for the Lady Marshals. They
points.
jumped out to a 22-3 lead, before
The only bright spot for. Murray
Murray had back-to-back scores
was Mary Catherine Wooldridge
and had the opportunity to get into
the flow of a game. The Lady sinking a half-court shot at the
Marshals opened the second quar- buzzer.
"We just can't score," Harrell
ter with the first 12 points
the
period and rolled home the est of said of the Lady Tiger offensive
the way
troubles. "And if anybody is going
The Lady Marshals mos: into to beat them, it's going to be a
the finals of .the district °orna- team who can score arid play - a
ment. set for Friday at 6 p.m. at tempo game with them."
But Lady Marshal coach Howard
Calloway County. They will face
Beth wants a full-court game every
the Lady Lakers of Calloway.
Marshall opened the contest with night out, and the Lady Marshal
Launnda Drown hitting a jumper press usually delivers.
"I thought our defensive pressure
from 15 feet Rechelle Cadwell hit
two free throws and added a bucket was excellent." Beth said. "We
wanted to play an 84-foot game."
ID give Marshall a 6-0 lead. Murray
By DAVID RAMEY
_sow a ma Aaat Sports

Sports
Wrangler

Ede*.

To compound Murray's turnover
troubles was the accurate Marshall
Count) shooting. MCHS was
11 -of- ; from the floor in the first
quarter.
"You shoot off the ry.thmn of
your offense." Beth said. "And I
thought they were a couple of
sencs down the floor where we
made two or three good passes and
got a good shot. Anytime you're
shooting the ball as well as we did
tonight. you have to have great
passing We got some great shots
because of our pass,ing.",„
Cadwell. a Murray State signee.
tossed in 20 to lead all scorers. She
was joined in double figures by
Lee with 12. and Roberts. Lutz and
Cassie Bohannon all with 11.
Bell led the Lady Tigers with
seven. while Wooldridge and S'ar
over tossed in six.
The loss closed the Lady Tiger
season at 5-15 Harrell hopes that
some of the younger Lady Tigers
are ready to step up and make next
year a better campaign.
"This has been a frustrating year
for the girls. the coaches, and
everyone involved," Harrell said
"We lose three seniors, so now it's
time for some other girls to -step
and take some charge."
• • • •
MURRAY
7 13 23 33
MARSHALL CO
24 4381 83
Murray (32) -- Bell / Vanover 6 Wooktridge
6 Jones 4 Hornbucale 4 Fairbanks 2 Snyder
ladar Totals FG 13.46 FT 75
41krYnall CG,jrlp 1801 — Cadwek 20. Lee '7
‘
,Bohannon 11 Lutz I 1 Roberts 11, Goseurn
s..iem 4 Heti Coble 1,
Bonen*
mart. Sees Totals FG Wel FT 11-1S
Records — Murray 5 1 5 Marsha County
254

Bruised and bumped, Shaquille O'Neal still did a bang-up job.
O'Neal. playing most of the second half with his left knee wrapped
tight. had 19 points and 19 rebounds Wednesday night as No. 18 Louisiana State won at Florida 79-66 and clinched a tic for the Southeastern Conference championship.
LSU (20-7, 13-4 SEC) plays at second-place Mississippi State on Saturday. The winner gets the top seed in the league's postseason tournament.
O'Neal limped to the bench early in the second half after getting hit in
the knee. The 7-foot-I star center came back two minutes later and got
eight more points and six rebounds.
"I really didn't know how hard he could play. He could barely jump,"
LSU coach Dale Brown said. "I told Shaquillc I didn't want to push him.
He sucked it up. There's nothing serious about it. It wasn't knee cartilage
or a ligament -- just a bad bruise."
In other games, No. 8 Duke downed Clemson 79-62, No. 12 Oklahoma
State beat No. 15 Nebraska 80-69 and Connecticut defeated No. 20 Scion
Hall 62-60 in overtime.
O'Neal took only one shot and was scoreless in the game's first seven
minutes. He then scored 11 straight L.SU points as the Tigers took over.
Florida (11-15, 7-10) made a late run, cutting a 15-point deficit to
66-59 with an 8-0 burst. O'Neal ruined the rally with a three-point play,
and LSU added four foul shots and two breakaway dunks.
Dwane Davis had 18 points and 12 rebounds for the Gators, but at 6-7
had trouble stopping O'Neal. Stacey Poole scored 21 points for Florida.
LSU can win the SEC outright with a win this weekend at Mississippi
State. The Bulldogs, who were picked to finish near the bottom of the
pack, are trying for their first league championship in nearly three
decades. They' have won seven of the last eight games against LSU and
can tic the Tigers for the best record with a victory.
"The season all comes down to-one game," Mississippi State's Greg
Carter said. "We know it will be for the title, so we'll get up for them."
FULL-COURT PRESS
•Chreiwr teerner scored 17 pants and No 8 Duke (24-8, 10-3) completed its first-ever 16-0 home
season with a 78-62 win over Clemson (10 te., 1.12) The Blue Devils moved into the ACC etiO
perwing Sundayy maichup with No 4 North Carolina
.No 12 Okianoma Slate (21-5, 10-3) brushed ss first perfect home season tare 1955 and moved
into a le for first place in the Big Eight wen sr so-se win over No 15 Nebraska 123-6. 8-5) The
Cowboys 14-Oil home. are even with Kansa tor the conference Isla wan one game )0 again)
lowa State Nettrasika finishes against Kansas
•Crtre SmIn m,ssad with three seconds left in °Horne, got he own rebound and scored at the
buzzer to bft the host Correa•cut Huskies (179, 8-7) to .62-SO win over No 20 Seton Hall (18-7
8- 71 No Big Fast teem with at least eight confe,ence oacrws has ever teed to earn an NCM
Del?'
•Carrieron Burns sawed 15 points and the No 23 Mississippi State Bulldogs (19-7, 12-5) broke
away Serty to beet veritisa Aka:turn (12-14, 5-12) by a 94-76 margin Mississippi State led 15-4 after
war) rrunutas and mcreased Si edge to 37 points later in the SW-0nd halt

Hershiser ready for games
By RONALD BLUM
Associated Press Spoils Writer

Orel Hershiscr's is ready to pitch
— in exhibition games, anyway.
That's what the doctor for the
1988 National League Cy Young
Award winner said Wednesday
after Hershiser threw for the second time in spring training.
"He felt no pain in his shoulder
and the ball was moving very
well," said Dr. Frank Jobe, who
operated on Hershiser's shoulder
10 months ago. "If he's excited.
I'm excited."
a,lobe said he didn't know if Hershiscr would be ready for opening
day.'but that exhibition games were
probitsle.
felt good," Hershiser said.
"This outing was progress. compared to the last outing. I hope they
all feel this good."
Hershiser threw 62 pitches .in a
10-minute session at Vero - Beach.
On Sunday, he threw 52 pitches.
"He seemed impressive and was
throwing free and easy," Dodgers
manager Tommy Lasorda said
"He reported no pain and keeps

•

getting stronger."
While Hershiscr was continuing
his comeback, Oakland was wondering when Rickey Henderson
would come to town. The American League MVP was late, which
isn't unusual for him.
"I'm not terribly surprised Rickey's not here because of an undercurrent of unhappiness about his
contract," Oakland general manager Sandy Alderson said.
Henderson is entering the second
season of a four-year. $12 million
deal. When the deal was agreed to
after the 1989 season, Henderson
and Kirby Puckett were the only $3
million-a year players in baseball.
Henderson since has dropped to a
Ile for 35th on the contract list,
"We have a number of players
in camp who are very good players.
Maybe not MVPs, but who have
performed well over the years."
Alderson said. "Unfortunately, we
have to live with the system. These
types of dramatic changes in the
marketplace have occurred.At Tempe, Anz., Ken Griffey Jr.
was the lone no-show as the Seattle
(Coned OR page II)

Willis Cheaney shot Jeff Jackson out of the saddle last night
at Calloway County High
School.
Chcancy, Murray High's
senior point guard and the best
darn high school basketball
player in this area, doesn't quite
have hiring-and-firing power at
Marshall County High School,
but his 24 second-half points
carried the Tigers over the
Marshals in Fourth District tournament action and all but
slammed the lid on Jackson's
two-year career as coach of the
Marshals.
I took a couple of informal
polls; one of Marshall County
fans and "in the know" people
and another of area basketball
experts. The Marshall poll was
unanimous — I couldn't find
one person who said Jackson's
job would be saved even- if
Marshall won the district title
(and most said he was gone
unless the Orange won the
state.)
Funny thing is, the other poll
was also unanimous. I couldn't
find one basketball person outside the Marshall area who
didn't say that they were
making a big mistake.
I agree with both polls. Jackson's on his way out, and Marshall County's making a big
mistake.
• • • •
Murray High girls' coach Jim
Harrell was able to smile after
last night's tournament loss to
the mighty Lady Marshals. It
came as no surprise — in fact,
the only surprise Harrell showed
was when one reported pointed
out that Murray High has
beaten Marshall County's girls
more often than any other First
Region team dunng the Howard
Beth decade (in Marshall, they'
call it the HOWARD BETH
DECADE).
"It's been a long, long time,
I tell you that," was Harrell's
reply.
It's also been a long season
for Harrell. "It has been a frustrating season for us," he said.
The graduation of Jennifer Parker and Ann Greenfield hurt the
Lady Tigers more than was
realized, the 1990-91 squad failed to develop as the season
progressed, and only a few of
the girls seemed to show much
desire to improve. But in the
long run, the hard cold truth is
that the talent just wasn't there
and the numbers just aren't
there.
Can Murray High, a tiny IA
school, ever hope to compete
against a 4A program like Marshall County's? Well.., yes and
no.
"It's like any small school,"
Harrell said. "You might come
up with a good team that can
play with them... if they're having a down year. But numbers
play a big role in it.
"You're going to go through
cycles, regardless," Harrell
added. "We had a couple of
good years, and now we've had
a bad one. Hopefully we've got
some kids coming in next year
who can play."
There is some relief in sight
for Harrell, however. "Track
season starts in three weeks,"
said the man who last year
won district coach of the year
honors in boys' and girls' track
and who has three consecutive
regional track titles to defend.
"We'll beat their (Marshall)
butts in track."
• • • •
If Murray High's boys had
not posted their second -half
comeback against Marshall last
night, their season would have
ended with a 2-5 record since
returning from the All-A state
tournament, and many people
would have blamed the All-A
tourney for a Tiger letdown.
But not MHS head coach
Cary Miller, who is not afraid
to be outspoken in direct support of the small-school tournament. "I've said it before and I
say it again, the All-A is the
best thing to happen to small
schools in Kentucky," Miller
said. "It gives small schools the
(Coned on page II)
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Actions& Reactions Defense, Cheaney
Local soccer
Tryouts tor the 'select teams of the Murray
Calloway County Soccer Association's spring
*ague will be held Saturday. March 2 at the
Be. Creek Soccer Complex Tryouts will be
held at 10 cm for the boys under 12 (Fieid 4)
and gins under 18 (Field 3) teams, end m
p iii for the boys' under la (F peed 4) and
under 16 (Field 3) squads Tryouts are mends!
ory For more information. contact Eddie Hunt
at 753 8844 or 7539025
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NASH011E. Hann -- Tennessee Tech, which
faltered down the stretch in its chase for the
Ohio Valley Conference championship, has
defeated Austin Peay in a coin toss and will be
me No 3 seed in the upcoming league towns
merit By winning Tuesday's toss at the OVC
offices, the Golden Eagles (3-8, 12 15) will host
No 6 Morehead Stale t4 8, 15-12) al 730 pm
CST Saturday in the opening round Austin
o
pronay
oni(6 6, 15.13) is the fourth seed The Gov
will host Middle Tennessee (66, 198)
Saturday The Blue Raiders defeated Austin
Peay 94 90 on Monday Saturday's other first round game has No, 7 Tennessee Stale (1 11,
5 22) at No 2 Eastern Kentucky (93, 18-9)
*Saturday's winners travel to Murray, where
regular season champion Murray State (10-2,
228) wilt host the semifinal and championship
rounds March 8-1
• • • •
The four-team women's tournament begins
Monday at Tennessee Tech Tennessee State
won a coin toss with Morehead Slate Tuesday
for the final berth in the field The two learns
finished the regular season with identical 5 7
OVC records and 12 14 overall marks The
Lady Tigers will meet top seeded Tennessee
Tech 411 1, 20 7), while No 2 Middle Terries
see (84, 13 131 will test No 3 Eastern Ken
lucky (7-5, 13 11) Monday's winners meet
Tuesday night lor the league's automatic berth
in the NCAA wornens tournament

College basketball
ATLANTA -- Financial worries caused by an
ailing family have about convinced sophomore
Kenny Anderson that Thursday night's game
will be his last home contest at Georgia Tech
The star point guard said he is lust about made
up his mind to apply for early entry to the NBA
draft if I'm between 1 -and 5, I have to leave
I'm still going to wan until the season is over to
decide I'm not desperate for money, but I
wasn't born with a silver spoon in try mouth,Anderson said His mother Joan Anderson is
suffering from ulcers and no longer works His
grandfather James McLaughlin is ill

Football
NEW VORK -- Neil R Austrian was named
president of the National Football league by
commissioner Paul Tagliabize Austrian, a New
York business executive, will be the league's
chief operating officer for business and financial
operations His responsibilities will include all
NFL broadcasting, special events and other
rovnue producing activities, as well as club
linanCel activities under the league Constitution
and bylaws The position filled by Austrian is
eSSentJally a new one, although Cleveland
Browns oven, Art Modell held the title from
1967 1'91...4. navng beer elected by his fellow
owners lc ,i.vesent the Nil in its merger with
ne Arnu^ca^ Vooibalt League

Tennis
CHICAGO - Top seeded John McEnroe relied
,argely on ,is passing shots to beat India's
Ramesh Krisnnan 7 5, 8-3 in a second-round
match at the Ch:cago Volvo tournament MicEn
roe next wit' lace Aierander Mroinz of Germany,
a 76 l8i. 63 winner over No. 8 Gary Muller
of South Afr•ca Others advancing to the quar
terfinas were kle,Vali Washington, who topped
No 3 Pair Korda of Czechoslovakia 6-4, 7 6
`7 5; No 2 Horne Heneberg advanced with a
6 3 76 (7 21 vi07,0ny Over David Pate
• • • •
PAU AI SPRINGS. Calif - Third seeded Katen
ria Maleeva of Bulgaria advanced to the third
round of the Virginia Slims of Palm Springs
women's tonne tournament before heavy rain
pOSIpOrted several matches Maleeva defeated
PaScae Parads of France 6-1, 2-0, retired
Parads sprained her left ankle in the third
game of the second set and couldn't continue
Other w,nnerS were No 7 Nathalie Tauziai of
rrance. No /1 Sabine Appelmans of Belgium
No '3 Catarina Lmdqvist ot Sweden, No 15
Julie ria.ard of France, Patricia Hy of Canada,
and Stacey Mart,n
• • • •
ROI 11RDAM, Netherlands -- Ivan Lenclt
trounced Tom Nissen of the Netherlands 6-3,
6-1 to advance to the second round of the ABN
Amy° Inidooi tennis tournament In other firstround matches, Jan Siemerink beat fellow
Dutchman Mark Koevermans 3-6, 6 4, 6-2 In
second round matches. seventh -seeded Jakob
Hlasek of Switzerland beat Ctrslav Dosede of
Czechoslovakia 63, 6-4, Christian Bergstrom
()eat hollow Swede Magnus Larsson 6-2, 7 5,
while Karel Novacek ot Czechoslovakia edged
pas!. Jay e Sanchez Of Spain 6-7, 6 3, 6-3

Golf
CHICAGO - A s,,burban golf club has decided
to withdraw as host of the 1993 Walker Cup
rather than draw attention to the fact that A
does not have minOnty members, said an official of the U S Golf Association The Chicago
Golf Club in west suburban Wheaton pulled out
as host ofthe biennial amateur golf tournament
last week alter several discussions with the golf
association The 125-member, 99 year-old golf
Club has no minority members or voting female
members, which violates a USGA guideline
establtsned last November Fay said the Chicago Golf Club backed out because it did not
want any enrollment of minorities to be connected to the Walker Cup,

Pro basketball
With a 5-22 record on the road, the Orlando
Magic isn't throwing tear into many NBA teams
But lately they've been up to some new tricks
''They played a super game," Phoenix coach
Cotton Fitzsimmons said after the Magic
slopped the Suns' home winning streak of 13
with a 124-118 decision -They did what they
had to do They outplayed us and they're playing good basketball We made a valiant run at
them, but it wasn't good enough " The victory
was Orlando's fourth straight, three of them on
the road The Suns last lost at home on Dec 21
- a 132-128 overtime detect against San
Antonio
On other NBA games, it was Utah 118, Golden
Slate 103, Charlotte 96, Sacramento 90, Boston 116, Minnesota 111, Philadelphia 107,
Atlanta 103, and Dallas /08, Indiana 104
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W I Pct. GB
41
15 732
Boston
31 24 564 94
Philadepna
Now York
25 31 446 16
22 34 393 19
Washingion
II 37 327 224
Now Jersey
16 39 291 244
learn
Cenral Division
40 14 74t Chicago
37 20 649 44
Detroit
35 21 825
Milwaukee
31 25 554 10
Atlanta
25 30 456 154
Indiana
Cleveland
20 36 357 21
17 3111 309 23'4
Chansons

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Illidessi Division
W
San Amore)
IS 11
Utah
IS 16
Houston
32 23
Dane
21
Orlando
la 36
Minnesota
111 17
Denver
15 be
Perallic Owsesa
Portend
44 12
LA Lees
40 Is
Pricerva
36 Is
Golden Stale
29 26
Sean.
26
LA Clews
14 36
Sacramento
15 39
Thursday a Genies
Norco at Men 6 30 p m
lairivaiess at Now Jersey 630 p In
San Antonio al Now York 630 p rn
Portland at Atlanta 7 pm
LA Lakes at Defter 530pm
Houston Si LA Chews 930 p m

Pc-i
673
667
542
189
145
327
270

GS
44
IS
17h
114
21

786
727 3-4
656 7-4
527 144
481 17
333 25
278 26

Pro hockey
Serger Fedorov is one of the pnme contenders
tor the Calder Trophy, given to the NHL 's Roo
kis Of the Year The 21 year old Soviet can
count on one vole "Fedorov is always in the
right place at the nght time," Montreal coach
Burns said after Fedorov scored twice as the
Detroit Red Wings beat the Canadians 5 3 on
Wednesday night In my book, he is the best
rookie in this league " Montreal jumped out to a
Quick 2-0 lead, but the Red Wings narrowed the
gap to 2 1 after one penod and scored lour
Straight goals, two by Fedorov, in the second
penod to win for the second straight game after
a six-game winless streak f edorov started the
second period surge at 6 52, scoring a shor
thanded goal by tapping home a rebound after
Andre Racicot failed to handle Brent Fedyk's
long sap shot Fedorov then gave Detroit the
lead at 11 54 when he ripped a power play
wrist shot past Raccot for hos 30th goal Fedyk
then finished the period with a pair of goals SO
seconds apart for the first multi goal game of
his career
sin other NHL games, A was Washington 4, the
New York Rangers 4, Toronto 7, New Jersey 3,
Calgary 4, Edmonton 2, and Vancouver 4, Pitts
burgh 3
WALES CONFERENCE
Patrick Diesson
W I T Pos OF GA
3272 11 75 244 204
NY Ranges
31 27 6 70 219 205
Phiadeoho
32 274 4 68 279 251
Pittsburgh
27 27 II 65 227 217
Pews Jersey
28 32 5 61 205 226
Washington
51 168 239
21 35
NY Islandors
Adams Divistion
36 20 a 80 23a 215
I-Boston
3226 8 72 221 205
a Montreal
28 29 7 63 191 2,1
Harnor0
23 25 16 62 221 221
Bunaio
12 41 11 35 PT 790
Outlier
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division
at L TPSs OF GA
39 18 7 85 256 202
St Louis
38 21 6 82 215 170
a Chicago
28 31 El 64 214 2%
Noon
21 32 12 54 205 22,
Milford&
18 40 7 43 195 2-'O
Toronto
Smythe DisfAlor3
37 20 7 81 274 204
Los Angeles
35 22 7 77 271 204
Cagey
30 10 4 64 22, 715
Edmonton
23 33 11 57 725 238
Winnipeg
2436 7 55 206 254
Vancouver
arinchel playon berth
Thureday's Games
NV Islanders at Boston 6 35 p m
Buffalo at (3usbac 6 35 p m
Hartiord at Chicago 7 35 p
lilY Rangers at St Louis 735.
Winnipeg at Los Angeles 9 15

Bowling scores
SUNDAY NIGHT MIXED
WI
TEAM
244 74
%vises
22 tO
Chadwick Shii46 Nero
20 17
Buchanan Castnbut rig
19 13
Turn /12
18 14
Carpel* Auto Repair
16.4 15.'.
Tossers
15'h 164
Sinkers
15 17
Team 118
14'h 17h
The Posse
14 16
Odd Coupes
13 '9
Doubts Troubis
Team 95
21
Team el
10 22
Guess Ono'
• • •
High Sto ISO Handicap
Mon -Cl. Pansh 1697i Woman - Dawn Sahun 6711
High Sense Scratch
khan - Larry Buchanan 1598), Women - Carolyn Ha,
grove 522)
High Gams Handicap
Man -- 04. Pans6 12571 Women - Pat McCarthy
1240)
High Genie Scratch
- Chart, Glove (727). Women - Pat McCarthy
(2041
YOUNG AMERICAN ALLIANCE
DIVISION A
W L
434 tip.
21 42
19,4 4

TEAM
Team 81
Team ir2
Teem 03
DIVISION-1 "

TEAM W I
Rights a Lets
Murray Mohogians
Fast Fireballs
Brooklyn Bowers
Timm It
Teem 55

56 28
44 40
43'4 404
37.4 44.4
37 47
14 50
DIVISION C

TEAM . W L
Prima Sone init
PINaasters ill
Teem IS
Team 17
Team 06
Team 52
Demented Women

62 22
55 29
5.430
48 36
44O
3fr3i5
d4 50
• • •

High Swiss Handicap
A Boys - Bobby Ports 12991 A Girls - Ashley Rothe
13101 B Boys - Shane Johnson (600), B Girls - Candice Fan (584) C Boys - Chris Neale 1684). C Girls Angel Burkun (611)
High Series Scratch
A Boys - Babby Pons 1911 A Girls - Uhloy Bobber
(2021 B Boys - Shane Johnson 1501), 8 Girls - Wen
dy Bobber (3981, C Boys - Chris Noes 16221, C Girls
- Angel Bunison 1440)
High Rayne Handicap
A Boys - BOW, P0111 (160). A GaAs- Ashley Bobber
11651 B Boys - Shane Johnson (233), 8 Gins - Can
dos Fan (204) c Boys - CM.Neale (2511). C Geis Angel Bottum (213)
High Gene Scratch
A Boys - Bobby Potts 1561, A Guts - Ash. Bobber
1111,8 Boys - Shane JonntiOn 12(l0) Et Girl - Wen
dy Bobber 11401, C Boys - Chris Nese (234), C Girls
- Angst Betide and Pechora Stalls (1561
DILLER OR DOLLAR
TEAM

W
79 33

Hams Wielding
121 Food Mant
Futrol Tlio
Tole Gate
St Laos KW
Wingloot Gol

Wont d from page 10)
And Cheaney knew his shot would start tialling.
"The best thing to do when you're a shooter is to shoot out of it,"
Cheaney said. "I tried to take the best shots I could, and 1,1 didn't have
the shot, getting it to someone who did. 1 had some.shot?Th the first half,
they just wouldn't go in."
Meanwhile, he was watching Colson hit everything.
"He played tournament-type basketball," Chcancy said. "We were
expecting that from Marshall County. We just had to be mentally ready"
Walls buried a 3-pointer to open the second half, before Chcaney starting driving for scores. He drove the lane for one score, and moved to the
baseline for another, picking up a foul and hitting the free throw. After a
Marshall timeout, Chaney gave the Tigers the lead at 31-30 with a 10-foot
jumper.
Walls hit from 17, before John Leeper scored for the Marshals. Cheaney answered with another baseline score, and after a Colson bucket,
Joseph scored for the Tigers to give them a three-point edge. Marshall
closed to within one again, but Cheaney hit a jumper and kissed a bucket
off the glass at the buzzer to give Murray a 41-36 lead at the end of the
third quarter.
He sank a spinning baseline jumper and picked up the foul for 7. 3-point
play to open the fourth, and Joseph scored a transition bucket to give the
Tigers a 46-36 lead.
Marshall kept cutting the lead to eight, but Cheaney was deadly out of
a clear-out set for him, and Murray hit their free throws down the stretch
to offset the Marshall County 3-point shooting. Marshall got as close as
six, but Allen Raybum hit two free throws and as the Tigers closed off
the Marshals,
Cheaney drilled 10 of 12 shots in the second half, while Joseph and
Walls continued to aid the Tiger offense. Cheaney tossed in 27 to lead all
scorers, while Joseph had 19 points and Walls tossed in 16. Colson led
the Marshals with 26.
Miller was happy with the Tiger teamwork.
"We were getting the basketball we were we wanted to get it, and all
five of our guys played good defense and we did a better job of passing
the basketball in the second half."
While complimenting the play of Cheaney, Joseph and Walls, Miller
also pointed out the contributions of the rest ofi.the Tigers.
"Allen (Rayburn) hit the big free throws, Bart (Crum) got some big
rebounds, Aaron Whitaker got a couple of steals and Chris Bailey helped
us off the bench," Miller said. "It takes all those guys, and everyone made
a difference tonight."
•

•

• •

MURRAY
MARSHALL CO.
Murray 172; - Cheaney 27, Joseph 19, Walls 16, Raybur^ 4 Crurn 2, Bailey
taker Totals FG 27 55, FT 17-23
Marshall County (59) -- Colson 26, Langhi 14, t eeper 8 Halsor 4 Brooks 3
Totes FG 26-66, Fl 0-4
Records - Murray 20 9, Marshall County 14 12
a

12 21 41 72
12 30 36 59
2, Greene 2, Wh,
Tapor 2 Fraley 2

Hershiser
(Coned from page 10)
Mariners began lull workouts. But
he's not unhappy; he's worried.
Griffey flew back to Seattle late
/Tuesday after a series of apparent
break-ins, at his home. The alarm at
Griffey's house went off twice
Tuesday and has sounded at least
four or five times in the past few
days, team spokesman Dave Aust
said.
On the injury front, New York
Mcts left-hander Frank Viola threw
without pain and said he thought he
would be able to pitch without
elbow surgery.
"I think it was more psychological than anything,- Viola said.
"Once I found out I can do anything to it, I can live with it. If the
last two days are any indication,
I'm not going to concern myself
with it."
"'The real test will come when
he faces batters in a real game,''
New York Mets manager Bud Harrelson said. "We'll sec how his
velocity is and how he feels the
day after. But he looked and felt
real good today."

Owensboro?
I'm not sure that the programs at
Murray, Mayfield and Carlisle
County can continue to compete
with the bigger consolidated powers, either, and I do not hesitate in
calling for a class system in high
school basketball.
Quit watching "Hoosier" re-runs,
people. Even that story was set in
the 1950s, and just like there will
be no more 10-year UCLA dominance in college basketball, there
will be no more small-school state
champions in the state of
Kentucky.
Oh, maybe every 100 years or so
a Carlisle County team will emerge
that reaches the state finals before
falling.., but is it fair to tell these
kids they have to go 99 years with
no hope?
As far as a letdown following
the Tigers' participation in the AllA, Miller admitted that the smallschool tourney is a little too close
to the post-season eliminations...
but he also shed some light on
Murray's 2-4 record between the
All-A and the Fourth District
tournaments.
"We didn't make them work as
much after the All-A," Miller
admitted. "We backed off them a
little bit, let them get their legs
back."
In the Tiger locker room, senior
Allen Rayburn sure wasn't knocking the All-A participation, either.
"It was great." said Rayburn, who
had some of his most memorable
moments as a Tiger on the floor of
UK's old Memorial Coliseum during Murray's games against Hancock County and Pikeville.
A letdown? "We were kind of
drained - that was the high of the
season at that point," Rayburn
admitted. "But, with that kind of
caliber of teams (in the state tournament), it couldn't have hurt us."

HARNESS RACES

• • •

High Sores Handicap
Team - Futrell Tile (1664) indendual - Elena Pittenger (675)
High Sere, Scratch
Team - Public lc* 11634l Imandual - Lois Smith
(6131
High Game Handicap
Team - Pubk los 16521, Individuai - Lois Smith (251)
High Game Scratch
Team - Pubk los 15941, indwidual -- Los Smith 1236
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"Live" From

LOUISVILLE
DOWNS
Races Begin 5:45 P.M.
Wednesday, Thursday & Friday
Saturday at 4:45
& Sunday at 12:15
March 1 Through April 24

WATCH AND WAGER!

Bluegrass Downs

Allen
liBrent
tiort
Ditching
l'f

759-1515

HOMO Office Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Districts
Girls
let
Act
Fulton Co 73 Fuaon City 33
2nd Distract
Paducah Togrintin ii rumor 26
Alit District
Raunst
Marshall Co 83 Murray 30
5111 District
Cardoso Co 68 Trigg Co 63 0'
rh"cl
aboro Gamow 1,
11h Owei
Owensboro Apok 41
lOth Nitric*
Muhienterg North 59 Butler Co 55
District
11 2: pi
Cst
o riclit
Todd Canto 43 .agar
Clreur Lo 65 Cumberland Co 52
1716 District
Meads Co 61 North Hardin 39
Cortfai Hardin 79 Elzabehlown 46
21st District
Lou Shawnee 59 tos Central 30
22nd District
Lou Pleasure Ridge Pao 67 Lou But. 46
LOU 1.464 Cross 86 Los Wester, 56
23rd Detract
Lou Valley 56 Lc., Doss 50
Tath District
Ou k4,,,f Rosary FA? LOU O01400111 57
25111 District
.cisi Mercy 69 .ru Mawr 44
8414
1st Demo
56 PJacin City 45
2nd Distinct
. one Oat 66
rth District
First Round
Aluroy 72 Marshal Co 59
Slit District
Caldwal Co 76 .ivingslion Central 65
Silt District
Owensboro Apollo 81 Owensboro Cattioic 6'
10111 Detract
Murilantorg North 60 Bute Co 55
13111 Detract
Russalivois 73 'oed Central 66
14411 Distract
Franklin &floor 79 Warren Central 49
150 -Wane
Barren Co 62, Allan Co.-Scottsville 56
illth District
Cumberland Co 6.5 Clinton Co 63
215t District
ICA, Shawnee 66 ',Or Southwest Chnssen 61
23rd District
Lou Doss 81 Lou Vevey 56

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
row
Auto
mune
Health,
Home
Busines- Annuities
A trachtion in service
since 1981

Jim Fain

1

753-0632 I

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

t
S

'25

A Month

No Contract

Lose Weight - Tone Up • Don't Wait - Start Now
1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

759-4955

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
Snapper, John Deere, Roper. Lawn Chief & Troy Built
Through March 15th, 1991

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube
Where Needed

All For Only
$2495
FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
I
Check Firing
Carburetor
For Only
All
Check & Adjust
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
$3495
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark ,Plug
FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Within 5 Miles
Clean Air Filter

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
All For Only
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
$4495
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Check Belts & Pulleys
Within 5 Miles
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

Murray Home & A to

of Paducah

"LIVE" Thoroughbred Races Continue from Turfway Park

FREE PARKING

Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

FREE ADMISSION

•

TimiYailut
148110,
041UN S TOPES'

sress.eoei

Phone 753-4110
or 753-2511

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30; Sat. 7:30-5:00

•••••11,

•
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21th Dielr1C1
Lou St Xirow 79 Lou Manual 66
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LOu Jelesontost 66 Los Fern Creak 63
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L OU Baird 76 Lou Faster 46
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Built Central 93 North Bolm 72
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Anderson Co .96 Ernence 58
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040,41,, Co 49 South Oldham 49
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Scot! Co 109 Williamstown 24
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Heights 36
Co. Hon, Cross 75
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Pompon. 77 Bellor4u•
36411 District
Bishop Boater, 76 Sieve Grove 4'
37t11 Distract
Harrison Cc 92 Milorsburg Matey 37
Seth DiStrbC1
Tollaabors 77 Maysville St Pend, 57
4181 0181I1C1
Wool:1104d Co 63 Women ono 56
43rd District
Liu Taos Cosi 64 Le .ataysne 5.1
440 Doane
Madison Southern 80 Beet 53
4611. Diend
Mercer Co 79 Burgin 56
4911. District
Oneida Baptist 67 Jackson Co 5%
500 District
tnoi Conte 6C Barbnite 56
53rd District
•
, 46
Wheraburg 55, 1IP1C1,
Seth Orono
Lose Co 70 Huard 64 OT
Bockhorn 76 Coco Comte 73
550 Distrtct
Breathrn Co 9C Cade 69
57th Mend
Johnson Centre 62 µpoen Cc 56
Seth btotrict
McDowell 65 Alien Centiel 62
1110th District
Led. Creak 68 Johns C,irek 5C
•
First RoundRound
.as Co 81 West Carte 56
53rd District
Grunup Co 66 Fano. 36
Mtn Orono
Boyd CO 67 Ashland 52
56
Lawrence Co 7' Rose

Any Additional Parts & Labor at Additional Costs.

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Asphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal

"See me for all your family Insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
Stale Farm Insurance companies

Jane Rogers Insurance

64 48

64 48
604 519.
564 5604
53 58
504 614
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SCOREBOARD

Wrangler ...
(Coned from page 10)
chance to compete against small
schools, and throughout the state of
Kentucky, it's not always been that
way.In this end of the state, with no
major urban area (despite its attitude, Paducah is not a major urban
area) small schools with established boys' programs can draw
enough numbers to compete favorably with the Tilghmans, the Marshalls and Graves counties. But can
I.ouisville Beth Haven ever hope to
come out of the Sixth Region? Can
Lexington Catholic compete with
the other Lexington schools? Or
Hancock County against
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The Kentucky Education Reform Act
School District Management
Local school districts have imple
molted several new educano
programs because of the package

Leg
Czan
iliotautent

as the KERA (Kentucky
Education Reform Act), which has
been recognized across the nation as
one of the most innovative and poten-

pm

6 Om -10
Daily
12th & Sycamore

We Want To Be
Your Place!

*Big Breakfast Special - Everyday $1.85
*Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat & Sun.
*Weekday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95
*Big Sunday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95
753-8080

tialty the most influential kgcslative

laws known

Pvt Party Room Available

.6%.411D

effort ever undertaken to improve
education The Kentucky State Department of Education has provided
inforrnatwn for the CorninUnil) on
many of these changes and the reelsonsfor them This is the second in a
'tents. For more information contact
the Murray City Schools at 753-4363
or the Calloway County Sclipols at
753-3033
The Kentucky Education Reform
Act changes both how public education is managed and who gets involved in management decisions. Reform gives local education, elected
school leaders, and parents more
control, but with that control comes
more responsibility for meeting new

We've Bred
A Reputation
for

Distinctive Service

The horse has a iong, proud history of strength and distinction. Those characteristics
are still admired as much tocly as they were in the past And those are traits we also
respect at Miller Funeral Home
Lineage and family history are important factors in
determining fine horses, as are their stature and strength At Miller Funeral Home, our
history is a family committed to offering fine service to area families_ We've developed
a reputation for providing caring service at a time of need And our strength is a
commitment to continuing our standard of serving families as we would want to be
served
Our distinction is well bred through caring, professional service from our
farnilv to ours And we stand on the strength of that service at Miller Funeral Home.

Life, Major Medical, Annuities,
Medicare Supplement, Nursing
Home, Home Health Care,

MILLER
of our

Sta:ij Ur

ASK ME ABOUT

et)

FUNERAL HOME
Vce

already employed are exempt under
current law. A principal's spouse
cannot he employed in the principal's
school unless there is not other position for which the spouse is cenified
to fill in another school district.
If a school hoard number dies or
moves (INK1.1, how is the replacement
chosen"
Vacancies on a local board will be
filled by the commissioner of education, The local board of education
may make nominations and any person may nominate himself or another
for the office.
If our district had to hire a new
superintendent, who would do the
hiring
The local school board would still
hire the superintendent, but it would
involve others in the process. A
screening committee of two teachers,
a principal, a local school board
member, and a parent would screen
candidates and make recommendations to the hoard. However,the hoard
could pick someone not recommended by the screening committee.
Can the school hoard fire the
superintendent'
The school hoard can, by a fourfifths vote and approval from the state
commissioner of education, break a
superintendent's contract for cause.
Will superintendents he required to
receive additional training'
Beginning in 1994, superintendents will have to complete a training
program and assessment center process set up by thc.state Department of
Education. The training program will
include topics such as state school law
and school finance
What responsibilities will the
school hoard continue to have?
1 he, local board will decide when
and where to build new school facilities; provide course materials and
other services fig the district; hire the
superintendent; manage all school
funds and-property for the district, set

goals.
To make it work, the law provides
both a support system and some new
safeguards
Support means, among other
things, dollars and guidance from the
state A new funding formula and
general guidelines strive to give all
students, no matter where they live in
Kentucky, the same opportunity for a
good education. But local districts and
schools will decide what is best for
their students.
Under the law's new safeguards.
more local decisions will be shared.
For example, the selection of a new
district superintendent, formerly a
local school hoard decision, will now
involve a committee representing parents, teachers, principals, and the
local board.
The law also has new rules about
school board members, supenntendents, and principals serving the district or school that employs certain
members of their families.
Who is at the top of public ediu a•
lion in Kentucky'
Dr, Tom Boyson was appointed
Kentucky's first education commissioner and assumed his duties on
January 1, 1991. As commissioner,
Dr. Boysen performs duties formerly
performed by the elected state superintendent of instruction. This is one of
the changes designed to remove politics from public education. The commissioner won't have to run for reelection every four years.
Can our superintendent's relatives
teach in our dam,t?
Effective July 1, 1991. a superintendent's relative cannot work in the
school distict unless he or she was
hired before the reform act became
law and has the proper certification
for the job.
What about relatives of the
principal
A principal cannot employ relatives at his or her school. hut relatives

service.'

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt

GoiDEN RULE

DAN McNiff
753-4451

407 Maple

rules and regulations for school property management; transact business
for the district; establish qualifications for all employees; and set rules
for the conduct of pupils.
What responsihlitits will the school
hoard and superintendent no longer
have?
The local board and the superintendent will establish guidelines and
general requirement.s and procedures
for the operations of schools. However, the new law requires schoolbased decision making. In almost
every school, a council of teachers,
parents, and principals_ will make
decisions about what is taught; the
teaching materials used; the kinds of
student support services offered; the
number of employees at the school;
how the staff uses its time; schedules
and student assignments; how discipline is handled; and guidelines for
extra-curricular activitcs.
How will the local school &strut
pay for these changes?
School reform's finance plan requires each district to raise a minimum of 30 cents per S100 of assessed
valuation for education, plus 5 cents
per S100 for capital construction. The
law allows each district to raise the
local money from one or more of the
following: utility tax, excise tax,
occupational tax, property tax and
personal property tax.

111112
:11111

-00=16

150
1991 Dodge
Full Size Pickup Sale
318 V-8 Automatic Transmission - Air Conditioning - Tilt - Cruise - AM/FM Stereo - Chrome
Bumpers Full Size Spare - Cloth Bench Seat - Full
Carpeting 6x9 Chrome Mirrors - 7170 Warranty

1991 Dakota
0027C
List Price

T17964,40
Peppers Disc
472.00
Fact Reb
1,000 00
Sale Price
$10,491.21
J6 EFI
Automatic - Air COnditioring - AM-FM
Stereo - Chrome Bumpers - Full Size Spare - C4th
Seat - Fii Carpeting

UM

OMB

ENID

OM

Example
#100021
List Price
Peppers Disc.
Fact Reb,
Sale Price

Kindergarten registration for the
Murray City Schools will be held
Tuesday. March 5th from 5-7 p.m. at
the Robertson school cafeteria. A
child must be five years old on .or
before October 1st to enroll in kindergarten.
Enrollment forms will be completed. Students and parents are encouraged to visit the kindergarten
rooms and meet the kindergarten
teachers as well as visiting the Writing
to Read lab.
The state requires all students entering a Kentucky school to present a
valid immunization certificate, a negative TB skin test, a copy of the
physical examination form and an
official copy of the student's birth
certificate.
All parents of kindergarten age
children are encouraged to register
their child on March 5th in order for
us to plan appropriately for the 199192 school year.
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Conversion Van

a

Peppers Coupon
#100262
out
this
Clip
Tatt-43,14.1
List
1991 Colt
1,910.00
Fact, Disc,
make
yqi.gp
,
p
in
and
Qppe
on
1 ,91 1 .35
Peppers
Disc.
List
1587431t5-041.
1,00000
Fact.
Reb.
$337 75
Peppers Disc
Then present youi,
Sale Price
$16,885.65
$7,987.25
Sale Price
coupon
Automatic Air Conditioning Power Windows/
AM-'FM
iV
1.5 Liter - 4 Speed Al, Conio^,ng
'
off your Locks - AM/FM Cassette - Wheels - Running
for an additional
Stereo - Tinted Glass
Boards Vacuum Cleaner - First Aid Kit - Too Much
new car or truck.
To List'
Convertible Shadows & Lebarons in Stock!
Dodge

=r

"Whatever it takes,
we want to be your car & truck company"

Uodgerruths

PEPPERS

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-748-8816
Noel N. Hatman
Finance & Lease Mgr.

ci
('

#100190
$117994-4C1
List Price
794.65
Peppers Disc.
1,000
Fact, Reb,
$11,136.35
Sale Price
2,5- ter EFI Automatic - Air Conditioning - Tilt/
Cruise - Rear Defroster - 50/50 Split Seat - AM/FM
Stereo - Driver's Air Bag.

Peppers Chrysler JeepiEaglel

Questions
on Leasing???

ci

Kindergarten to
register in March

MARCH MADNE
animuV
ovum"

A

c---•

2400 East Wood Street

Paris, TN

642-5661

1-800-748-8816
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Rick Searcy
J.R. Willoughby
Danny Hart
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Ford calls for extended tax deadline
vag for military personnel serving in war

WASHINGTON - - U.S. Senator stand to he assisted by the legislation
Wendell Ford (4-KY) today called adopted last month," Ford said. "The
upon Congress tk extend Federal remaining 100,00) plus reservists are
income-tax filing deildline benefits to watching an April 15th tax filing date
all military personnel activated in quickly approach without the ability
support of Operation Desert Shield or resources to go home every night
:1
•
and Desert Storm, The Congress and work on tax forms or collect
recently enacted H.R. 4, a bill to receipts and ides. These personnel,
provide troops serving in the Persian and those in the regular military
Gulf area an extension of the filing forces serving outside the Gulf region
deadline and payment of taxes until
180 days after returning home. The
bill also waives all penalties and
4 interest that may accrue during that
BAKERSFIELD, Calif. (AP) time.
A sudden dust storm Wednesday
In testimony to the Senate Finance
Cornrntitee regarding his proposal, cut visibility and caused chainreaction accidents involving more
Ford said the bill should he extneded
than 50 vehicles, authorities said.•
to all troops activated -- regardless of
"Some vehicles are on top of
where they are serving -- and that "for
Federal income tax filing purposes, others, and there are many injuries," said Officer Mac Wimbesh
geographic location does not deter
of
the California. Highway Patrol.
mine hardship."
An hour after the 11 a.m. acciFord noted that deployment for
many National Guard and Reserve dent, emergency personnel had
members has created tremendous counted 23 injured, five of them in
critical condition. Wimbesh said.
hardships.
"This is particularly true
Aren't you glad there's KET! Hosts of KET's annual on-air fundraiser —George lack,left, Marie Mitchell, and
for those small businessmen, sole
Bill Myers — urge viewers to call in their support for evening and weekend programming on KET from network
center studio in Lexington. The membership campaign, TeleFund '91, continues through Sunday, March 3. proprietors, or health care professionProgram highlights include Part 1.%11 of "The Civil War" series (Feb. 26), a "National Geographic Special" on als serving in rural areas. The fact that
these dedicated men and women are
cats (Feb. 281, and "The Glenn Miller Band" I March 2) and "Nature" (March 3). Irma Lafollette is Calloway
away
from their homes and office,
Countv chairman for the fundraiser and urges donations from this area.
creates a hardship -- and that is true
whether they are deployed 40 miles.
400 miles, or ,4,(XX) miles away from
home," he said.
"Of the over 160.000 National
Daily & Weekly
Guard and Reserve personnel acl:
Rates
The first boar sale for the Murray
Show will he March 5, from
Pi,aiu(ers are invited to attend and vated to date, only about 6f),(100 are
State University Boar Test Station
until 1 p m CS.1 All Kentucky S%
;lartteTate
serving in the Persian Gulf region and
East Main St. 753-4461
'hill he held Monday, March 4 at 7
p.m. at the MSU Exposition Center on
College Farm Road. Pork Producers
* ** F
••
I - Banton & Paducah *** *Kalley-Wiggins - Benton *** F
Banton & Paducah ***
from across Kentucky have placed
their boars in the test station. A total of
11P
37 purebred and crossbred boars will
be offered for sale. All boars have
been selected for the sale based on
performance (daily gain and feed
efficiency). Each boar will also be
ev al uated for hack fat. ribeye area and
overall soundness
1 he test station was placed at
M.Irray State in cooperation with pork
producers from across the state, Kentucky Department of Agriculture and
1 VA.
For further sale information contact
the Murray State University Agriculture Department at(502)762-3327 of.
Shawn Harper. station manager at
(5(C) 759-19-14.
The West Kentucky Market Hog

I he MacNeil/Lehrer

•

in support of Desert Storm,are no less
deserving of our understanding and
assistance during this conflict."
"Our brave service men and women
are literally putting their lives on the
me for us, and the least we can do Is
recognize the disruption they face in
their lives and relieve them of 'a
deadline tht they realistically cannot
make," Ford said

•••••

NE

NK
st

•

Dust storm causes accidents
There were no reports of fatalities.
The blowing sands and the string
of pileups forced closure of all
lanes of Highway 58 in the heart of
this city 100 miles north of Los
Angeles.
"I put my foot on the brake, but
it was too late," said driver Lorene
Hagler. "Then they just started hitting me from behind, and we
jumped out really fast We crawled
out the other door and that big
tanker hit."
•—

_tic Seven Seas
Hwy. 641
N

Auto Rental

First boar sale for MSU to be held in March

'COUPON'

Murray

Mon.-Wed. Specials

Whitefish Fillet $3.79
Chopped Steak $3.79
Grilled Chicken $3.79
With slaw rolls or hushpuppies
choice of potato

ns -

-nton * * *

ing

Fleming Furniture's
MoDEfi

ALL NEW SOFA SHOPPES

Commuiiity...
A
$1,000
Shopping
Spree!

(Cont'd from page 91
Friday, March 1
Church will include Mass at 12
noon; Fish Fries from 5:30 to 7
p.m.; Lenten Prayers at 7 p.m.
Sheila Duncan Group of First
Baptist Church WMU will meet at
9:30 a.m. with Joctta Kelly.

im

- Tilt/
M/FM

DO
35
DO
65
ldows/
unning
)Much

0

*FREE GIFTS

INGERSOLL
Winter FREE-ze
Sale

No
Payments
Until
Spring

' No Purchase Required. Drawing
neld Monday at 5:00 P.M. You do
not have to be present to win.

QUEEN
SLEEPER
SOFAS
As Low As
ACTION LAI4

$488®

RECLINERS
„000 THOMASVILLE
0 8 Way Hand Tied Sofas
As 1°
with over 800 Frames and

SOFAS

Fabric Combinations

As Low As
As Low As $699®

Buy an Ingersoll 3000 or 4000 series
Hydrir garden tractor and any
attachments now and don't make any
payments until May 1st!' And don't
forget, all Ingersoll Hydro/ garden tractors
come with the TOrAITotal Owner
Protection) Lifetime Warrantyt, the first
and only lifetime warranty in the industry!
Hurry, this offer ends March 2!

3

Your Shopping Center
of the South. Where
Saving Money Is
Always In Fashion.

$499'

STOREWIDE SAVINGS

'1‘

3

On All Upholstered Furniture
PLUS

**PAY NOTHING TIL SUMMER!
- Sofa Shoppes Grand Opening Celebration! -

*Keel Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut St

1939 N 8th St

Murray

Paducah

753-3062

444-0110

OKI
MAY MOT
11111PI
Open
Monday•Saturdey
9 00 A M S 00 P M

BENTON, KY.
305 N. Main St.

MD

(502)527-3401

•
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Schultz hasJlp regrets about late college start
My mother gavee Me idea about
Although by some standards he got
back to college. She told me
going
a late start, Murray State University ,
sophomore Reggie Schultz has no'that if I didn yknow what I was going
,regrets about starung college at age • to do. then I might as well try some
eourse, he said
38.
He attended an Adults Belong in
"I don't know hether I'll do any
thing with it," the 40-year-old Murray College workshop that helped him to
resident said. "but it is a step forward. find out more about attending college
instead of staying in one place. The Then he enrolled full time at Murray
expenence is good for me and if I State in .August 19)(9 and moved to
Murray from Lynnville. -My family
*ant to help other people. the only
Very glad when they heard the
way to do it is to get an education - ''& very
When he graduated from Sedalia news In fact. my 37-year-old sister
High School in 1969, he was unsure of started back after I did. I have had a
his future "I worked at Goodyear Tire friend start colleg.e and a few others
who are thinking about IC he said
and Rubber Company after I gra
Among the problems he had to
hated After that. 1 joined the mil.
taLe. one of the most troublesome was
!tar) I really didn't know what I
trying to settle down in one place 1
wanted There are 3 lot of people in
to stop tra‘clung and I don t have
my generation who didri'!. attend col m.:,h spare time But the benelits
ege right away That % why there are
-.1a7v non trad-:ora! st..dents to
tar ou:Acigh the deficits. I feel better
T.sell Here.! can at least look
and see my accomplish:very se:nes:cr. he said
Kdrusc
H professors seem to er,00 has
.A • -,:painTflallarC
- hg S hu:7 rtclass A: f IN I IAJN
Ln.a. \ 7 January of
that they might not accer
9,04. 20 sears after graduating from :radtional students. Use founc
hega.1;gh. s,hoo!
professors a.eept us easily 1
•
...asses .!• Murray s

Some adults are afraid of class
pation and wait for others to get a:,
conversation started and then they
step in. I have been out !lithe real
'world and I have learned a lot ol
things. I try not to say too much
because ever)one has to learn on their
own.. he said
The real-Dons frt011t the pro'cssors
are good They are nea.!s re.eptive to
what I hase ••" (ksasionaiy Incv
s:ngle me Out Ihes pas attetl.•.wt•
Howes er
!.. what I have to sas
arc ,c‘ !co,Lsewhere
on.s nor trakfitionai student
need that non 'Tad:tonal
seem to attend classe.s
Sc hut:,' ames h!s
the la..k of
day s youth !ht.
ha.s1L.:

Is'.
in (illiege
\id\ • !

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
753-4451

40' Maple St

gar

"awe Jr

OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

•

:•

Van Buren

Clement wants change
Man's Suicide Leaves Family
plants
nuclear
in way
Struggling to Pick Up Pieces
are designed, licensed
- WASHINGTON (AP) Bob Clement said he would
duce a bill today to change the w
nuclear power plants are desn..t
and licensed in the l'nited States
Clement, D-Tenn., aN a member
of the Tennessee Valley Authority
board of directors, Once he'ped
direct one of the largest nu ear
power programs in the countrs
He said his bill, titled
Nuclear Powerplant Standard:ia
uon and Licensing Reform A.
1991... would reform the
coated- process now
license nuclear power plan:.
Clement said in a news r,.:,asc
that he believes standar,: ••_:,•••
for nuclear plants would -It
pertent
stniction cost ',Iv
,n
TVA chairman Marvin R
has been campaigning for
!, 1t a stan fa', n,,ear,

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
:9 a.m.-S p.m.
N1-1
11.. tin N.

By Abigail

It I i

\l'.Ii

i hi.•1

1.10•

Si.!. Auto insurance

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Reggie Schultz
MSU sophomore

peak)

1 11-..• 1{

110.• AWlO

A how !pm .j'

Activities at the workshop will
include a question-aid -answer session, a career counseling survey and
comments from faculty aiid currptly
enrolled adult students. Presentations
will also he given by the Office of
tiittent Financial Aid. Office of Admissions and the Learning Center.
Although there is no admission to
the workshop, reservations must be
made- by Friday, March 1 due to
limited space. Reservations can be
made by calling the Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach at (502) 762-4150 or 1-8(8)669-7654 from outside Calloway'
County.

r tay

A FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON
f-or car home business and tamely
quauty
your
meet
to
insurance proteqpn designed
specific needs Plus attractively low premiums
arld closeby, ndeoerscient agency service

majoring in
and minoring in
toward earning
110'00.
r,.1,Iie•07 0! science degree "I'd like
to'err :he criminal justice system a
the hit l,: :ike to work with people
who !lase problems and help them
,omh,nation of my psr •
vs 1th
,nrninal ;st:CC and political
ha.kgrourikt ()nee they do
soin.eth ng wrong and get involved in
JfLatsnowballs and
to get n more trouble. I
evperience can be
"-::f :7%
stint he said.
!7k7
A
,7
some ads ice to give 19,
tO make the dcciattend ng Murray State.
,r lot; at the Center for
ll•
a: on and talk with
• • I
...0!-ksops are also
d and take the
W7. •

We'll take 10 to 50%
off anything
that breathes.

P..nyor, said TVA supports
hehind Clement's bill.
said nuclear power is a
p!oduce energy without the
,,:a7..tie.2g emissions of sulfur
hy coal-fired
part'.
- No new nuclear facilities have
o'sfert%d for over a decade.
h
:arc part to the present
• procedures..• Clement
eL•.1.:ation I have intros .!gned to provide an
;
,..r- tAe :or uHities to once again
the r. car alternative as
an al!o!,:anle power source...
proposal also would
tht:n,:eensmg placess for
7,1ar.ts by allowing
R,-,,i..iatory Commis.•.,7.'.,
a Loinhined construepermit
, :ng
lTcra ,
•(),• :-.,:t A‘", apparently did not
..a7nt a L'son. when we experct It.'a gas lines in the
C:,!mert said. "Consider;r4 ,;:te .iniation in the Persian
•:!e we learn a lesson
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DEAR Coll NC:Please accept
my sympathy on the tragic loss
of your brother. It is reassuring
to know that you and your family have gained a measure of
co unfort and perspective through
the support of other survivors of
suicide.
I am printing your "1-2-3's of
Survival- in the hope that it will
help others who have experienced feelings of helplessness
and grief after losing a loved one
to suicide:
I. Accept what we cannot
change.
2. Believe in a higher power.
3.Seek support when the need
arises.
4. Do not repress your feelings. ,
5. Express your feelings to
someone you trust.
6. Forgive your loved one.
7. Allow yourst-If time to
grieve.
S. Help your family members
through their grief.
9. Live in the present. and put
the past behind you.
10. Keep those special memories of your loved one close to

your heart.
II. Make time for yourself.
12. Pick up the pieces of your
life anti slowly put them back
together.
13. Quit blaming ourself.
1•11. Take good arc of your
health; focus on stir\ iv al and
hope for the future.
IS. Dwell on the positive, and
your test for life will return.
For those families who wish
to rind a nearby chapter of Survivors ofSu icicle...end a stamped
129 cents). self-addressed, business-sited envelope to:Suns is ors
of Suicide, 3251 N. 7Sth St.. Milwaukee, Wis. 53222, Attention:
Sharry Schaeffer.
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Don't surprise
DEMI
her. Propose first. And if she
accepts, invite her to go with
you to pick out the ring.

-Ho. I, Its• Popular- I. for s•,•-ry, on..
ft•s•Is kit out and to .111', an onprso..-d
It'. an IA. ellunt gulds• to
lad la.
Iss, °ming .1 Iss•ttrr s on%er•ationalost and
I it lor.h.r....1'1.1
.1 mos, aura, its,'
long. bu.sisuss. .e/c. ...41-addr•••.ed
k or nosns• 4,rder for
ens
plus
on anada , to Ilcar Abby.
$3.95
I'll Hoz 447. Mount
Popularat,
Morn., III 61054 • Pso.tago• is int luded.)

0.9973

vegpAgyj
Ilu-u the entire month of
March,every bottle, box andjug ofwine
will be discounted 10-50% offregular price. With over
300 different wines from 14 countries, this Ls the biggest
and best wine sale ofthe year! Special orders are
welcome. Remember,if you don't buy before the end
of March, you'll be an April fool.
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Paducah's Most Interesting Store
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Party Mart

SO9 Lone Oek Rd.

0

4424011

Nwy. 45
Nowwwo Pleas
Po/mak Ky. Nis.•LM.-10 P.M. Mow.-Tiows., I AJL-11 P.M. 1,1.-Set.
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•

Model
#0W-1100D

11,653

cue.ae4444em rautetil

(I

I1I -

515 S 12th St Murray

753-4961
Greg Bradshaw Aubrey Hatcher Tom
Thurman Bill Calvert Chris Beard,n
Bus Mir and Chad Cochran General
Mgr

if "1(1
N. .1

"lys248

.Powerful 2-level Wash
.41 Cycles - from Heavy Soil to Rinse & Dry
•Energy-saving Air Dry Option
•Fully -extendable, Easy to Load Racks
•Available in White or Almond

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
FREE DELIVERY!
Court Square - Murray

753-1713
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Student exchange agreement

We Have Cleared Our Warehouse & Sales Floor
of All Discontinued One-of-a-Kind, Odds & Ends
& Slightly Imperfect Merchandise.
•

•Xofa Chairs •Dinettes • Dining Room •Sleep-Sofas
•Bedroom Suites •Odds & Ends
If You Like A Bargain
You Cannot Afford To Miss
This Sale!

Dr. Hajime Yamamoto (left), dean of the Center for International Education at Kansai University of Foreign
Studies, Osaka, Japan, recently visited Murray State University to discuss implementation of a new student
exchange agreement. He is shown with Dr, James L. Booth, provost, and Celia Wall,acting director of the Center
for International Programs. To begin in the fall, the exchange was approved by the Murray State board of regents
at its February meeting.

Diqa

These are a Few of the Bargains You will Find.

urn

Bush wants relationship between
U.S. and Soviets 'on a good plane'

nily
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush said Wednesday he is
determined to keep U.S.-Soviet
relations "on a good plane," partly
to further the political and economic reforms that have swept Eastern
Europe.
Bush made a brief appearance at
a White House conference on how
to bolster management training in
the formerly communist states.
The audience of 200 included
top government officials from
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania, as well as U.S. and European
business leaders.
Bush said he had assured Czech
President Vaclav Havel in a long
telephone conversation Tuesday
that although the Persian Gulf war
is "claiming a lot of our time ...
we have not lost interest in what's
going on in Eastern Europe."
He said the initial results of free
market reforms "arc encouraging."
"Central and Eastern Europeans
cry out for one thing that our feder-

'lid 1 i,11% .1

hr v
-1

High back, blue mini plaid cover

al government alone certainly cannot offer, and that is private investment and practical free market
expertise and involvement from
Americans," Bush said.
He said American "universities,
businesses, foundations (and) government all have something to
contribute."
"Our relationship with the
Soviet Union has a lot to do with
how ... this goes forward, and I'm
determined to see that that stays on
a good plane," said Bush.

in-tauter,-

Reg. '599'

ti V

810000

1 Lounge Chair
By Best, blue mini flame cover, floor sample.

Reg. '299'

By Lexington, curved front, three drawers.
l'I Hilt

Country style, burgundy & blue cover, washed
k pine exposed wood.

0 p.m
Daily
'
12th & Sycamore

Have we got a
deal for you...

S

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE

1 Jamison Sleep Sofa

WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M.

Queen -size innerspring mattress, blue country
style cover.

VV

S A A00
Reg.

Reg. '799'

3
S fiA00
3
VV

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru March 11

1 Lazy Boy Recliner

/53-8080 - Pvt. Party Room Available

Beige nylon cover.

1th

$0000
9
Reg. 429"" /id
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4"01P
LECTRIC

HOLESALE

and
SUPPLY CO

820000

Brass Bed

-To

With foot, porcelain capped

\

po:-.1

Reg. '549

835000

2 Pc. Oak Bureau Type Dresser
With tilt mirror, 2 drawer nite stand (discontinued,

Reg.'1099

812500

1 Swivel Rocker

raUgq02

Peach cover, traditional style with skirt.

vii

Reg '299'

5 Pc. Dinette
White top & frame,tilt chair,on casters, navy blue
vinyl cover.

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

Are selling quality fixtures to
make room for new merchandise.

$40000
Reg. '799

1 Lane Rocker Recliner

Cash Sale
Credit Card;

Beige, blue & mauve stripe cover.

Of
1

Checks
Please!

SAMOO
'a v
Reg. '999

fA0000

1 Cherry Sideboard With Hutch
Leaded glass doors, mirror in hutch

Two 19 Inch
*Appliances include Color TVs
Whirlpool & Jenn Air

Reg. '799"

1 Sleep Sofa
Queen size innerspring mattress, attached back,
blue & burgundy cover.

Reg. '899
'

2 Pc. Sofa & Love Seat
By Hickory Hill, blue country floral cover, loose
pillow back.

*Light Bulbs

*Paint

One Group Glass & Brass
Occasional Tables
End & Sofa Tables

starting at

*TV & Microwave

Stands

* Microwaves

•

Used Movies

$4.95

Thurman's

III ,
\ -

FURNITL RE

z
Woomemeemeemeemerneemosemememeamoill

208 E. Main

•

.1„.„`••,,

•

•'
t

.
11 ••

Reg. 1899' UU

SORRY NO LAYAWAY, NO HOLDS.

ONLY A I

Children Cartoons, Walt Disney & other
top name movies

Reg. '129'
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$
U

soo
qco

By Hickory Hill, attached back, green & mauve
floral stripe cover.

8 a.m.-2 p.m.

starting at

Reg.

soo
$13999600

1 Sofa

Saturday
'March 2 •
•

u
sq0000
u
$q5000
u

Reg. '1300'

1 Vanity
Tri Vue mirror, 6 drawer including stool.

*Radar Detectors
*Levels

825000

Reg. 499

Sofa

By Fairfield, teal & peach-plaid cover, attached
back, floor sample.

*Overstock Light Fixtures Sold
at Cost & Below!

$A
.
00
gal.

A A00

3

Reg. '999'''

1 King Size Set Jamison Bedding
Medium firm, floor sample

I U

Reg. '806'"

1 Chippendale Sofa

NoTh'f:

7;00
2

S

1 Oak Vanity & Bench
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$ m00
2

1 Lazy Boy Recliner Rocker
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Murray

753-4834
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Your Individual
Horoscope

U.S. tanks 'chased them
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
'across the plains' in rout
of Iraqi Republican Guard

47
AA

FralVAS Drake

ACROSS

WASHINGTON (AP) — A clitank battle between allied
forces and the Iraqi Republican
Guard turned into a rout, 3 Pentagon official said today, with no
U.S. tank losses. "We just kind of
chased them across the plains,- he
said.
Days and nights of relentless
pounding by U.S. Army M-IAI
tanks and Apache tank-killer choppers decimated Saddam Hussein's
forces in what U.S. military officials had anticipated would be the
biggest tank battle since World
War II.
The Pentagon said some U.S.
tanks were damaged, but none to
the extent it would have to be
scrapped.
"They never fought the way you
thought a division would fight."
said the official, speaking only
condition of anonymity. "We just
kind of chased them across the
plains, shooting at them."
He said that Iraqi troops "trudging northward will be allowed to
trudge northward." He said U.S.
troops would remain in defensive
positions "so that if they counterattack we wouldn't be out there
with our rear end in the air."
At the Wednesday midnight U.S.
deadline for coalition forces to
cease firing, allied troops still were
engaged with the few remaining
Guard units, a senior U.S. military
source said today in Riyadh. Saudi
Arabia.
Even before President Bush suspended allied combat, military officials said the fighting was all but
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"They've got nowhere to run.••
one senior Pentagon official said
then, speaking on condition of
anonymity. "They've been hammered from all sides."
Trapped in southeastern Iraq
near the military center of Basra by
three of the Army's toughest
armored units. the Iraqi force
"fragmented" as its communications network was destroyed and its
top-of-the-line Soviet-made T-72
tanks were blown apart. the official
said.
During Wednesday's huge tank
battle, there was so little communication among Guard units that
"some forces were even caught
taking a smoke break" as they
were attacked by U.S. units, the

all FRAM Es I)IL‘ht;(24 Rm.

Forecast for Toda) or the Future
1 400 226 0360
;
41
SI a minute

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

official said
The rout of many Guard tank
battalions took place amid heavy
rains and thunderstorms. yet the
hundreds of Apache helicopters
were able to fire their Hellfire antitank missiles with great precision,
the officer said.
One Apache was even able 11
destroy eight of the Guard's T-72
tanks on a single mission, the official said.
The Republican Guard units,
trapped between the Euphrates River to the north and the U.S. attacking forces to the west and southwest, put up "determined resistance" at first, said the official.
But they were quickly
overw helmecl
The evisceration of the
150,000-member Guard strips Sad
dam of his most prized military
force. More than 100,000 U.S.
troops were involved in pushing
the remaining units towards Basra.
The U.S. troops of the VII Corps
and XVIII Corps had swept north
from Saudi Arabia since Saturday
in an effort to trap five Guard divisions that had been poised on the
Iraqi border north of Kuwait.
The first two days of fighting
cost' the Guard more than 700
tanks, said Gen. H. Norman
Schwar/kopf, top commander of
Operation Desert Storm.
The core of the battle against the
Guard involved hundreds of tanks
and armored fighting vehicles from
three U.S. armored units of the VII
Corps — the 1st and 3rd Armored
Divisions and the 2nd Armored
Cavalry Regim:•-t
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17 Teutonic
deity
18 Small child
20 In want
21 Hawaiian
wreath
22 Kind of
collar
21 Capuchin
monkey
25 Inlet
26 Heroic event
28 Mar
30 Fermented
drink
32 Gilbert of
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2

1

19

6

5

13
17
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20
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32

39
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40

45
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36

35

34
38

Latvia

79

28
31

30

9 Jacket part
10 Uncanny
12 Follows dos
13 Females
16 Peruse
19 Highest
21 Situates
23 Female
relative
25 Ricochet
27 Household
pet
29 Distant
31 Give
33.Mended with
cotton
34 Capital of

25

24
27

26

10

9

8

7

16

23

22

4 Press for
payment
5 Verve
6 Municipality
7 Devoured
8 Guido s low
note

1 Talk idly
control
2
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

Roseanne
33 Phyucian
35 Decays
37 Foundation
38 Penpoint
40 1986 World
Series
winners
42 Skill
43 Capital of
Nigeria
45 Fri follower
46 Tin symbol
47 Sells to
consumer
49 XVII it III
50 Cylindrical
52 Second of
two
54 Prepares for
print
55 Couples

49

48

4t, -

36 More vapid
37 Sew lightly
39 Cook in hot
water
41 Mikes
43 Permits
44 Strike
47 Soak as flax
48 Music as
written
51 Japanese
measure
53 Agave plant

53

50

54
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(I REMEMBER ONCE
1 4)14EN WE WENT ON A
I:IELD TRiP ANI) IT
DIDN'T RAIN AND
WE ALL LEARNED
A LOT AND LIJE
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NANCY
ExPLAIN
1T6 5iN\R_E
Th
TO GIRLS AAVF_
C1/464111.1 c(KTIE.6
RAVE
Mi.i6CLE6

(

COUTIEt-,
, MORE 5ENSE
1AAKE
.....

GIRLS 1.k4vE. C.C/LYriE
POO CAN
61n.5 NAVE WOTIES
POY4 CAN KAT EACH CTGAER OP V3ii-kENEVE.R
T1,et-4 WANT-

Lacey's
FAMILY RESTAURANT

a

319 N. Main St. In Benton, Ky.

527-7275
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411.; 411"...
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SATURDAY BREAKFAST BAR

75

Country Ham, Bacon, Sausage, White &
Redeye Gravy. Fried Potatoes, Eggs, French
Toast Sticks, Homemade Biscuits, Fruit &
Juice Bar.

I'm e.E1 TING
ON THE WORLP
0
%

i
/
Arai(

rel

1''.1' OW 128

BEETLE BAILEY
e

HOW MuCH
POR YOUR
PO/HOLE

SUNDAY BUFFET
11 A.M.-9 P.M.

$

Steamboat of Round, Virginia Baked
Ham Sliced to Your Perfection, Turkey,
Cornbread Dressing, Southern Fried
Chicken, Bar-B-Q Ribs,Country Ham,Country Fried Steak & Gravy,Cream Corn,Green Less 10%
Beans, Broccoli & Cheese, Cauliflower & With Coupon
Cheese, Mashed Potatoes, Baked Apples, Lima Beans,30 Item
Salad Bar, Delicious Dessert Bar with Wide Variety.

T 7
f,
(},

I DUO...
140W ABOUT
A DOLLAR'?

99

I'm TRYNG
To GET INTO
REAL
ESTATE

Ocer
LiALKE2

BLONDIE
-0 cp1 4
PL.POS
*i4EE 5 oO ,/
"lailkFL,C
CONGES ON
t.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEAFOOD BUFFET
Snow Crab Legs, Frog Legs, Fried
Shrimp, Fried Oysters, Fresh Shrimp,
Fresh Oysters, Crab Meat in Hot Blitter,
Crab Rolls, Clam Strips, Fried Scallops,
Shrimp Creole & Rice, Egg Rolls, Baked
Cajun Pollack, Salad Bar, Vegetables,
Large Variety Dessert Bar.

1-

THE PHANTOM

$1099

WHERE MOULD A 51WIRT- LOOKING
LADY LIKE THAT BE GOima„OuT
vie
HERE, VP LIKE TO 5EE

Less 10%
With Coupon

One coupon per group.
Cou..n ex •Ires 3/31191
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OBITUARIES
..
'Mrs. Anne Lovins Woodruff

-

Mrs. Gladys Mae Pettit

Mrs. Anne Lovins Woodruff, 71,
('adiz, died Tuesday at 10 p.m. at
her borne. Her death was from an
apparent heart attack.
She had owned and operated
Marcia Anne Shoppc in Cadiz for
20 years; served on Cadiz City
Council and Trigg County Hospital
Board of Directors; a member and
past president of Trigg County
Business and Professional women
and named as one of club's Woman
of the Year; a member and Sunday
School Youth Department teacher
at Cadiz Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 29, 1919, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Will Robert Lovins and
Nancy Blalock Lovins.
Mrs. Woodruff is survived by
her daughter, Marci Woodruff,
Bowling Green; one son, James
Max McClure, Cadiz; one brother.
Charlie Lovins, Murray; three
granddaughters, Kim Rutherford.

•

7 .

.

Purycar, Tenn., Debbie 'Belva,
Mrs. Gladys Mae Pettit, 87, Rt.
Murray; one son, Finley Pettit Jr.
Ilupkinsville, and Terri Traughbcr, 4, Murray, died Wednesday at 1:30
and wife, Arlene, Dunbar, W.Va.,
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.; one grandson, p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
two sisters, Mrs. Virginia Mize,
Brian Belva.
Hospital. She was the widow of
Rand, W.Va., and Mrs. Thelma
Services will be Friday at 10 Finley Pettit Sr.
. ,,. White, Wyandotte, Mich.; eight
a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin FunBorn Sept. 17, 1903. in Charlesgrandchildren; two great cral Home, Cadiz. Dr. Harold ton, W.Va., she was the daughter
grandchildren.
Skaggs will officiate. Music will be of the late Marion and Martha
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
by Melissa Ingram, soloist, and Ellen Hagerman.
had charge of local arrangements.
Mary Skaggs, pianist.
Survivors are two daughters.
The body has been transferred to
Pallbearers will be Mark Belva, Mrs. Juanita Davis and husband, Bartlett-Burdette-Cox Funeral
Kevin Traughbcr, Joe Outland, Ralph, Miami, Fla., and Mrs. BobHome, 513 Tennessee Ave., Charhie Waters and husband, Robert, leston. W.Va.
James Outland, Charles Outland
and Tommy Dunn, active; Dr.
Eduardo Pavon, Bill Rutherford,
Bob Meadows, Tom McCarley, Dr.
Ballard Jolly, W.J. Hopson, George
Mrs. Flossie 0. Broach, 97, Rt.
Survivors are four sons, Charles
Major, Trimble Major, Howard
:6,
Mayfield,
died
Wednesday
Broach,
at
1
Rt. 6, Mayfield, Glenn
honorary.
Durbin,
Whaley and Lon
a.m. at her home.
Broach, Bethal, Ohio, Steven
Burial will follow in Barnett
She was preceded in death by
Broach, Milan, Tenn., and Billy
Cemetery in Calloway County.
her husband, Jim Broach, and one
Broach, Mayfield; one sister, Miss
Friends may call at the funeral son, Clyde Broach.
Daisy Orr, Mayfield; 16 grandchilhome after ,4 p.m. today
Born Dec. 14, 1893, in Henry
dren; 31 great-grandchildren.
(Thursday).
County, Tenn., she was the daughtServices will be Friday at 1 p.m.
er of the late Steven Orr and Mary
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Jane Farris Orr.
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Lester
Mrs. Broach was a member of
Butler will officiate.
Mrs. Inez Brewer Smith, 75, of
she was married on Sept. 3, 1937; North Fork Baptist Church near
Burial will follow in Goshen
604 Ellis Dr., Murray, died Wed- one son, Jimmy Smith, Orange, Puryear, Tenn.
Cemetery.
nesday at 4:30 p.m. at West View Calif.; one brother, Gene Brewer.
Friends may call at the funeral
Nursing Home.
Bridgeport, Ala.
home after 4 p.m. today
She was a member of First
The funeral will be Sunday at 2
(Thursday).
United Methodist Church.
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Born April 27, 1915, in Callo- Funeral Home. The Rev. A. Nowell
1.,eerai.sist. simile N Ser.104 February 25, 1991.
/4 Bill N 1.. R v in:
way County, she was the daughter Bingham will officiate.
Kentucky Purctaue Ars Hog Market Report Inclucks 4
(1.0171.3.50
, Barrows& tots
of the late Irve Brewer and Grace
Burial will follow in Murray
:::raisgulou,7„,17":Aikt.151
Gilbert Brewer.
City Cemetery.
-2 223014250 lb,
348.00-414.25
5 -2
S45.00-4730
Mrs. Smith is survived by her
Friends may call at the funeral
i s. 2-3
1 23420
238 13"
lbs
$41.511-411.011
husband, Truman Smith, to whom home after 4 p.m. Saturday.
i -11-4 26On lbs _................._..._
s'
SPECIAL NEEDS
'
n 2,11.350 lbs
1512
....._..........$r 00-311.00
ADOPTION PROGRAM
I 5 1.3 301-400 lbs
MOO 39.00
I N 1-3 400.525 Itu
13.9.00.39.00

Gene Buhmann

Mrs. Flossie 0. Broach

•
American Heart V
Association

AG AIR
SERVICE

Mrs. Inez Brewer Smith

Mrs. Lois Ammons

Mrs. Lois Ammons, 62, former

Survivors are her husband, Dr.

rod/1pm 1-if Murray dird Mnntiav

lampc Raw Ammrmc• nno danohter.

night at her home in Billings,
Mont. The family had moved from
here in 1978.
She was born Feb. 19, 1929, in
Minnapolis, Minn. One son, Scott
Ammons, died in 1977.

Mrs. Stacey Trotter and son, Bobby, Billings, Mont.; one son, Jeff
Ammons and wife, Tina, 1714
Oakhill Dr., Murray; a brother-inlaw, Ronnie Liberty, Minneapolis;
three nephews, Tim Liberty,
Richard Liberty and Greg Liberty.
Memorial services will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home, Murray.
The Rev. Ricky Miller will
ofificate.
Friends may call from 1 to 2
p.m. Saturday at the funeral home.

-

1 5 1.3 52-5 and up......................._...-_
1 S 2.3 300.500 lbs .......................
n'ars $31.0013416

•
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Lifetime free replacement warranty!
a.. A.. .2 AP. is= oxi,
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The
gift

---

• •••

I have recently acquired the New Melroe Model 220
Spra-Coupe and now offer aerial and ground application for your chemical and lert ilizer needs. I will also be
offering the new drip application of liqt lid nitrogen for
your wheat top-dressing needs.

.

,
Thank you
Mark Carroll
Owner and Operator

/

FOR AUTOS AND LIGHT TRUCKS '

A .11. Ad.•• •••

AG AIR SERVICE ( all now serve all your
spraying needs. My name is Mark Carroll and lam the
new owner and operator of the Aerial Application
Service in the Western Kentucky area preceding Bill
Williamson as former owner and operator.

,

•‘
•••••• ff= NMI.

ATTENTION FARMERS:

KENTUCK Y CABINET FOR litAfAll RESOURCES

WEATHER '.
' 1
UNSILIEVABIE
PRICES'

,

Give me a call at 489-2216 or call me at home ill the
evening hours at 759-4740. I offer quality spraying at
guaranteed lower prices.

A Mayfield woman was iniured
,
after she was thrown from her vehicle in a one-car wreck Wednesday,
according to a report from the Kenlucky State Police.
Rhonda L. Slayden, 23, of Rt. I.
Arlington, Ky., was transported to
Community Hospital in Mayfield
after the car she was driving ran
overturned,

field on Kentucky 80, police said.
Slayden was reportedly wearing
her scatbelt at the time of the accident, police said.

„
-rwrrwrorp.

1-800-432-9346

... $41.00-43.041

.

Route 2, Box 80A
Murray, Kentucky 42071

HOG MARKET

Mayfield woman
injured in wreck

1

To help you
select a new or
----] better used car
pa'
ad.
or truck see...

. . . . _ _ . ...

I
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00

AM
)
e-------. e- -------------...- 7'

dustrial Average
In•
9.6;\)
Previous Close
24189.11 )
Air Products
64ii. .13/2
(
A.T.C-Claas A
40314B 4114A 1
AT&T
333/4 4. 14
,
Rank or Murray ... ..........15011
Bell South ..........................52 - 3/s
Briggs & Stratton
21 1/2 • 3/s
Chrysler
133/4 « '/.
(
CS X Corp
373/4 • 1/4
Dean Foods
461/4 4. 1/4
Dollar (,en. Store
$'/2B 83/4A
Exxon
55 - 7/4)
Ford
•
.32 + P/2 )
, General Motors............. 39 + 1 1/4 i
Goodrkh
401/4 une.
Goodyear
203/s • 3/1
I.R.M........................... 128'4 - 211
Ingersoll Rand
52 4. 1/4
K Mart
394 4. 1/4
Ky. Utilities
21 1/4 unc.
Kroger
193/4 • 3/4
I. 81 6* Energies
401/s • 3/1
' McDonalds
311/4 4. 1/2)
( JCPenney
52/s • 'Is
Quaker Oats
561/4 - 1/1

i

.4f

A41•6tOt
I SUNGLASSES BY BAUSCH & LOMB
Ray-Ban® Sunglasses by Bausch & Lomb can make any
gift-giving occasion a success. Besides being a
reminder of your thoughtfulness, they're also a symbol
of quality and good taste. Come in and choose from a
wide selection of styles and colors

S
Senaarps-On Tools............ 3
313
°5
/
.
.+sis
unc
Texaco
635/s « 1/a
is Time- Warner
109 • 3/4
UST .......................
42/
1
2 • 1/2
W'al - Mart.
34'4 • 15/1 )
Woolworth...............
3134 + 1/1
( C.E.F. I'kid
6.49)
c
,_.,Additional Informatton Available
re-..
Upon Request
cz, -Ak."..,-, 3___....... -,......_........,
C-)
. C)
41 4 Main St
Murray, Ky
A ; 2- -___
:( ..
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CLASSIFIEDS

Miirray Ledger & Times
ISO

020

Horne

Furnishings

Illasellaneaue

4 PIECE bedroom suite
excellent condition 1 year
old Can be seen at A 19
Fox Meadows Ti Pk Cal
759 9852 after 5pm for
appointment

ELECTRIC mortar mixer 1
bag capacity 110 or 210
volt $300 100tt heavy duty
cord $50 extra 753 9400

Nona

RSING HOME
INSURANCE

rpAROLYN'S1
L, CORNER j

Available Thris tie /114
m...1

Ow

Collectible Dolls.
Glftware. Silk
Flowers. Lamp
Shades

"wrprrhen

sive pubic.) pass for
Skilled, Intermediate Of
Custodial Carr
Medicarei nes,
. guide
lines for confusement
'Sussing Horne lnsur

•

The 12131y Place in
Town for 1w ijugggy
Used Airnaure
Next door to
McDonald s

11101C ii TOR
thilr1 ever

753-9234

flor free infor

melon
call:
TRANSFER your home
movies to motto tapes Cai
Donna Darnel 759 9246

Jerry McConnell
insurance

7534199

' would like
to buy
Burley
Tobacco
Base
Please Call
492-8566

KUT &
KURL

'b..

now does fiberglass nail extensions and nail
strengthening

IMC1 SPACE
FIR tart
Close
to
Court
Square on 5th St
$16000 per month
Can Ted Delaney
753-1916 tor more
information

MAKE a friend For 1106 .
European Austratian. Yugosavian hign school ex
dlarige students arming
gust
Host Families
Needed' American infer
xdrti.iral Student Exchange
tot'
C. al
' •e
• 800 SIBLING

Non-Smoking
Woman
W stforck

2 for 1 Special
753-1682

LOST 1 black cat et lithe EMPLOYMENT Opportun
Poplar Answers to 'Dot' ity in Dover Tennessee
Cal 436 2163
Here a an opportunity to
become part of one of Ten
nessee s fastest growing
new car dealerships In a
time when most agencies
are laying oft we have an
eTTIENT ION R'ses [Sires's*
excellent opening for the
44 home healih phy siLian
right person This position
mailable
Parkray Reg
comes about due to career
vinal Hospital in Fulton, lei,
from a veteran
Prior supers lair) expenenor change
technician so once we fond
preferred Gou4d employee
thee right person with the
hcriefits Salars negotiable
right qualifications and this
Applications as &liable at
position is filled they will
sveschekerd Mon
, Spm
ereoy many years of solid
MA Parker, Regional employment
Our require
Hospital 2000 Holiday Lane
relents are simple Clean
f-ukon. Ky
appearance 'Sate driving
BABYSITTER needed in record Knowledgeabie in
Lynn Grove area Sit in your all fields of mechanical on
home Evenings and ducting front end alignment
are required •Must have toe
e( ends 435 4000
needed tools In return we
will offer you 'A safe work
wig atmosphere •Paid vac
DRIVER needed for pan
aborts •Paid training 'Pad
time light pockup and deity
tory Small car tielpkil Cal holidays 'Hospitalization
'Uniforms •Excellent Pay
Judy 759 1226
Factory Incentives What
DRIVERS OTR Need ex
to do Apply in person to
penenced yenta! drivers Dwayne Hicks or Gerald
23 years of age 1 year Campbell or mail resume
experience verifiable MI in strict confidence to PO
leage pay plus benefits Box 647 Attn Gerald
Call 1 800 444 6648
Campbell

•

COUNTRY Peddler Shoes
HUrS00Ourne HOteri & Con
*fence Center Quality Ex
tutstors March 8 5 9pm
March 9 9 5pm. March 10
11 4pm Handcrafted Folk
Art Today s Country
trends' Admission each
dee. Adults $A 2 10yrs
$I 50($i off one admission
web What ad) 641 to E it 15
to Bluegrass Parkway

FREE non surgical lace iitt
See Wed Society Page or
call 1 800 233 921 3 for
appointrnert

•EXTRA INCOME '91"
Wrapping Novelty Gift
Items Earn $200 $500
Weekly Send a stamped
Self addressed envelope
to B&B Mailing Service PO
Box 601532 Miami F Lorida
33160
'con;

FOR SALE

eery. Have
great. references
Or

•EXTRA INCOME -91"
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing novelty 01 items
For more informatior send
a stamped envelope to Inc
P0 Box 602139 North
Maims FL 33261

(.,
4..1 1.k.e 1), s
)))14

Call 753-2355
or 753-2048
norre, leave
•

ee‘ eee

Call (618)

—essage.
your caH

' •a'
r;.‘ )11

\

th4

548-2846
•

,

• Pr.r)1111.
ciur

1))s.s

14

:. .

FEMALE vocalist for
-.0oneywestem band Also
needect keyboard player
or
9 0 1 6 4 4 7162
901 644 1260
JOBS in Alaska Hiring En
try level $600 • weeiily
Construction Canneries
Call
Oil
Fields
1 206 736 0993 E xt
1248E15

Classified Ad
Sale!
March Only
Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day

FREE

.
days-2 days free 9 days-3 days free)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:

LICENSED agents wanted
Excellent life insurance
product High commis
sions excellent benefit
Call
package
502 554 1131 collect
LONG haul trucking Get
into a high demand career
as an owneeoperator with
NorthAmencan Van Lines'
Operate your own tractor If
yqu don I have one we
offer a lease purchase
program that is one of tie
best on the industry No
experience necessary If
you need training we will
tram you tuition free' You
most be 21 have a good
driving record and pass
substance abuse test Cali
NorthArnerican for informa
package
tion
1 800 348 2147 Ask for
Operator 194

OTR drivers 12 months
experience 23 years of
age drug testing required
Homady Truck Line Start
23 26c,mile tarpeacabon
pay sakes, bonus spouse
passenger program
800 648 9664
Ves.1.12%i's Ready for a
change' Try Universal Home
Health Care' We are commit
ted ui the cam of patients ol all
ages in their home ensiron
merit lraditional nursing in a
non traditional setting Pan
time/full tame openings fur
flexible nursing professionals
ValrIOU1 shifts available and
very competitive wages l'.11
yoy the rewards 01 in home
care working one on one with
sonveone in your area Call
Taste for more information
I 100 593-0104 Universal
Herne Health Care 1.01.
TELEPHONE SALES
earn extra cash weekly
making morning or evening
phone sales No expee
once necessary Cheerful
enthusiastic personality
helpful Ideal for students
retirees and homemakers
Hourly wage plus bonuses
Call Judy 759 1226
TRUCK driver trainees
Would yod hike a rewarding
lob that otters great pay
with one of the fastest
growing trucking cornea
noes in the country/ Poole
Truck Line part of the
largest truckload transpor
tabor group in America
can provide the necessary
tractortrailer training at a
facility new you In lust 4
weeks you can be ready for
your road test and eligible
for employment with Poole'
Classes start soon and tui
ton is low with financial aid
available it you qualify Call
d
today
Poole
1 800 225 5000 ext 414
Dept BG 3

MURRAY based home
medical equipment corn
pany has openings for c:erb
fled respiratory therapist or
individual eligible for cerbfi
cation Excellent benefit
program Salary to com
mensurate with espial
ence Send resume to PO
Box 1040A Murray Ky
42071
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a lob/ A
GED? Hope for the future/
You may quality if You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E The
propel is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
CaIIJTPA Out Of Sctiool
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
8am 1130am
NEEDING dependable in
drviduals with own trans
portaton for kitchen work
Call for appointment
436 5496 or 436 2524
NEED money to pay winter
bels? Flexible hours free
gift with interview
753 0171

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details write
SD. 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710
WANTED someone to
keep children ages (8811)
on school days when sick
and/or nights Want to buy
used refrigerator and wash
mg machine 759 4713
WENDY S a now toeing for
day shift Must be available
between the hours of
7 4pm Must be able to
work weekends Apply at
store daily between 2 4pm

BABeSiTTING in Murray
home Experienced mother
loves kids $35(Wk full
time $1hr part time Furn
ished snacks and meals All
shiftsall ages 759 4967
RECENTLY retired lady of
lice worker and sales clerk
would like a part time
bookkeeping or general of
lice position on Murray For
references write PO Box
1040R Murray Ky 42071

We Ila‘e An Immediate
Opening For City

Ads must run three consecutive days.
No "Changes will be made in copy.
./ Paid days will run first.
%/ No rebate will be given if cancelled before
expiration.
All standard rates on classigied reader ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for March. you will automatically
receive the benefit from the sale.

NIGHT time waitress
needed Yost be 21 years
of age Apply in person at
Big Apple Cafe Puryear
TN 901 247 5798

•
fr-r°

gotA
%
• evcs.
Czt:c.c\
Please apply at

Miiiray Ledger & Times
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

WILL do ironing in my
home Have references for
information Call before
10 30am or after 8pm
759 4594

ENTREPRENEURS Ge
yourself in possession o
the facts while the timing is
right You can t afford to
Call
miss this one
80G395 8537
HERSHEY Mars Route'
Gross $33 000 per year'
$12 000 investment'
1 800 288 3469
LOG home dealership Top
log home manufacturer
seeks dealer Protected
territory high earning po
tential full training and
leads provided Need not
interfere with present em
ployment Models starting
at $9690 1 800 678 1424
Brentwood Log Homes
427 River Rods Btvd Mur
freesboro TN 37129
OPEN your own profitable
retail store Apparel or
shoes $13 900 00 to
$59 900 00 includes inven
tory, training, fixtures etc
First quality nationally
known brands Made
moiselle Fashions
501 849 2134
WOLFF tanning beds
Commercial home units
from $199 00 Lamps
lotions accessories
Monthly payments low as
$1800 Call today free
color
catalog
1 800 228 6292

COUCH loveseat end
table and picture Will take
$100 for all 4892772 after
4pm

GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking views of
mountains ski slopes Fore
In
place balcony
door pool pactLi
oney
en
It
rzI
moon Specials' Free Bro
chure 1 800 242 4853
(205) 988 5139

MAPLE dining table with 2
leaves $150 Whirlpool
washer (needs pump) and
dryer avocado $75 tape
stry chair $203 blue plaid
chair $10 0W:ll tool box
and bed mat $45 100gal
aquarium with wood ca
Comet $150 759 1322

HEALTH Insurance rates
to fit any budget Guaran
teed renewable most pre
existing health covered if
you qualify Also maternity,
life medi care supple
meets nursing home Call
Globe Life & Accident
502 897 1671

MATCHING hide a bed
couch char coffee table
$200 489 2218

MILLING and drilling ma
chine 474 8001 after 5pm

old

SLES

()diner
33513

9N FORD tractor with
scoop 4 new Ores $1600
436 -427
FORD 2000 diesel new
rubber all around Good
hydraulic Excellent condi
Don $3150 753 1788
SUPER A Fatmall Hydrolic
lift 12volt electrical system
Woods belly mower nice
$2500 492 8385
no
Oporto
Equipment
IMPULSE depth finder N
screen all hardware $225
753 1 788
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 7539808 474 8086

1975 79 CAMPER 24 28ft
Priced reasonably
753 3642 days 753 5738
nights
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562
4.36 2758
WOOD for sale 753 9745
75%41739

CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527 2932
1979 CADILLAC Fleet
wood Limo mint condition
OLD Winchester rifles. 28 inches of stretch new
single action Colt pistols
501 commercial service
civil war artifacts Guns
motor, new 400 turbo trans
swords etc Ask for Larry, mission wet bar Will seat
753 363.3
lice at $5 500 00 or best
otter need to sell immedi
ately Will trade for 67 68
69 Camaro of equal value
Frankfort
Call
(502)227 8015 after 6pm
1981 HONDA Odyssey
good condition with new 1981 JEEP CJ 5 36x5 tires
eight inch life four KC Day
rear tires 1979 Interne
lighter nen bar, three tube
Donal Scout 4 wheel drive
Lock out hubs V 8 ps/pb chrome bumper, chrome
dash looks like new Ask
and air Removable hard
mg $2 800 00 or best otter
top Good condition 15tt
AC disc harrow dual Call after 4 00p m
wheels excellent condi (502)875 2764 Located in
Frankfort
Don 492 8425

FOR sale Bodock posts
435 4426

1986 GMC 3.3 crew cab
pick up 350 auto, air
ton Vali:ring special Ex
oellent condition many ex
Ky
Frankfort
tras
$6 500 00 502 875 1713
leave message

ALL American value'
Swimming pools drastically
GUN cabinet for 12 guns, reduced' Just a few of last
solid walnut and walnut years models left at fantas
veneer. 7x42" wide, gold tic savings Many styles
occassional chair. anbque:
and sizes to choose from
solid oak dinette set, large For example A huge
solid oak desk white office 1630 00 Pod with
desk 753 9822
1524 swim area includes
MILLIONAIRES MIL- sundeck, fence arid filter
LIONAIRES PANG. now only $988 complete
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK Huiryl While they last' Full
MURRAY. Charlie's financing arranged Call toll
Safe •T Pharmacy
free 1(800)284 7946 ask
for Robby
ac
and
PAGEANT dress
oessones Red with white
lace Size 3T 759 1758
RASPBERRY sequined
gown Size 5 6 straight
and strapless For prom or
competition Worn only 30
minutes' 753 6558

POST frame buildings
30 x40 x9 erected $5 195
plus freight Other WEIS
available Blitz Builders
1 800 628 1324
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
is still at Ox Yoke Antiques
(Hazel) Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
Also mail order service
Send for free race list and
•Collectoon A • 15 different
U S coins 'Collections B'
21 different foreign coins
$695 each $1295 both
Post paid 2 wk sattsfac
eon guaranteed Free gift
with every inquiry Chrtsto
pher s Coins 1605 West
Main Murray Kentucky
42071 We buy coins and
appraise estates
7534161
TIME share units and
campground member
ships Cheap' Worldwide
selections Vacation Net
work U S and Canada
1 800 736 8250/305 771
6296 Free rental informa
eon 305 771 6331
WOODEN storage build
wogs 8x16 starts at $1095
10x16 $142450 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
irigs 502 247 7831

Ciminero
Senifieat

JUNK cars and trucks Ask
for Larry 753 3633

21 CRAFTSMAN lawn
mower antique hutch en
tertanment center with ste
reo 5 piece bedroom suite
gas grill Call after 5pm
753 4783

ORIGINAL oriental Karts
ton rug 9x12 Burgundy(
redblue 901 644 9209 al
ter 6prn

250

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Invest
gabons Southade Shopping Center Suite 1102
Murray 753 2641
SHARP copiers Author
izecl dealer for sales se(
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4.319
WANT a faster refund?
Why pay more for elec
Ironic filing/ Our prices
start at $2000' Call Hodge
Noel and Associates the
income tax professionals at
753 6069 or 759 1425

270
Mobk
Homes For Sale
14 x70 3 BEDROOM 1
bath mobile home Gas
heat central air storm win
dows curtains refrigerator
dishwasher garbage dis
posal Underpinning see
vice pole axles Excellent
$10 500
condition
753 0023
1 5 ACRES 1480 3b( 2
bath mobile home 3 stall
mechanic shop On Hwy
121 between Coldwater
and Graves County Line
489 2932
24tt PERRY travel trailer
self contained skirted in
sulated underpinned Ex
cellent condition brick pa
tic privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

Real Estate Auction
Saturday, March 2nd - 12 p.m. Rain or Shlne
1 mile west of Murray Country Club. 1/2 rn. south
of Hwy. 121 on Doc Wallis Road. On paved road.

SUNTAktobooth 753 3488

;I •

TINY Tot Originals pageant
,dresses Purple metallic
size 5 fuschiawhite lace
'
size 4 Other sizes and
colors available 759 1142
after 3pm $25 $125

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and
Call
15916
4*c*

a

SAVE!

140
Hese
Fundaidmie
7 PIECE hardrock meek*
Able 6 chars 2 leaves.
$100 Good condition
474 2324

to place your ad.
"eye

WILL babysit in my home
day or night References
available 753 1182

Gine% tough guys

BE(ROOM furniture 1
drisler with mirror, night
starve and Ism bad $225
Peach/gray/white twin
comforter with 2 peach balloon valance $40 lull see
peach wicker headboard
$40 goes 12m bike with
Paining where* $15 30rri
avocado electric stove
good condition $75
759 1293 after 5 30pm

Ceountry frame house. 3 bedroom. living room,
kitchen. dinette. 11i baths Lots of closet storage.
stovc. refngeratbr, water heater, air cond electric
heat, nice fireplace On 1 83 acre nice lot with 350.
road front Nice shade trees, outbuildings Now
renting for $350 tX) per month Tenant would sign
a continuance lease Good investment property or
retirement bdtne 20% down day of sale, posses
sion -30 days from date ofdeed Property sold as is
Detailed announcements made at sale Inspection
from 11 a.m until sale tune day of sale or by
calling Coleman Real Estate Broker Sponsor
753-9898

Chester',Auction Service

4354128 Lynn Grove, Ky. '

4.fx

'
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CLAss_rF_rEDs

imes

Mob iii
Homes For

KIM

Ulf MixOf

Sal*

64.995.00 I 1., tient
home Ness Ir,ia .1.1
flior,. air xxinilin.ei,- r. di
eyed call Hill
Is, On
Raker Ilona., II.
• I
IS

i Summit
views of
dope' Fee
In
,z
°nosy
1 Free Bro
242 4853

flow

2BR 2 bath with 'carport
Mc iowave Northwood
$356 mo 759 4406

ISf, h

1 11.00

"(111)Si. oul

2BR 2 bath duplex Ai>
pliances furnished with
microwave 1008A North
wood Dr No pets Now
available $450/mo
753 2905

Art.

NA• .

rig •I'

rtpla

tiemoristria,irx

will hr sold 's1•.
Keith Raker
rance rates
et Guaran
most pre
covered rf
o maternity
a supple
home Call
Accident

l'•rit,

n•

11411) SI 4

z

It r

drilling ma
1 after 5pm
areal Karts
Burgundy/
;44 9209 at
buildings
:led $5 195
Other sizes
tz Builders
4

?BR apartment in North
w sod $260,rno 753 3964

RS COINS
ike Antiques
sure House
ck (Murray)
let service
price list and
15 different
allections B'
ireign coins
12 95 both
vk satrsfac
xi Free gift
uiry Christie
1605 West
r Kentucky
is, coins and
estates

.ARCF 2br wid hook up
r;.iracj4.! mini blinds 1602
.'AI,n $275 Coleman RE
-53 9898

I%
Paris, '

$1911.90 per re,
mono, 7.. ie •
ere,1 end •
cst
II.KisesIt

•

r •4r1 nice 2br duplex,
HA appliances
• ,d Vory clean Col
753 9898

•

'

eN'',HED 2br apart
lh carport, central
'3 6609

We buy and sell new/used
horse stock trailers Fair
prices for good used trail
ars Call us firstl 759 4408

torage build
arts at $1095
450 12x24
sizes avail
ortable Build
7831

AKC puppies °various
breeds Shih tzu Lasha s
Poodles, many more
615 746-5355
AKC SCOTTISH Terriers
and miniature Pinchers
$200 901 648 5697
di
HAVE an obedient well
mannered safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ors serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858
Peg's Dog
753 2915

4354,

nvestigato
lential Invest
thade Shop
Suite #102
2641

.

iers Author
Dr sales sec
s parts and
Local com
00 248 4319

•

y%(
HO
, --inatiOtte

health &
lest tone YOU
rites. Below
- -lerre(l rates at
• : Hitt 00 11()LICY
MAI,T-

FEMALE
1()
$7.73
;
9.85
(i0 - 13.33
:i2,r• 7(1 - 21.45
,t.t• HO - 40.73

I

a:Le

bee
For Sale

-EDROOM 1
home Gas
air, storm win
s refrigerator
garbage dis
rpinning set
les Excellent
$10 500

Real
Estate

COMMERCIAL property
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Utterback Rd 7510521 or
436 2165 after 5pm

.

ster refund'?
are for elec
Our prices
)
1 Call Hodge
sociates the
ofessionals at
759 1425

,130

Houses
Foe Rid

BURIAL INSrRANCE

NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
ith at Main, Murray, KY
Our 29th year of service"

1480 3br 2
home 3 stall
Kip On Hwy
n Coldwater
County Line

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753 1222
toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L
AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Estate 7533263 or Wayne
Wilson 753 5086 or Dan
Miller 435-4144
440
Lots
For Sals
IN Bagwell Manor from
$10000 753-4389
LOTS for sale Gatesboro
area 7530800 759 4577

1100sq 11 3be 1 bath Gar
age, 2 blocks from university Mid $ees 753-1404
753 6128
2106 South Main Ben
ton,Ky 6 rooms 1 bath, new
siding, new triple pane cer
tie windows, insulated
doors with lead glass, 6
shade trees fenced in
backyard, 2 decks asphalt
drrveway, carport arid garage. alot of inside and outside storage A real bargain
at $39.500 753 6394 be
fore 5pm, after 527 1116

(C.A
.
UCTION)

travel trailer
skirted in
erpinned Ex
Don brick pa
ence See at
let Court 94E

The Annual Gigantic Consignment

JACKSON PURCHASE
FARM MACHINERY

* AUCTION *

ion

SATURDAY. MARCH 9, 1991
9:00 A.M. — REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

or Shine
12 m south
laved road

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY!!
CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY

111111
/

*

YEAR AFTER YEAR .. . _An,
SUCCESS AFTER SUCCESS P‘

If You Have Machinery To Consign
Contact JAMES R CASH To Be Included
In Our Nationwide Advertising Program Or
Just Bring Your Equipment To The Fairgrounds
Thursday Or Friday Prior To The Sale
There Will Be Buyers For All Machinery"
If You Are In Need Of Some Good Machinery
* * DON T FORGET THIS AUCTION!, * *
There Are Already Farm & Const Machinery
Sell Outs Consigned To This Auction,'

+mg room.
sct storage,
• electric
H with 350'
lings Now
would sign
property Of
ile, possesyso1dasis
Inspection
sale or by
• Sponsor -

lipa,,

MR. FARMER
DON'T FOOL YOUR EQUIPMENT AWAY"
THE BIG SALE WILL BE AT THE FAIRGROUNDS 1--"
I ,SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1991
EVERY YEAR IS BETTER is BITTER

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY 42039
Jr
Jr
(502)623-8466 or (502)623-6388
FM,
Inei
",'.<,

iervjce

:y.

2BR with appliances coil
ing fan, carport, fenced
yard. outbuilding Priced in
$20's
Coleman RE
753 9898
3BR 1e bath brick Panor
arna Shores 2 car garage
many extras 753-6339
3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilities and
priced in $30s Call
753 4801
3BR 2 bath bock in city with
new carpet pant and wall
paper Fireplace with in
sort 2 car garage large
outbuilding Immediate
possession Priced to sell
at $72.500 759-1233
4BR 3 bath, 11i story Vinyl
siding 'A mi south of Coles
Campground Church
Acreage available
$125,000 OBO 753 7975
A winding drrveway leads to
this beautiful three bed
room two bath country
home located between
Murray and Pans. with ap
pros 2000 sq ft on 4 &GEM
with fantastic view Moody
Realty. Carolyn Chandler
90 1 642 5093
or
1 800-642 5093
PRICE reduced 2br bock
large rooms remodeled
Stain Master carpet, low
utilities Coleman RE
75-3 9898

•

.•
••••

-.111011e.

1983 HONDf, CR250 Very
good condition 492 8298
after 5pm
1986 HONDA V65 Magna
753 2473 after 4 30pm
4130
Auto
&Miele

CAR Stereo Installation
753.0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I Nock horn
dorms
MATHIS Transmission and
Automotrve Service 624 N
4th St 753 6374

49n
Used
Cars
1976 DODGE Charger SE
PS/PB, air, needs body
work $950 753 7907
1976 OLDS 98 2 door,
runs good $225 firm
753 2596
1979 LTD 2 door, 302 automatic $550 1980 Mazda
truck 5 speed long bed
$650 1979 EL Camino
Sport 305 V 8, loaded
$2650 753 9181 or see at
5 Points Auto Repair 810A
Coldwater Rd
1980 TOYOTA Tercel 2
door 5 speed 96,000 original miles, excelled condition $1200 Can be seen at
Key Auto Parts M F 8 5
753 5500 or 753 3433

BUILDING site Quiet
street All city services Es
tablished neighborhood
Bob Perrin RE 759 1881.
753 3509 evening

,

3811

1

Grooming

- ..
applications for
• •
A rent subsidized
,areide 1 2 & 3 bed
Apply Hilldaie Apts
• 3
Ky
or call
4 ,74113 EHO

,W_DROOM brick 1 mile
Graves Co line Hwy
N Stoveaetrigerator
s•oosit and references re
,,,red No pets $275
4 2440 leave message

Apartrneata
For ;to

470

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500

duplex Ap
energy efficient,
o ,. ,cupied 1821
,..« Judi Dr 753 7457

units and
I member
Worldwide
acation Net
Ind Canada
50/305 771
ntal informa
6331

mos
flees

family room fireplace,
ng and dining room
• eat H A, stove and rei.,ra!or
No pets
ei.34

Motorcycles

Livestock
& Supplies

2BR duplex in Northwood
Appliances furnished
$285/mo 759 4406

'1 SID 14 551-1,
Insludes
1• K
cenda, 4
Keith lido

2BR gas heat appliances
1615 Hamilton $275/mo
Coleman RE 753 9898

370

•PLEX apartment in
qui:st residential area near
ineersity 2br. appliances
$27Srno Call 753 e096 or
153 2633

2811 duplex Stove, re
trigerator furnished, A/C
No pets $265 Call
.7,3 9612

WATERFRONT, Ky Lake
subdivision- 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354 6006

FOR rent/sale 4 or 5 bed
room 2 bath newly decor
ated Large fenced in yard
Lease/deposit required No
pets 753 0932 753 5898

213R house or 2br apartment near downtown
7
,3 4109

MUST set
wood Bu
baths wet • s.
and uncle'',
payment
$16900
5pm

2BR 1 bath home
$300/mo plus deposit and
references 505S 8th Also
2br garage apartment
$200/mo plus deposit and
reforenc.es 436 2995

5BR 1 lull bath 2 halt baths
S390/mo plus deposit
753 9826

•

MOBILE hoe',
gles and dot., •
ing availat,14,
model horni”
Acceptaric. , •
or 1 800 /.

ssn
Horne,
For Sale

1BR upstairs apartment.
stove and refrigerator turn
'shed 753 6148 after
5 30pm

1

10 or 210
heavy duty
753 9403

1984 CUTLASS 2 door
$2000 759-1449
1984 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency Broughm, 59xxx
miles $5000 753 8153

PURDOM
MOTORS
1300
121 Bypass
Murray. Ky.

753-5315
1991

Olds Cutlass
Supreme
4 dr., all pwr., tilt.
cruise, cassette. 2 to
choose from
1990 Pont. Bonneville
SSE
Loaded
1990 Pont. Sunbird
Cony.
All pwr., 2 to choose
from
1990 Buick Park Ave.
Loaded
1990 Cadillac Seville
1990 Cadillac Deville
3 to choose from
1990 Olds Cutlass
Supreme
(2) 2 dr., well
equipped
1990 Olds Cutlass
Supreme
4 dr pwr windows.
pwr locks
1990 Pont. Grand Prix
4 dr loaded
1989 Cadillac
Brougham
rtw - Make Offer
1989 Cadillac
Brougham
Low miles. loaded
1989 Cadillac Seville
Extra dean
1989 Chev. Blazer 4x4
Loaded, Silverado pkg
1988 Olds Delta 88 Bro.
1 owner loaded
1987 Buick Park Ave.
1987 Olds Delta 88 Bro.
1 owner loaded
1987 Olds Delta 88
'5,900
1986 Nissan Truck
New tires, sunroof,
454
1986 Ford Crown
Vic. Wagon
1 owner. me car
1984 Olds Ninety
Eight Bro.
14,500 & Under
1984 Buick Century
Ltd.
1983 Buick Park Ave.
1978 Chev. Blazer 4x4

Used
Cars

1981 OMNI $150 down
1968 Mustang $200 down
1973 El Camino $150
down 1977 Ford Granada
$150 down 1958 Ford
pickup $100 down 1978
Luv pickup $200 down
1973 Chevy pickup $150
down 492 8884
1981 TOYOTA high miles
40mpg Great shape
502 623 6956
1983 MERCURY Marquis
V6 local owner $2000
753 4389. 753-5960
1983 TOYOTA Supra ex
cellent condition Blue
tinted windows Toyota
Louvers American Racing
Aluminum wheels leather
interior, Kenwood stereo
every option 100,000
miles asking $5.200 00 ne
gotable Phone Frankfort
502 227 8015

1988 THUNDERBIRD
turbo coupe Great shape
all the extras 49xxx miles
Phone 527 3762
1989 GRAND Prix SE
753 0031
1989 TOYOTA truck
Tinted windows AM/FM
cassette air 24.000 miles
very clean 1984 Chrysler
Laser Sharp car good
transportation
901 644 9209 after 6pm
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
vehicles from $100 Corvet
tes Chevys Porsches and
other confiscated proper
ties For Buyers Guide
(800)7729212 ext 1774
Also open evenings and
weekends
1985 FIREBIRD Low mi
leage sunroof, new tires
custom wheels 5 speed
V 6 Fl excellent condition
$.4%3N5 395 7891

1986 PLYMOUTH Voyager
LE Has psipb, cruise, tilt
electric seat and windows
Nice' $6500 753-7516
1986 V 6 FIERO SE red
gray interior. loaded
47.000 miles Excellent
condition $5650 759 4017
after 6pm

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
le $..7 Tea Fe.° Vt erre
115170 $21406 mo.'
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Pius Tax. Tale & Limit
48 EAo Closed End Lease.

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
10 Toyota Carnry..........,11,987
'89 Pont. Grand Prix LE .1987
19 Toyota Camry..............1.911
19 Toyota Cellica GT...18117
19 Cressida
Toyota Corolla
Blick
18 Toyota Cressit.....„13,487
18 Cheri Cearo............1.467
18 Toyota
11 Pont. Bohne. LE
17 BOW is.
'17 Chevy
'17 Toyota
..............¶987
16 Ch. 5th Ave.............!/.417
16 Chevy Celebrity...........'4,487
'86 Hada Accad
r1,487
'86 Pont, Sunbid T....... ¶987
16 Toy.
15 Bud Pe
'85 Peugeot 505
DiJs Cra Brghm........'3.987
'84 Oils Cdass
14 kick Cent
14 Cs Delta
'84 TOy0t3 Caolla.............'3217
11 Toyota
78 Buick LeSabre,,,.........1,981
78 13aun 2801.................'2,787
71 Fad LTD IL.............1,711
73 Dodge
TRUCKS
'19 Toyota gab 4i4.....,10,417
19 Ford Ranger
19 Cheri
'19 Toyota
18 Toyota kriner....111,461
11 Rrouth Vorapr ......16481
'17 Toy. SR54 Runner...10117
17 ilazda
17 Toyota 1
1487
'86 Wu TroOper...........'5,481
16 isizu
16 Fad F150 ILT 414..1,467
15 GlIC
15 Dodge Re 150 SE...1,281
'85 Toyota I.ong &L..'3,917
11 Cheri
10 Toyota Priip
10 Fad Olsten
Aubrey Helene,
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradsnaw
Tom Thurrran
Chrs Bearden, Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen Mg.

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
5'5 S 121,
Murray, KY

Pncre
753-4961

1972 DODGE truck runs
great cheap 436 2788 at
ter 5pm
1976 COMPLETELY modi
tied Chevy stepside truck
Air 350 motor. 400 trans
mission. aluminum wheels
and all accessories
753 5335 after 5pm
1978 FORD Lariat V8.
auto most options 64 000
miles on engine needs
paint $1200 753 3648
1979 CHEVROLET 350
automatic
$600
753 6112
1979 FORD F150 V8 tot>
per, heavy duty trailer hitch
437 4845

Services
Offered

Services
()tiered

Services
Offered

Roy Hill

MAGS Errand Service of
lers housesitling grocery
shopping postal and bank
ing needs etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60tt aral trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower com
petiove cost Free est.
mates without obligation
Day or nee 753 5484

Bacaire Sen ice

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561
PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200
Junior Thorn,
Oprrafor
30 Yvan Experirore
Specialiring in Septic
Tanks, Storrs. Foundations Moiling. rtc

(502) 759-4664
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759 4664
BILL Travis trucking for
gravel dirt fill sand and
white rock 474 2779
BUILDER new homes
garages additions remod
efing framing decks pa
tics, solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm
CHUN Chlin
himney
Sweeps has PO, smug
ten discounts 'At- sell chim
ney caps d
c(terric
435 4191

1987 CHEVROLET pickup
PS/PB air condition AM;
FM cassette short wide
wheel base 32,000 miles
436 2524 436 5496

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
tion and repair Free est]
mates 753 7203

1989 CHEVROLET S10
Topgun Excellent condi
lion
Low mileage
753 7102

EXPERIENCED painter
paperhanging wall cover
ings furniture refinishing
touch up and blending
436 5002

1989 SILVERADO Dark
blue, low miles sharp
753-7387
1990 CHEVROLET 4x4
black Silverado Loaded
short wheel base
753-9467 after 6pm
520

FULL electrical services
Installationirepair
Residenttaecommercial
753 7724
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing. roofing tree work
436 2642

Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and com
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
tons Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

Savice Work
Guaranteed
1 mile from Murray
on 94 E

502-753-0079
DIVE boat Fully equipped
16 fiberglass 75hp motor
drive on trailer, compres
sor and engine 762 4219
evenings
EVINRUDE 35hp motor
electric start Steering
wheel and remote controls
off pontoon
$125
436-2427

Al TREE Service Stump
removal, spraying hauling
yard work and mowing
Free estimates 753 0906
after 5pm 759 9816
753 0495
A B Masonary brick block
and stone Will do any type
of large or small lobe Guar
antee quality work
489-2982 anytime
ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489 2303
ANY remodeling building
painting & roofing Free as
timates
References
435 4.632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mator
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pittance Works. 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expen
ence Bobby Hopper.
436 5848
COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry. electric and
plumbing, also appliance
repair Including refriger a
bon and A/C 753 0318
CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, gee
seal home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters rooting
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
ing wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No fob too
small 753 4251

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing gravel sand dirt drive
way rock
753 4545
753 6763 759 1823
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate

VCR REPAIR Wood sIGR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fri 753 0530
WILL do plumbing All g_ia•
anteed 435 4169
HAULING yard woo( tree
removal mowing 1I041 as
timates 759 168,3

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with woo:
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
c,overy. Murray 436 5560
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
Li MORE ELECTRIC Corn
merctal and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
viral 759 1835

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our shossoro',.11
/
4

•

\11/•••••Nuit
.
/
011.141b.-

101111116

-adik

FOR SALE BY OWNER - *68400
liedroom, 1 3/4 Baths - Klee. Heat Pump •
Appliances, Like New - 14)(16 Patio Deck - 18
Octagon Gazebo - Large Outdoor Ifot Tub - Plus
1 Bedroom Apartment. Addltonal Income. 3,000
se ft Under Roof. Corner lait In City l.lrnits.

Phone 753-4873

Kiwanis Gun &
Knife Show
Saturday & Sunday
March 2 & 3
9-5 p.m.
a
Calloway County Middle School
College Farm Road

CLASSIFIEDS
areforeveryone!
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Properly
Saturday, March 2, 1991 at 10 a.m.
1t the farm home of Mr. T.R. Smotherman. From Murray. K. take
Hwy.94 East to Hwy. 280. Follow 280 to Poplar Spring Baptist Church,

turn off. Follow to auction. Watch for signs.
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Old glass door pie safe magaiine rack old quilts large old wardrobe , small wardrobe - old chifferobe - old dresser base old chest
- 4 iron beds - kerosene lamps - old Petter clock old wood bed - odd chest
electric sewing machine - breakfast set - wood dining table & chairs - like new
Frigidaire upright freezer - like new microwave - like new washer nice side by
side refrigerator/freezer - cook stove - dryer - fans - King Wood home heater electric heaters - color TV with remote - couch & chair - 12 ga single barrel
shotgun - .22 pistol - large chest freezer - old stone pieces - cast iron pieces - some
old glass & china - what not items - pots & pans - porch swing.
TRACTOR EQUIPMENT:601 Ford tractor - $' grader blade 5' roLuy cutter - 2
bottom plows - 6'disc - front blade - lawn cart - pond scoop !row cultivator 2
wheel trailer. 14 h.p. Wheelhorse mower - 5 h.p. rear tine tiller II h p. Murray
riding mower - log chains - wheel barrow - like new Echo line trimmer - nice 028
and 041 Stihl chainsaws - double blade axe - brood axe - wash kettle & rack small air compressor - bench leg vise - wood block plains - 2 saw mill blades- 10
amp. battery charger - small shop tools - nice 1987 Miro 16' boat 150 h.p. motor
& nice trailer, a real nice rig - 1974 Datsun Pickup - misc. items.
Real Estate: 70 acre farm, more or less, near Wildcat Creek TVA Beach 2
bedroom house, bath, kitchen, dining area, living room, ouLsida storage.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Real
estate sells at 12 Noon,
Terms: 20% dowittplling price day of auction. Balance in 30 days with passing of
deed.
Auction held Jointly with

Terry Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall, Broker • 753-5814

Dan NIiIIer - Auctioneer
( ro (' • 435-4144
1%1%4.11.111. 1).111111
"ity Sift
(0k1. ii Pat%

•'
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ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Mar'
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Boats
i Motors

Buy -Sell or Trade
Consignment Sales
Used Boats Motov.,
Trailers, Salvage Parts

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

CUNNINGHAM ‘a Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754

werwalestiereeellearelljellas
• •
,
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Kentucky lottery survey findings released
prompted by the high volume of
A majonty of persons who play the
questions
raised by both legislators
Kentucky Lottery games on a regular
public,
management changes
and
the
school
high
have
a
basis
at least
education, according to a recent at the lottery as well as a decrease in
survey- conducted for State Auditor income projections for this fiscal year.
The failure of a program to prevent
. Bob Babbage.
Babbage said the survey shows that the potential for forging winning
tickets which was detected and solved
77 percent of those who play the
bs lottery, management, also contrihigh
week
are
a
once
least
lottery at
buted to Babbage's decision, he said.
school graduates.
Most lottery players live in Eastern
The Auditor said he was "optirnisKentucky and in LOuiSitille. Babbage tic" that an audit at this time would
said the survey showed. Of those who "help the new president achieve an
play lottery. games at least once a effective long-term plan with the
week, 19 percent live in Centra
lottery's staff and board, as well as
Kentucky. 12 percent T. Western strengthen credibility with the public
Kentucky and six percent in Northern and the legislature.
The state law which created the
Kentucky
Babbage said the survey showed' lottery also made the Aqditor of
that people who play !ottcry games on Public Accounts responsible for its
a regular basis fall into two ann-ua] financial audits as well as other audits
income levels, less Lhar So,(i or he deems necessary..
over S250.100. Nine Pcrrcent ol the
Babbage said the management and
regular lottery game pavursced staff of the Kentucky. Lottery Corpo.c than ration assisted his team in developing
have annua incomes
S10.000
:he,questions for the statewide survey
Persons, V.
Survey Shows
Babbage said 2g percent of the
‘- ,.trs Bats
respondents were concerned that the
lottery games would attract persons
who cannot afford to play.
The poll shows that eight percent ot
those surveyed who play' the lottery at
Su-vey
least once a week are unemployed anc!
Cer.ter 4• a part ot :he ,. 1 ,JO!
15 percent are rettred.
management pra.ti,:es
Of those who p!as the lottery .c
least once a week.; percent said they
tne. Auditor s offILe. B,:The po! ot 452 respondents w as 1, spend an average of rise dollars eaLt.
conducted ihC firs: week :n
::MC they play and 2.6 percent said
Iney spend two dollars or less on cat
The average age of the regular
years old and persons
]ayer
over the age of 65 :omprise !Percent of those who play the lottery
..ames at !east once a week, according
s the survey
!thou voters arTroved the Con
Is

fIC.'

r

45

stitutional amendment permitting the
lottery by over 60 percent. only 17
percent of those surveyed said they
played the games weekly. A total Of
44 percent of the respondents said
they have never played the lottery:
games.
Babbake said the survey also
showed that a nvjority of those polled
think lottery incOme should he used to
fund education.
"Lottery income currently goes into
the state's general fund which finances education and other
rams flahhage explained

State Senator Joe Meyer, D-Co.
vington, the new chairman of the
Senate State Government Committee,
explained that the General Assembly
was reluctant to earmark lottery income for specific„ programs
One reason, he explained, is to
avoid public perception that lOttery
income would he sufficient to totally
support major programs.
According to legislative reports.
income from the lottery will amount
to about two percent of the $4.37
billion state budget for the fiscal year

-

Aasectated Press *NSW

WASHINGTON (AP) L The
Bush administration, acting quickly
after the rout of Iraqi forces, may
reopen its embassy in Kuwait as
early as Thursday, the State
Department said.
The embassy was shut down on
Dec. 13 after Iraqi authorities permitted the last of the Americans
detained in Kuwait to leave.
Ambassador Nathaniel Howell and
his staff had spent the previous 110
days without electricity or hot
water at night.
State Department spokeswoman
Margaret Tutwiler said Wednesday
the new U.S. ambassador to
Kuwait, Edward Gnemh, and a
staff of several dozen aides were
being sent to reclaim the embassy.
Gnernh and his U.S. government
colleagues have been stationed in
Saudi Arabia. where the Kuwaiti
government in exile has had its
headquarters.

The infantry's new $50 desert boot Provides more foot support and
comfort than the wet weather Vietnam war boot Here's why

SheN

Padded comfort collar

Tough,
lightweight,
nylon

Supports ankle
keeps out sand

•

•

Laces
Nylon-coated for speed
Replaceable Insole
Polyurethane foam,
supports cushions foot

Lining

Thermal barrier
Insulates toot
from heat

Polyester
fiber keeps
foot cool, dry

that ends in June

American Embassy in Kuwait
may be reopened Thursday
By GEORGE GEDDA

Army's new, lightweight, cool boot

Shock
absorber

• _
-Ausur

'We do not have for you a thor
ough readout or overview of exact
ly what shape the embassy is in,'
Ms. Tutwiler said.
Reporters in Kuwait City said
the American flag was flying at the
U.S. Embassy, where Mannes were
back on station Wednesday, relieving Army special forces troops who
had secured the coastal compound
late Tuesday. Kuwaitis, many waving American flags, swarmed into
the embassy to offer thanks to the
Marines.

Sole

•

Lightweight, wearresistant outer sole

Self-cleaning
traction tread

Instep support

Why the new boot was designed:
New toot

Oki boot
Coior

Tan (absorbs less heat)

dCt•

Weight

3 1 ,2 lbs

Drainage holes

On sides

None (outlets let sand ni

Thermal barrier

Steel

Fiber (absorbs less heat)

Laces

Conventional
lacing

Speed lacing (soldier can put boots
on, take them off ;rare oulckiyi

J

Less than 3 lbs (makes wailung easier)

Enterry ses inc Research by PAT CARR

'COUPON

C00%41.4.4.4z ge449/1t, Ytku
144

Seven Seas

TT Hwy. 641 N

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Sf 00

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Murray

Off

Any Dinner Entree
With Free Salad Bar

Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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Good
Neighbor
Chevy
jk
Stars
r,t
)

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

LIKE NEW

PAYMENT SALE
DOWN + TAX AND LIC
60 MO. 11.9% A.P.R.
So. 12th St., Murray, Ky.
753-2617
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